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'1. (a) Prove that in the case of a perfect gasj the 

pressure co-cfiicient is equal to the volume co-efBcient. 

Explain how this co-efficient leads to the concept of an 

absolute zero of temperature. 

{b) Describe the construction and method of use of two 

different types of Pyrometers. 

Ans. : (a) Let us consider a given mass of a gas at 0“C and 

let its pressure be P„ and volume Vo. Keeping the pressure 

constant it is heated to tC and let Vt be its volume at fC, 
if be the volume co-efficient) then 

Ff=r.(l + y,i) ••• (a) 

Then keeping the temperature constant* the volume Vt 

of the gas is compressed to its original volume Vo and let Pt 

be its pressure. As temperature remains constant, so Boyle’s 

law will be obeyed. 

.'. PVVt^PtV, . ih) 
If be the pressure co-efficient, then 

Pi=Po(l+yt>0 ••• (c) 

Putting the values of V, and Pt in eqn. (b) 

PoFod+y^il^Pod+nOFo 
or, 

or, yp^^Vv 

Volume co-efficient*Pressure co-efficient. 

It has been found experimentally that the \alue of volume 

lap pr^sute cp-efficient *'*' “' the temperature of the gas 
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If the temperature falls to -273°G then 

Thus at -273®G the volume of any gas theoretically 

reduces to zero. The gas cannot be cooled below-273®C 
Jbecause the volume thea occupied by the gas will be negative 

'wVichis physically impossible. Thus-273*C is the lowest 

temperature which can be conceived of and is called the 

absolute zero temperature. 

(i&) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 1(a) of 1956, Nov. 

ai^ Ques. No, 1(a) of 1957 May. 

^^2. Define entropy. What is its physical significance f 

Explain what is meant by internal energy and external energy 
of a system and how they are related. 

Find the entropy of one gram of saturated steam at a 

pressure of 74 lbs. per sq. in., given the boiling point of water 
at this pressure is 152'6°C. and its latent heat at this 

temperature is 503’6 cal./gm. 

Ana.: The entropy of a body is a real physical quantity 

and depends on the present state of the body. The entropy 
of a body changes, if there is any gain or loss of heat as heat 

by the body. If dQ be the heat added reversibly to a body at 
temperature 7* then increase in entropy is given by 

Total change in entropy is given by 

The entropy of saturated 
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Entropy of a body is a real physical quantity and is a 

measure of the ummilabiliiy of energy for useful work. It is 

a single-valued function and its value does not depend on its 
previous history. 

Net change of entropy in a reversible cycle is zero. 

Entropy increases in an irreversible process. 

Entropy increases or decreases according as heat is added 

or taken out. 

During an adiabatic operation* change in entropy is zero. 

Entropy increases during isothermal expansion and 

decreases during isothermal compression. 

There is no process in the universe where entropy 

decreases. The entropy of the universe is always increasing. 
Heat energy which remains stored as heat and increases 

the temperature of the system is known as irUemai energy of 

the system. 
The portion of heat energy which is utilised for doing 

external work is called the external energy. 
Let AQ be the heat added to a body* dU its resulting 

change in internal energy and dW^ the external work done by 

the system. If all the quantities are expressed in energy 

units* then 

dQ=da+dW’’dU+j fpM 

This is the relation between the internal energy and 

external ^ergy. 
8um : Saturation temp, of steam is 

273 
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.c>qfTiw425-6+5036 
2 303log-^3+^g 

>0*4435 + 11815 
> 1*625 units. 

3. State the fundamental postulates of the kinetic 
theory of gases. 

Derive an expression for viscosity of a gas on the basis 
of kinetic theory and discuss the formula with reference to 
the temperature dependence of viscosity. 

Ans.; The following are the fundamental postulates 
of the kinetic theory of gases :— 

(а) A gas is composed of molecules which for the same 
gas are all alike. Further the molecules are assumed to be 
minute» hard* elastic spheres. 

(б) The molecules are always in motion and can move 
about in any direction with all possible velocities. When 
they move, they may collide with one another and also with 
the walls of the containing vessel. The collisions are 
assumed to be perfectly elastic and the sum-tutal of 
momentum and kinetic energy of the system remains 

constant. 

(c) The actual volume occupied by the molecules of the 
gas is negligible in comparison with the total volume of 

the gas. 
(d) Between two successive collisions, the molecules 

move in rectilinear paths. Time for which a collision lasts 
is negligible in comparison with the time between twa 
successive collisions. 
M(e) M(|^'''"ules neither . ' *Tact nor repel each other 

'*h. 

a molecule 
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path. The dimension of a molecule is negligible compared 
with mean free path. 

Viscous force is called into play when there is a relative 
motion among the different layers of a fluid. The force 
tends to destroy the relative motion. 

Let us consider two layers of a gas separated by a distance 
dx and moving in streamlines with velocities f? and v+di?. 

Then velocity gradient 
dv 
dx If a be the surface area of each 

layer* then* according to Newton* 

Viscous force 

where ?? is a constant* called the co'-efficient of viscosity. 
So co-efficient of viscosity may be defined as the tangential 
force per unit area per unit velocity gradient. 

Suppose a gas moves over 

a fixed horizontal surface 
OX The velocity of the 
gas in contact with OX 
is assumed to be zero but 
increases uniformly along 
the OZ direction. Three 
layers A, C are parallel 
to X~T plane and are 
separated by \ where A 
is the mean free path of 
the molecules. If the layer 
B moves with velocity v 
along OXi then the velocity Pig. 1 

of the layer A will be v+A.-:=.and that of the layer C will 
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It is clear that the molecules above the plane B have* on 
an average* greater momentum than those below the plane. 
As a result) the molecules crossing the plane B downwards 
carry more momentum than that carried by the molecules 
crossing the plane upwards. So the layers below B will 
experience an accelerating force and the layers above B will 
experience a retarding force. Thus a viscous force comes 
into play. 

Let number of molecules per c. c. Then in molecules 
per c.c. will move along any one of the axes* as they have 
equal probability to move in any direction. So the number 
of molecules per c.c. moving along the .Z-axis is also Jn. 
But the molecules may again move either up or down and 
so the number of molecules moving up or down per c.c. is 
In-T2^in. If C be the r. m. s. velocity of the molecules) 
then number of molecules crossing the layer B upwards or 

downwards per unit area per second *= i w.C7. If w be the 
mass of each molecule and a, the area of each layer» the mass 
of molecules crossing the layer B upwards or downwards 

m. n. C. a. 
Total momentum carried by the molecules per second 

which cross ..B donwards 

“t fn. n. C. 

Similarly* the molecules crossing the layer B upwards 
per second carry total momentum 

Net momentum transferred downwards per sec*, 

-i m. n.O. 
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This momentum gain tends to accelerate the layers below 
B and constitutes the viscous force F. 

But 

dv 1 ^ dv 

whence m.n 0. x“I p-C.}^ 
['.* m.«=p=* density of the gas] 

This is the expression for the co-efficient of viscosity of 
a gas on the basis of kinetic theory of gases. 

Dependence of co. of viscosity on temperaktre. From 
above we get> -n =* pC'x, 

But (7®c ^ T where T is the absolute temperature of the 
gas. So Ti e.t the co-efficient of viscosity of 
gas varies directly as the square root of the absolute 

temperature of the gas. 
. 4. Write detailed notes on any two of the following :— 

(a) Indicator diagrams for steam engine^ petrol engine* 
and diesel engine. 

(b) Superheated steam. 
(c) Critical state. 
(d) Calorific value of fuels. 

Ana.: When the working substance in an engine is a 
fluid? indicator diagram denotes the variation of pressure 
with volume of the working substance. The indicator 
diagram also represents the amount of work done and is 
therefore also known as Vork diagram’. 

In a steam engine^ the working substance is steam The 
figure (2) shows indicator diag]g|m ** s*«»nm ^muine working 
on Bimhine cycle,^J^4 th<> 
working 'substani^^i^^;^^ 
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E. The portion EA denotes the heating of the working 

substance to temperature Ti. It is then converted into dry 

steam at temperature 

which is then admitted 
into the cylinder at 

constant pressure Pi. 

This is represented by 
AB. Steam is then shut 

ofiF from the boiler and 

the steam within the 

cylinder is allowed to 

expand adiabatically 

upto the temperature 

Pa. This is represented 

by BC. The steam by 
this time has become 

wet. It is then con- 
® densed at a pressure 

Pa and temperature P* and is brought back to the original 

state. This is denoted by CE, The work done per cycle 
is given by the area of the indicator diagram ABCE. 

Petrol engines work on an Otto-cycle. For this see 

Answer to Ques. No. 5 of 1958» Nov. 
For diesel engines, see Answer to Ques. No. 4 of 1957, 

Nov. 

(b) Superheated Steam : For this see Answer to Ques. 

No. 2 a {Hi) of 1957. May. 

(c) Critical state : To describe critical state, let us first 

all describe Andrews' experiments with so-called permju 

nent gas 

^ssible gases and 

'CIS particularly 
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with COj. For CO^ at different temperatures, he obtained 

isothermal curves as shown in the figure (3). In the figure, 

the curve abed denotes the characteristic at 13'1*C. With 

increase in pressure, the volume of a given mass of CO^ 

decreases and follows the path 

ab. At the point 6, the 

liquefaction of the gas starts 

and the pressure remains cons- o| ^ ® 

tant so long the liquefaction 

continues. However, there 

will be a rapid decrease in 

volume till the point c is 

reached. The point c indi¬ 

cates that whole of i the gas 

has been liquefied. With 

further increase in pressure, 

the volume of the liquid will ^ 
decrease by a very small volume (v) 

amount because the com- ^^8* ^ 

pressibility of a liquid is very small. This state is represented 

by the portion cd. The state of affairs for COg at 21'5”G is 

shown by the curve at bi Ct di. However, the horizontal 
* 

portion bt Ci is much shorter. This isothermal at 311°C, is 

of particular importance because at this temperature, the 

horizontal part just disappears and the volume of the gas at 

the start and at the end of the liquefaction becomes exactly 

the same. This curve is known as the critical isothermal for. 

COt. So, critical isothermal for any gas is that particular 

isothermal in which the volume .at the start of liquefaction 

and volume at the.end oi^^^J^u^ction become exactly the 

same. The ^ '^’%rent 
for different 
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the isothermals for CO2 at temperatures greater than 311°C* 

do not show any horizontal part and no liquid is formed. 

So> at temperatures above 31'1"C carbon-dioxide cannot be 

liquefied by applying pressures, however, large. At still 

higher temperatures, the isothermals resemble the curves for 

so-called permanent gaseS; such as air and others. 

Critical temperature of a gas is that temperature above 

^which a gas cannot be liquefied by mere application of 

pressures, however large. So, below this temperature a gas 

can be liquefied by pressure alone. This critical 

temperature is different for different gases. It is 

for CO2 i—140 C for Oj, and i-240“C for H2 and so on. 

Critical pressure : Critical pressure of a gas is the 

pressure required to liquefy the gas at the critical tempera-- 

ture. For OOa, the critical pressure is about 73 atmospheres. 

Critical volume: It is the volume occupied by unit 

mass of a gas or a liquid at its critical temperature and 

pressure. So it is the specific volume at critical temperature 

and pressure. 

Critical point: It is that point on the critical isother¬ 

mal at which the specific volumes of a gas and its liquid are 

the same. So at this point, the gas just passes to the liquid 

phase without the gaseous and liquid phases mixing up 

together. 

(d) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 3 of 1959, May. 

5. Draw a sketch of the direct-vision spectroscope and 

explain how it is used to obtain dispersion without deviation. 

The refractive indices of crown and flint glass for (7, i), 

and F lines are given below : 

Glass CDF 
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Calculate the dispersive powers of the two glasses. If 

the angle of a crown glass prism is 9^ calculate the angle 

of the flint glass prism which combines with the crown 

glass prism to produce dispersion without deviation. 

Ads. : For the £rst part* see Answer to Ques. No. 7 

(last part) of 1958» May. 

Sum : For crowft glasst 

Dispersive power 

0 008 
’O'SSO* 

1-535 -1*527 
“ 1-530-1 

.00151. 

For fhrU glassy 

Dispersive power 
Ma”*! 

1*806-1-790 
1-795-1OUO 

0*016 
“0*795 

0*02012. 

Crown glass Flint glass 

1*530 Ma ** 1795 
|J[3,=9° yla®*? 

For no deviation 

(M3-l)da«(w-l)ili 

. , (mi-1Mi (1*530-1)9 0-530 x9 
** M2-1 * (1795-1 “ 0795 

^ V6. Distinguish between interference and diffraction. 

How will you use a biprism to determine the wave-lengtb 

of a given sourceof light ? 

In an experiment with Jt biprism) the mean distance 

between ten bands ol 

distance of 54*1 or 
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distance between the two virtual images produced by the 

biprism was 0*1856 cm. Calculate the wavelength of the 
light used. 

Ans.: For the first part> see Answer to Ques. No. 6 

(first part) of 1961, May. 

For the second part> see Answer to Ques. No. 7 of 1959) 
Nov. 

Sum : Here i?*distance between the eye-piece 

and the source=54*1 cm. 

a; s mean distance between two consecutive 
bands. 

=01716-MO=0*01716 cm. 

2d “distance between two virtual images 

=0*1856 cm. 

If X be the wave-length of the light) then 

2d.x 0*1856 X 0*01716 
54*1 

= 5887x10'® cm. 

=5887 A.U. 

' 7. What is meant by double refraction in a crystal T 

low is it explained ? 

Explain the action and use of (a) a Nicol prism and (b) 

a Polaroid. 

Ans.: For the first part) see Answer to Ques. No. 9 

of 1959, May. 

(a) Nicol prism : For this see Answer to Ques. No. 9 (ti) 

of 1958, Nov. 

^ (b) Polaroid: Polaroids are polarising sheets manu- 

fac^t*^11V, at. a moderate cost and are capable of 

light. Different methods may 
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be used to produce such polaroids. In one method ultra- 

microscopic crystals of per-ioJide of quinine sulphate is 

employed. These crystals have the peculiar property that 

they absorb selectively one of the two rectangular components 

of ordinary light but allow the other component to pass 

freely. This property is known as dichroism. These 

crystals are needle shaped and they are to be arranged 

side by side with their optic axes parallel to one another. 

This is done by breaking the mineral into needle-shaped 

crystals and a paste is formed by suspending them in nitro¬ 

cellulose which is then forced through a horizontal slit to 

produce a ribbon. The Polaroid- is prepared by mounting 

the thin sheet between two thin sheets of glass. 

In another type of polaroidi known as H-polaroidt a 

sheet of poly-vmyl alcohol is heated and stretched to several 

times of the original length when the molecules get oriented 

along the direction of stress. The Polaroid is prepared by 

impregnating the sheet with iodine. Such a Polaroid is 

colourless, transmits more light, exhibits strong dichroism 

and produces a completely polarised light. 

In a later method, due to Land and Rogers, a stretched 

poly-vinyl alcohol film is heated with a catalyst like 

hydrochloric acid. The film gets slightly darkened but 

shows strong dichroism. Such polaroids, known as K^polaroidSi. 
are very stable and are not bleached by strong sunlight. 

Uses: Polaroids are used in automobile head lights, 

screens, sun-glasses, aeroplane windows. They are also- 

used in viewing stereoscopic (three-dimensional) pictures. 

Polaroid filters are used in photography to cut out unwanted 

glare from a surface. They 

and also as an analyser. T1 
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optical properties of metals and to control the intensity 
of light. 

8. Give the theory of beats. 

bridge is placed under the string of a sonometer 
at a point near the middle. When the two parts are 
plucked simultaneously, three beats per second are 

produced, with a stretching load of 4 kilograms. Find the 
number of beats per second when the load is increased to 
16 kilograms. 

Ans.: For the first part, see Answer to Ques. No. 11 of 
1960, May. 

Sum : Let rii be the frequencey of one of the wires and 

»a be that of the second wire when the stretching load is 4 
kgm. 

.’. No. of beats • 3 

We know, n<*/T 

As the stretching load increases 4 times the former value 
(’.* 16 kgm,=4x4 kgm.) so the frequency increases by 

^4=2 times. 

So, frequency of the first wire=2»i 

and frequency of the second wire=2«a 

. ’. No. of beats=2«i'^2»a =• 2(ni^na) 
=2x3=6 per sec. 

y' 9. Write short wafes on any thru of the following : 
(a) Lissajou’s figures. 
{h) Doppler effect. 

(c) Vibrations of diaphragms. 

"Xd) Phenomenon of resonance. 

Answer to Ques. No. 10 of 
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(5) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 11 of 1958> Nov. 
(c) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 12 of 1962» Nov. 

■( old course). 
(d) Phenomenon of Resonance : When a periodic force 

is applied to a body capable of vibration* the body will 
ultimately vibrate* having a time period equal to that of the 
applied force. The vibration thus set up is called the forced 
vibration. The case is* however* different if the time period 
of the applied force becomes equal to that of the vibrating 
body. When this is the case* the body will vibrate with a 
much greater amplitude. This ' phenomenon is called 
Resonance. This resonance is a special case of forced 
vibration in which the time period of the applied force is 
equal to the natural period of the 
body. Let us illustrate it by suitable 
experiments. 

, Four pendulum bobs* Jt Bi C 
and D are suspended from a flexible 
cord. The effective lengths of B 
and C ate same whereas those 
of A and D are respectively smaller 
and greater than that of either B 
or C, (Fig. 4). Now if the pendulum 
bob B is set into oscillation* the 
pendulum C will be found to acquire 
motion readily. On the other 
hand* pendulums A and D are in- D 
itially found to oscillate irregularly. P'ig. i 
But ultimately they will oscillate with time periods equal to 
that of B, It will also be found that the amplitude of C is 
equal to that of B whereas the amplitude D 
will be comparatively much si 
lums Af 0 and D undergo forc$^ 
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length of 0 is the same as that of B, the time periods of B 
and C arc the same. So the pendulum G suffers resonance 

and the corresponding amplitude is very large. 
Resonance box: The 

principle of resonance 

has been utilised to cons¬ 

truct the resonance boxes. 

These are nothing but 

hollow wooden boxes 

of suitable dimensions 

( Fig- 5). If a vibrating 

tuning fork is mounted 

on such a boxy the mass 

of air enclosed within 
the box will also vibrate, 

s If, however, the natural 

frequency of the enclosed air is the 

same as that of the tuning fork, ^ 
resonance will take place and an 

intense sound will be heard. Thus 

a resonance box is nothing but a 

hollow wooden box where the 

natural frequency of the enclosed 

air is the same as that of the 

vibrating body to be mounted on 

the box. 
Resonance of air column : To 

illustrate resonance of air column, 

a tall glass jar is taken and a 

vibrating tuning fork is held hori- 

end 
'oured slowly into the jar until 
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at a particular instant, the .sound produced will be maxi¬ 

mum. When this is the case, the natural frequency of the 

mass of air within the jar is equal to- that of the tuning 

fork As a result, the mass of enclosed air undergoes 
resonant vibration and maximum sound is produced. If more 

water is poured into the jar, the intensity of sound then 

produced will decrease considerably. This is because the 
natural frequency of the enclosed air will be different from 

that of the tuning fork. So there will be forced vibration but 

no resonance. 

1956 Nov. 

^ 1. (a) Explain with the aid of a sketch, the principle of 

a platinum resistance pyrometer. What is its range ? What 

are its defects ? 

(b) The values of Bo, Rioq in n platinum resistance 

thermometer are 2*585, 3*510 ohms respectively. When it 

was placed in a furnace, the resistance B was found to be 

9*098 ohms. Calculate correct up to 1°C, the temperature 

of the furnace on the hydrogen scale. 

(Given B for a specimen of pt. is 1*5) 

Ad8. : Platlmum resistance thermometer: It has 

been found that the electrical resistande of a metallic 

conductor increases with temperature more or less uniformly 

over a wide range of temperature. Noting the change in 

resistance and knowing the rate of change of resismnee with 

temperature, the value of an unknown temperature can be 

determined. This forms the underlying 

resistance thermometer. As plat^^ 

Ph.—2 
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and its rate of change of resistance with temperature is 

fairly uniform* platinum is used mostly in this type of 

thermometers. Such a thermometer is known as a platinum 

resistance thermometer and was constructed by Siemens in 

1871 for the first time. Further notable improvements have 

been made by Callendar and Griffiths. 

A platinum resistance thermometer consists essentially of 

a well-annealed platinum wire free from impurities like 

silicon* carbon* copper* tin etc. The wire is doubly-wound 

on a mica strip and the two ends are 

Pj attached to two long leads usually of 

platinum or copper (Fig. 7). The leads 

pass through the holes in a number of 

mica discs and are connected to the 

binding screws Pj and Pa. It is evident 

that the lead wires have an appreciable 

resistance which is also liable to 

change due to change in temperature. 

This error is eliminated by arranging 

two compensating leads having the same 

material) length and cross-sections as 

those oi the leads of the platimum wire. 

The compensating leads arc short-circu- 

Fig. 7 ited at one end and the other two ends 

■pass through •the mica discs and are joined to the binding 

screws Ox and (7a. The whole arrangement is enclosed in a 

porcelain tube T, The porcelain tube is then exhausted of 

air and is sealed to avoid the chance of moisture getting into 

the same. The purpose of winding the platinum wire doubly is 

to eliminate effects due to self-induction whereas the 

■* ' ^ the mica discs is to avoid the chance of the 

'' :xing in contact with each other. 
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Theory : Let Bq be the resistance of the platinum wire 

at O'^C ; Bioo9 that at lOO^C and Bt be that at t°C, If < be 

the resistance temperature co-efficient* then 

i2ioo'=i?o(l + 100<) and Bt — Bo (l+*€0 

Bi 00 ““ ^ Bt ”■ /?o 
■‘"BoXlOO BT* 

whence 
XtlOO “ iho 

Thus measuring Bq, Btoo and Bt, the value of the 

unknown temperature i can be determined. The tempera¬ 

ture i on the platinum resistance scale is usually denoted by 

tp and differs from the temperature on the gas thermometer 

scale. If t be the temperature on the gas thermometer scale 

corresponding to the temperature tp on the platinum 

resistance scale, then it can be shown that, 

t-<, = s|(—) 

where 3 is a constant and is equal to 1'5 for pure plati¬ 

num. Thus knowing tp, the value of t i.e,, temperature on 

the gas thermometer scale can be determined. 

A platinum resistance thermometer is convenient to use 

and has a wide range from-200''C to about 120D''C. and 

has an accuracy of about O'Or^C upto 50O’C and an accuracy 

of o re upto 1200"C. 

DUadvantages : It has a large thermal capacity and so 

consumes an appreciable amount of heat from the source 

whose temp, is to be measured. This may effect the 

temperature of the very source. 

Its thermal conductivity is low and so requires some 

time to attain the temperature of the source. 

Varying temperatures cannot be meas; 
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Due to its size* it cannot also be used to measure the 

temperature at a point. 
Sum: Here jB,“2’585 ohms; 12jloo“3*510 ohms and 

9*098 ohms. 

. Bt-Eo _9’098-2'585 
“ El00 “ Bo ” 3-510 - 2-585 

-g3xl00 = 704-2‘-C 

xlOO 

where is the platinum temperature. 

Let the correct temperature be f 0. 

Then ^lOo} 

Putting tp-lOi’Z'C and S«1‘5 for platinum, we get, 

'-704-2=l-5|yro)’-li)} 
Solving the quadratic equation we get* 

t=787*3®C. 

2. Explain why the specific heats of a gas at constant 

pressure and constant volume differ. Describe a method for 

determining the ratio of the two specific heats for air. 

Derive the expression you use. Why is a knowledge of this 

rati 1 important ? 

Ans.. The specific heat of a gas at constant volume is 

defined as the amount of heat required to raise the tempera* 

ture of 1 'gm. of the gas through when the volume of the 

gas is kept constant. It is usually denoted by Co. 

The specific heat of a gas at constant pressure is defined 

as the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of 

1 gm. of the the gas through when the pressure of the 

gas remains constant. This is usually denoted by Cp» 
It is evident that when the gas is heated at constant 

"' V^.fX^he energy added goes to increase the 
3i 
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internal energy of the gas and its temperature increases. But 

if heat be added to the gas at constant pressurey then the gas 

will expand at constant pressure and some external work will 

be done by the gas. So, a part of the total heat supplied is 

used to increase the internal energy of the gas whereas the 

rest is utilised to do the external work. So, heat required 

in this case will be greater than that required at crnstant 

volume. So, specific heat at constant pressure is greater 

than that at constant volume. 

Determination of the ratio {Vj of two specific h, ats of 

a gas : The value of the ratio of two specific heats can be 

determined by different methods. We shall, however, 

describe Clement and Desorme's method only. 

The arrangement consists essentially of a large flask A of 

Pig. 8 

about 30 litres capacity and is fitte< 

gnd a manometer M (Fig. 8). There is 
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which may be opened to make the gas expand suddenly. The 

flask A is kept inside a wooden box B packed with insulating 
materials such as asbestos fibres? cotton? wool, etc. This is 

used to reduce the chance of heat exchange when the gas 

expands adiabatically. The tube carrying the valve V should 

be wide enough to make the expansion of the gas adiabatic. 

The liquid used in the manometer is cither sulphuric acid or 

a suitable oil. 

First of all? the flask is filled up with the experimental 

gas at a pressure which is slightly greater than the atmos- 

spheric pressure. If hi be the difference in level in the 
manometer and i/? the height corresponding to atmospheric 

pressute? then pressure of the enclosed gas is Pt—H+fei. 

The valve V is then opened quickly so as to allow the gas 

to expand adiabatically to the atmospheric pressure. When 

the liquid columns in both the limbs of the manometer 

stand at the same level? the valve is closed. This ensures 
that the gas expands adiabatically to the atmospheric 

pressure. During the process? the temperature of the gas falls 

below the room temperature. 

The enclosed gas is then allowed to attain the room- 

temperature. As the volume is kept fixed? the pressure will 

increase. If hi he the reading of the manometer? then 

pressure of the enclosed gas is 
Pi-^H+hi. 

Let Ti be the initial temperature of the gas when the 

pressure is Pi and T» the temperature when the pressure is 

Po (atmospheric). So? in the second operation? 

. (a> 

*Kird. operation? the volume remains constant and 

from Po to Pi at the initial tempera- 
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Sd, PJPo^TjIT . (b) 

From (a) and (b) wc get 

Taking logarithm of both sides we get» 

(y - i )(log Pi - log Po)« y{ Jog Pu - log Po) 

or, y(log Pi - logPo- logPi + logPo) = logPi - log P, 

or, y(log Pj - Jog Pa) log P, - log Po 

y - -Pi ~ Po log (/!+ ftl) - log II 
"hi Pi-Jog p's log //+)lJ-iog(//+/ia)- 

Thus the value of y can be calculated out. The 

important source of error lies in our assuming the expansion 

in the second process to be exactly adiabatic. This is not 

true because when the valve is opened, oscillations set in 

within the mass cf the gas. So the valve should be closed 

exactly at the moment when the liquid levels in both the 

limbs of the manometer are the same. To close the valve 

at the right instant is rather difficult. 

Importance of the ratio : The knowledge of the ratio 

of two specific heats is of much importance in the study 

of adiabatic changes in gases and vapours. Further, the 

velocity V of sound in a gas of pressure P and density P is 

given by, V^^s/yPjp- So, knowing Pandp, the velocity of 

sound in a gas can be determined. Further, with a 

knowledge of y* the molecular constitution of different 

gases can also be inferred. As for example, from theoretical 

consideratio;is, y for monatomic gases=1*66 ; y for diatomic 

gases=1'4 ; y for triatomic gases = 1*33 and so on. Thus 

knowing the value of y, the constitution of the gas molecule! 

can be ascertained. This is particularly imporfiiifiiir litudi 

of inert gases such as argon, helium, neiS^ 
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3. (a) Derive an expression for thi rate of heat flow 
through thick metallic tubes. 

(b) Water is pumped through an iron tube 2 meters 
long* at the rate of 100 litres/sec. The inner and outer 

diameters of the tube are 5 and 6 cm. respectively. The 
out-side of the tube is surrounded by hot gases at a 
constant temperature of 500''C. If the temperature of water 
as it enters is 30*0» calculate the rise in temperature as it 
leaves the tube. (K for iron is 015 c.g.s. units.) 

Ans. : (a) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 4 of 1959* 
Nov. 

(6) Let be the temperature of the water at the 
outlet. Then average temperature of water inside the tube is 

^ inlet temp. + outlet temp. 304*^ B 

If q be the rate of heat flow* then 

2.x200 x 015{500-(i5+^) 

® " 2 303 logiors/r, “ 2'363 log, „3/2-5 
Volume of water flowing per sec. =» 103 litres. 
Its mass =* 100 x 1000 gm. 
Heat absorbed by water 

— mass X sp. heat X rise in temp. 

*100x1000x1x10-30) 
In the steady state 

100 X1000 X (« - 30)= 

whence $ = 34’9”C. 

. Rise in temperature-final temp. — initial temp. 

*34 9-30*4*rC. 

^ ' ’^.s^cribe the Girnot qyclc and derive an expression 

>f a Carnot engine. 
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(6) In a steam plant the furnace temperature is 1400''C.; 
the cooling water for the condenser is at The steam 

is generated in the boiler at 260^C.» expanded in a turbine* 

then finally discharged to the condenser in which it 

condenses at 30'^C. Find the efficiency of the turbine if it 

works on the Carnot cycle between 26(fC. and 30''C. and 

compare this efficiency with the Carnot efficiency for the 
plant. 

Ans.; (a) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 3 of 
1959 Nov. 

lb) For turhim, Tx ==260‘'C =» 260+273 * 533"K 

ra = 30"C * 30+273 = 303''K 
Thermal efficiency of the turbine 

^ Ti 533 
=43'2% 

For the whole plant, Ti'^MOO’C® 1400 + 273=1673‘K 

T, ’=IS^C -15 + 273 =288'’K 
Carnot efficiency for the whole plant is 

1 288 _ 
.,-l-jr=l-1^3 = 0 8279 

=8-279%. 

Comparison of efficiencies: 

Efficiency of the turbine_77_ 0'432 
Efficiency of the plant “77'“0*8279^'^ 

5. (a) Distinguish between adiabatic and isothermal 

chax^es. Prove the relation constant for an adiabatic 
change in a perfect gas. 

(6) One litre of hydrogen at 0*C is suddenly compressed 

to half its volume. Calculate the change in temperature 

of the gas* given that the ratio of the tsy 
£01 hydrogen is 1‘4. 
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Ans. : (g) When the changes in pressure* volume etc. of 
a gas take place at constant temp&ratnrei the changes are 

then said to be isothermal changes. But if_the changes, in 
pressure, volume* temperature of a gas take place when no 
heat is added or takeji out from the gas, then the changes are 
said to be adiabatic changes Daring adiabatic changes* the 

gas is to be kept in thermal isolation from the surrounding. 
When a given mass of gas is compressed suddenly, heat 

is developed and for adiabatic changes to occur, the heat 
developed must not be allowed to leave the system. As a 

result, the temperature of the gas will increase. Similarly 

there will be a fall in temperature if the gas be allowed to 
expand suddenly. 

To prove the formula pv"'*= a constant where ^ is the 
ratio between the two specific heats of a gas, let us 
consider unit mass of a perfect gas. li dQ be the heat 

added to the same, then this heat is used in raising the 
temperature of the gas and in doing external work. I.et 
the change in temperature be AT. Then heat required 

to raise the temperature of the gas through dT 
= mass X specific heat x change in temp. 

** 1X C<0 X dT^ Cv.dT‘ 
Let p be the pressure and dv the change in volume. 

Then external work done=*"^^“ . 

From the principle of energy dQ *= Cv dT+ 

But in adiabatic changes, heat is neither added nor 
removed from the mass of the gas. So, dQ«0. 

=0 ••• ••• (a) 

"^'^ siffor a perfect gas). 
"tiation, p.dv+v.dp'^ R.dT. 
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or, dT ^ 

Substituting this value of dT in eqn. (a) we get* 

^ p.dv+v.dp . p.dv ^ 
C,.lL-__+_=o 

or» Cv(p.dv’\-v.dp) + ^* p.dv^0 
d 

or, Cv(p.dv 4-r.dp)+(C, — Cv) p.dv=0 

[v c,-c.=5] 

or, Gv*v.dp + Cp.p.dv “ 0 

Dividing throughout by Cv. pv we get» 

p ^Cv V ^ 

or, 0 

Integrating, log p+y log v=a const.*Jog fc(say) 

or, log p+log v'^ *= log k 

whence pv'^=k=constant. 

(6) Sum: Here Ti-0'’C-273“K 

^^*20 and y-r4 

We know, 7a=*!ri(—\ 
\ f^2» 

= 273(2)'**-'=273(2r‘ 

-360'2‘’K 

*.* Change in temperature *360*2 — 273 

«87*2'’C. 

« ^6. (a) What is meant by an achromatic combination 

of lenses ? 

(b) Design an achromatic objects 

length for a small telescope with folloT«f 
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Glass A 

Glass B 

ft (red) 

1-5155 

1'6410 

/4 (blue) 
1-5245 

1'6590 

Ans.: (a) Achromatism : As rays of different colours 

have different refrangibilitics? so the rays of different 

colours will not come to the same focus after refraction. 
Violet rays having shorter wave-lengths will suffer more 

deviation than the red rays. The phenomenon due to which 

the rays of different colours do not come to a focus 

at one point is known as chormatic aberration. This is a 

defect on the part of a lens as the image formed will be 

coloured and also not sharp. If two or more than two 

suitable lenses are so combined that the rays of different 
colours come to the same focus^ then the combination is 

said be achromatic and we call that achromatism has been 

acheived. 

The condition for achromatism for two lenses in contact 

is whereas that for two lenses separated by a 
fx 

distance a is given by 

where w is the dispersive power 
lx U nt% 

f is the focal length and subscripts h 2 refer to the two 

lenses respectively. 

(b) Let fa be the focal length of the lens made of glass 

A and ft be that of the lens made of glass B. The 

combination is to behave as a convex lens. So the focal 

length Foi the combination = —100 cm. 

1.11 X 

^ex of glass A is 
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,.=1:^55+1:5215,,-5200 

Dispersive power of glass A is 

1'5245-1'5155 Q-QOg 
1'3200-1 ”0-520“520 

Similarly for the seomd lens 

1-6590+1-6410 
/4h*= 2- —16500 

16590-16410 18 
' 16500-1 “650 

For achromatic oombinatiom 

«!•« Wfc _^ 

f. u 

.^8__ 
520/, 650/. “ 

1 I 2 n 

52/.+^“° 
Multiplying the above equation by 52 we get, 

18^ 
A 5/.“° 

,,11 1 
omeqn.(a) + 

Subtracting one from the other we getf 

5/6 100 
o. 

or, f,= 
oXlOO 

:—=60 cm. 

Again 1„_= -Jl -L 
/. 100 A iOO 60 

_-3-5l_X 
300 300 

whence U — 
300 

— 37‘5 cm. 
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Soy the lens made of glass A will be convex and will have 

a focal length of 37’5 cm. The lens made of glass B will be 

concave having a focal length of 60 cm. 

7. (a) State Lambert’s Cosine law. 

(b) Describe briefly the principle of any modern photo¬ 

meter. 

(c) A source of light gives 100 candle-power uniformly 

in all directions. Determine the illumination at the follow¬ 

ing points on a horizontal table 8 feet below the lamp : 0, 5y 

10 and 15 feet from the vertical plane through the lamp. 

Ans.: (a) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 7 of 1961) 

May. 

(b) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 6 of 1958) Nov. 

(c) In the figure ( 9 )> L is the source of light) situated 

Fig. 9 

8 ft. above the horizontal table AD. We arc to find out the 

illuminations at A^ B, C and D. 

Ittumination at A 1563 lumeo/ft.* 
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Further cos 6i = 

cos 

cos $3 — 

LA 8 8 
LB v^8® + 3® ^89 

LA^_8_8_ 

LC + 

LA__ 8 8 

LD v's^n^ ^289 

Illumination at ^ cos ^ 

=0 9528 lumen/ft.*. 

Illumination at x cos ** t?? ^ 
LG^ 164 ^/l64 

« 0*381 lumen/£t.2 

mummlionat D=-~y.cos 

= 0*161 lumen/ft.* 

8. (a) Discuss the resolving power of optical instruments. 

How can it be increased in cases of a microscope ? 

(6) Show only by drawing a neat and clear diagram how 

the erect image is obtained in a terrestrial telescope. 

Ans.: The resolving power of an optical instrument 

depends on the amount of fine details in an object revealed 

by the instrument. The actual definition, however^ depends 

on the type of the instrument. In case of a telescope* its 

resolving power is given by the inverse of the angle subtended 

at the objective of the telescope by two close points which 

can just be distinguished as separate from each other. So 

smaller the required angle of separation* the greater will be 

the resolving power of the telescope. 

A difiPraction grating produces a spectrum of a source of 

light. So the resolving power of a difi'raction grating is 

given by its ability to separate two lines h^vins wavelengths^ 
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very close to each other. Suppose two wavelengths X and 

X-fdX can just be resolved by the instrument. Then the 

resolving power is given by If ^ be the total number 
ak 

of lines in the grating and m the order of principal maxima^ 

then it can be proved that resolving power = =» N,n. 
d\ 

In case of a microscope? the resolving power is given by 

the inverse of the distance between two close points on an 

object which can just be distinguished as separate from each 

other. Ip a microscope? the objective behaves like a circu¬ 

lar aperture. So when light falls on the same? a diffraction 

pattern is produced having a central bright disc surrounded 

by alternate dark and bright circular rings whose intensity 

decreases rapidly. Suppose two similar point sources arc 

placed close to each other in front of the microscope objective. 

Then each source will have its own diffraction pattern. The 

two sources will be just resolved if the central maximum of 

one source just falls on the first minimum of the other source. 

Let us consider two close points 0? O' of a small object 

Fig. 10 

placed perpendicularly to the axis of a lens AB and let 

the, rays 0 .after refraction meet at I (Fig. 10). All 
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tbe rays from 0 meeting at I are in the same phase. But 

the rays D'A and O'B from O' are diffracted by the 

microscope objective. To find the path difference {O'B— O'A) 

between the two rays, let ^ be the angle. which OA makes 
with the axis of the lens. As the two points 0 and O' arc 

close to each other, so 

OA -0‘A=--00 sinO 

and OB'—OB 00 sin 
But OA OB, So adding wc get 

OB'-O'A 200' sin^^ 

When this path difference is one half of the beam will 

nearly cancel another half of the beam and the resulting 

intensity at I due to O' will be minimum. This is known as 
the first minimum of the diffraction pattern of 0*. But at 

L the central maximum of diffi action pattern due to 0 is 

produced. So as per condition, the two points 0, O' will be 

just resolved, when 

200' sin<? = X 

or, 00' = \ 
2 sin h 

Aq 

2/i sin 0 
(a) 

[ •" or X*‘Xo//j'' where Ao is the wave-length of 
light in vacuum; a. is that in object space and /*, the refractive 

index in the object space ]. 

Smaller is the value of 00' for a particular microscope, 

more will be the value of its resolving power. From eqn. (a) 

it is evident that the resolving power can be increased by 

diminishing Ao. This may also be increased by increasing /£. 

This is effected in an oil immersion microscope by ii^ersing 

the object in a suitable oil. 

Ph-3 
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(W The schematic diagram (Fig. 11) is shown in the 

figure. The final image pq so formed is erect. 

^ 9. (a) Explain fully the formation of Newton’s rings. 

Deduce an expression for the wavelength of light used 

m terms of the radius of a ring. 

(h) If the diameter of the nth dark ring in a Newton’s 

ring arrangement changes from 1*2 to 10 cm.> when air 

is replaced by a transparent liquidi £nd the refractive 

index of the liquid. 

Ans. ; (a) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 8 of 1959» 

May. 
(6) If D be the diameter ot the nth dark ring* then 

where the letters have their usual 

significances. 

Let M be the retractive index of the liquid. 

D.* (air)=^”j^=2nXB 

2n\B 
(liquid)= 

Dividing one by the other we get 

- !>■." ( air ) ,(1*2)" 
(liquid) (10)* 

‘44. 
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10. (a) Distinguish between a longitudinal wave and 

a transverse wave. To which of these categories does a 

sound wave belong ? 

ib) State the velocity of sound in (i) air* {ii) water* 

(in) steel and ; explain the differences. Express these values 

in F.P.S. units. 

(c) Calculate the wave-lengths of sound corresponding to 

frequencies of 50 c.p.s. and 20*000 c.p.s. 

id) A set of 56 tuning forks is arranged in a scries of 

increasing frequencies. If each fork gives 4 beats with the 

preceding one and the last fork is found to be an octave of the 

first* find the frequency of the first fork. 

Ans : {a) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 11 of 1962* 

Nov. (old course). 

Sound waves in air belong to the longitudinal category as 

they are attended with alternate compressions and 

rarefactions. 

(b) (») Velocity of sound in air at 331*6 mctrcs/sec. 

__33r6xl00. . inQ-Ti#./- 
2*54 X12 /sec. **1087 ft./8ec. 

(«) 

(«ti) 

Velocity of sound in water®* 1470 metrei/sec. 

-^g^ft/sec.-4822ft./.ec. 

Velocity of sound in steel ® 5100 metres/sec. 

5100x100 
2-54 X12 

ft/sec. * 16730 fi/sec. 

The differencnce in the values for the velocities of sound 

in different media is due to the differenceJs 

elastic constants. 
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(c) Let US assume the velocity of sound in air to be 

33200 cm./sec. 
We know velocity = frequency x wave-length 

When the frequency is 50 c. p. s.» 

1 , velocity 33200 
wave-iength* r — ' = frequency 50 

664 cm. 

When the frequency is 20000 c. p. s.j 

wave-length 
33?00 
20000 

= i'66 cm. 

id) Let n be the frequency of the first fork. A note is 

said to be octave of another if the frequency becomes double 

of the other. So, the frequency of last fork«2». 

As each fork gives 4 beats with the preceding one» so 

frecjuency of the 2nd fork = + 4 — « + (2 —1)4 

frequency of the 3rJ fork ■= +2 x 4 — » + (3 “■ 1)4 

Frequency of the 56th fork=m +(56 —1)4 = w +55x4 

=w+220 

But w+220-2'« 

whence w= 220 vib./scc. 

11. Write short notes on any three of the following :— 

(a) Chladni*s figures. 

(b) Kundt's tube. 

(c) Vibrations of air column in a pipe : 

(i) closed at one end* and (ii) open at both ends. 

(d) Beats. 

Ans. ; (a) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 12(a} of 

1962 Nov. (Old course) 

(6) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 9 of 1959, Nov. 

(fi see Answer to Ques. No. 10 (a) of 1957» May. 

iv. sec Answer to Ques. No. 11 of 1960» May. 
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I. (a) Describe a thermo-couple and its use in the 

measurement of temperature. 

(6) How is a thermo-electric thermometer more advan^ 

tageous than a resistance thermometer ? 

Ans.: Thermo-electric thermometers or thermo¬ 

couples : It has been observed that if the two junctions of 

two dissimilar metals are maintained at different tempera¬ 

tures* then an e. m. f.* known as thermo-e. m. f.* is found to 

be developed between the two junctions. This effect is 

known as Seebeck effect and was observed for the first time 

by Seebeck in 1821. The e. m. f. thus developed is called 

the thermo-e. m. f. and the two dissimilar metals form a 

thermo-couple. The magnitude and direction of the e. m. f. 

are found to depend on the dissimilar metals and also on the 

temperature difference of the two junctions. If a thermo^ 

couple of antimony and bismuth be constructed* then the 

direction of the thermo-current will be from antimony to 

bismuth through cold junction. (Remember a* 6* c). The 

figure (12) shows a thermo-couple of Conner and iron. 

The current flows from copper to iro^, 
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junction. If the cold junction be maintained at 0*0 

(ice-bath)> the other junction at fC then the e.m.f. developed 

is given by 

where a and b are two constants* characteristic of the 

metals of the thermo- couple. If the e. m. f. be measured and 

the two constants a and b are known* then the value of the 

unknown temperature can be determined. Thus a thermo¬ 

couple may be used as a thermometer. Cf course* this 

simple relation does not hold good over all the ranges of 

temperatures. 

To choose a suitable pair of metals or alloys for a . 

thermo-couple* the pair should have a considerable thermo¬ 

electric power (dEldt), Secondly* they must not get 

oxidised and corroded in the range of temperatures to be 

measured. 

For ordinary temperatures* base metals or base metal 

alloys such as copper-constantan* iron-constantan may be 

used. But at high temperatures they are not accurate and 

are liable to get oxidised. For accurate works* a thermo¬ 

couple* having platinum-iridium as the positive wire and 

pure platinum as the negative wire should be used. This 

is also recommended by the International Committee 

within the range of 400”C;to 1063°C (i.e.* gold point). The 

relation to be used is then £ o 4- hf+d*. 

From 0"C to 400*C. +6(1 - 

From 1063*C, to 1750*G E^a-¥bt+ct^. 

where ayb^ c are constants* characteristic of the thermo¬ 

couple and the temperature range. 

A thermo-couple may also be used to measure low 

temperatimes upto —200*C with :^ir accuracy. The relation 
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The construction of an actual thermo-couple is shown* in 

the figure (13). 
Advantages : (a) Thermo-couples 

are cheap and can be constructed 
easily. 

(6) They may be used to 

measure the temperature of a point 

source. 

(c) They can be used to 
measure varying temperatures. 

id) They may be used to 

measure temperatures over a wide 

range (from — 200°C to IfiOO^C). 

With special arrangements* the 

range can be extended even upto 

3000”C. 

(«) With the help of a high 

resistance mili-voltmeter* the instrument can be made’ a 

direct reading one. 

2. (a) What do you understand by (i) wet steam* 

(ii) dry saturated steam and (iii) superheated steam ? 

(6) Determine the quantities of heat required to generate 

1 lb. of steam at a pressure of 110 lb. per in.^ absolute from 
* 

water at temperature of 25'*C. (i) when the dryness 

fraction is 0'88 ; (ii) when it is dry saturated; and (iii) 
when it is superheated at constant pressure at 270°C. 

assuming the mean specific heat of superheated steam to 
be 0-55. 

Ans.: (a) (i) Wet steam: It is that steam'which 

contains finely divided water particles in suspei^ign. The 
dryness fraction of such a steam is less tha 
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has not yet absorbed its full latent heat. If 9 be the dryness 

fraction^ then total heat H of wet steam is given by 

where h is the sensible heat and the latent heat of 

vaporisation. 

(ii) Dry saturated steam : If the steam does not contain 

any water particle in suspension and is at the saturation 

temperature* then the steam is called dry saturated steam. So 

dryness fraction of such a steam is 1 and total heat is given 

hyH^h + L. 

Superheated steam : If the dry saturated steam 

be further heated at constant pressure* then its temperature 

will increase. 

Such a steam is called superheated steam. Let be the 

temperature of the superheated steam ; isi the saturation 

temperatiunre then is called the degree of superheat. 

If be the average specific„hgat of superheated steam* t^n 

total heat is given 

/f *= h+L + Gv{t$u ~ tg) 

Superheating is usually carried on in a superhcatei* and.use 

of superheated steam in a steam plant is highly economical. 

Value of specific heat usually ranges from 0!47 to (755. 

W (•) When the pressure is 110 p s i., by consulting a 

steam table we get, 

h«1697 CH U 
L-4917 CHU. 

Saturation temp. L «168*2 C 

and mean sp. heat C„“0’55 (given). 

Total heat of steam when dryness fraction is 0 88 

J3 - h “ 169*7+*88 X 491 7 

-602*4 CH U. 
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As the temperature of feed water is 25°C, so its sensible 

3ieat«25 C. H. U. 

Actual heat'supplied per lb. of steam 

“602 4-25 - 577-4 C. H. U. 

(•«) For dry saturated steam,' g =» 1 

/. Aclual heat supplied per lb. of steam 

-1697+1x491-7-25 
=636-4 C. H. U. 

(m) For superheated steam* total heat of steam per lb. 

H=*A + L+C«(fs,-0 
= 1697+4917+ 0*55(270 -168’2) 
“717-4 C. H. U. 

Actual heat supplied per lb. of superheated steam 

=717-4-25“ 692*4 C. H. U. 

3. (a) Describe with sketches the Otto 4-cycle internal 

<x)mbustion engine. 

(b) Explain the diflFerence in the working of an Otto and 

a Diesel engine. 

(c) What is a steam boiler ? Describe briefly any one 

type. 

Ans : (a) A petrol engine works on a 4-stroke Otto- 

cycle which is a form of internal combustion engine in which 

the combustion of the fuel takes place within the cylinder 

itself. This is generally used in motor cars and in aeroplanes. 

A petrol engine consists essentially of a cylinder within 

^hich an air-tight piston Fean move to-and-fro. The piston 

is connected to a crank shaft with the help of a connecting 

tod. The to-and-fro motion of the piston is thus suitably 

converted into rotational motion. The piston in 
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should : be provided with piston rings to make the fitting 
perfectly air-tight. There are two valves and Fa held on 
their positions with the help of springs (Fig. 14). The valves 
can be raised by the cams Ct and Ca suitably geared to the 
motion of the main shaft The valve Fi is known as the 
inlet valve-, through which a proper mixture of petrol 

Fig. 14 

vapour and air gets into the cylinder. Burnt gases escape 

through the valve Fat known as the exhaust valve. There is 
a sparking plug Pi in which a spark can be produced at the 
required instant by a magneto driven by the engine itself. 

To keep the cylinder cool, water circulates through a 
jacket. 

Petrol from the petrol tank PT enters the chamber having 
a float F. Due to pressure exerted by the fIoat» petrol passes 
into the carburettor C* is vaporised and gets mixed with 
proper proportions of air. The mixture thus formed enters 

combustion chamber through a throttle valve which 
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regulates the amount of the mixture entering into the 

chamber. At a suitable instant, the sparking plug provides a 

spark. When the fuel burns, the air within the cylinder 

expands and pushes the piston outwards. Thus we get 

mechanical work at the expense of heat energy. The petrol 

engine is also known as a four-stroke engine because the 

working of such an engine is divided into four-strokes, vix. 
(0 Suction strokct Hi) Compression siroket (in) Working 

stroke and {.iv) Exhaust stroke. 

(i) The suction stroke ; During this period, the inlet 
valve F, remains open and a proper mixture of petrol 

vapour and air gets into the cylinder at atmospheric pressure. 

Exhaust valve Fa remains closed and the piston moves down¬ 

wards (Fig. 15(1) ]. 

(it) The compression stroke: During this period, both 

the valves Fi and Fa remain closed, the piston moves 
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ward and compresses the mixture to nearly ith of its volume. 

The temperature may rise upto 600"’C and the pressure 

nearly to 5 atmospheres [ Fig. 15(ii) ]• Near the end of this 

stroke, combustion of the fuel takes place due to a series of 

spark from the sparking plug. 

(Hi) The working stroke : Due to combustion of the fueb 

the temperature rises nearly to 2000“C and the pressure to 
about 15 atmospheres. As a resulti the gas inside the 

cylinder expands and pushes the piston outwards with a great 

force. This is also known as the working stroke because 

during this stroke) work is obtained at the expense of heat 

energy. Both the valves remain closed during this stroke. 

fFig. 15(iii)j. 

{iv) The exhaust stroke ; During this period) the exhaust 

valve Vq opens, the valve Vi remains closed and the piston 

moves upward. As a result the spent gases escape through 

the exhaust valve. After the completion of the exhaust 

.stroke the suction stroke begins and the cycle is repeated. 

Thus we sec that during the four-strokes (viz. two 

upwards and two downwards) of the piston) it receives energy 

■only during the third-stroke. So this type of engines 
necessitates the use of a comparatively massive flywheel. 

Comparison between Otto engines and Diesel engines : 
An Ctto engine works on an Otto cycle whereas a Diesel 

engine works on a cycle invented by Diesel. In an Otto 

engine* a suitable mixture of fuel and air is drawn in the 

cylinder during suction stroke and is then compressed. We 

know that the e£5ciency increases with increase in the 

adiabatic compression ratio. But in an Otto engine) the 

compression ratio cannot be increased beyond a certain value 

'^ut 5) otherwise the heat of compression would ignite the 
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mixture even before sparking. But in a Diesel engine, during 

the compression stroke only pure air is compressed and at 

the end of the stroke, fuel is introduced. So in a Diesel 

cycle, a higher compression ratio (about 7) can be achieved. 

So, the efficiency may be made better in a Diesel cycle. 

Further a Diesel engine consumes a cheaper fuel (crude oil). 

However, in a Diesel engine* a very high pressure (about 35 

atmospheres) is developed within the cylinder. So it mu.''t 

be mechanically more robust. If both the engines ha\e the 

same compression ratio, then Ctto cycle will have a greater 

efficiency than a Diesel cycle. Of course, in a Diesel engine, 

the compression ratio can be made I'reatcr. 

Ctto engines which arc comparatively light, arc generally 

used in motor cars and in aeroplanes. Diesel engines arc 

used in driving ships etc. wliere large power is necessary. 

At present, Die‘^cl engines are used in motor truck's, buse.s 

and also in locomotives. 

(c) A Ixjiler is a vessel for generating steam economically. 

There arc different types o[ boilers meant for different 

purposes. We shall, however, describe a Lancashire boiler. 

A Lancashire boiler is an economical form of steam 

generator and is largely used for small factory works. The 

figure (16) shows schematically a Lancashire boiler with its 

mountings and fittings. If is a fire tube boiler and consists 

of a horizontal cylindrical shell having two internal circular 

fire tubes of large section. 

Its principal parts are : («) Outer shell, (it) Fire tubes, 

(in) Water gauge, (t>) Steam preSsuee gauge, (t?) Safety 

valve, (vi) Stop valve or junction valve (vii) High steam and 

low water safety valve *, (viii) Manhole, (ix) Gusset stays, (x) 

Blow off cocks, (xi) Steam collector (xn) Internal feedi 



manhole 

ASHPIT llal 
CO/i WOSATEO \FtN£ Ti 

II 

Blovh off 
COCH ' 

TO SIDE FLUE 

leaving the internal tubes 

pass down to the lower 

brick work and the hot 

gases after leaving the 
^ SIDE 

internal tubes pass down 
to* the lower brick flues 

and return under the v////abott<meflul. ^ 
boiler to the front end of 

the boiler. Then the flue 

gases get divided, one half goes along each of the side 

flues on their way to chimney. Generally an economiser 

is fitted between the boiler and chimney. Utility of some 

of the important mountings are given below. Water gauges 
are used to indicate the level of water in the boiler. 

Steam pressure gauge is used to indicate the pressure of 
steam inside the boiler. 

Safety valves are used to blow off the steam when its 

"pressure exceeds a safe valve. 
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Stop valve controls the passage of steam from the boiler 

to the engine. 

High steam and low water safety valve is intended to blow 

off with loud noise when the steam pressure becomes too 

high or when the water level becomes too low. 

Manhole is used for occasional cleaning. 

Blow off cock is used to blow off water periodically from 

the boiler for sweeping out the sediments which might 

collect there. 

Feed valve is used to control the supply of water to the 

boiler. 

Fusible plug is a low water safety device. 
y' 

4. (a) What is meant by the calorific value of a fuel ? 

ib) What IS the cause for the difference between ‘gross’ 

and ‘net* calorific values ? 

(c) In a test for the calorific value of a specimen of coal> 

the following data arc obtained ;— 

Water equivalent of a calorimeter, 200 gr.; water in the 

calorimeter* 1,200 gr.; Rise in the temperature of water* 

6*4'*C.; weight of dry coal burnt* 112 gr. 

Determine the calorific value of the coal. 

Ans.; For (a) and (6)» see Answer to Ques. No. 3 of 

1959* May. 

Sum : Rise in temperature * 6'4®C 

Heat gained by water and calorimeter 

== (1200 + 200) X1X 6’4 calories 

-f8960 cal. 
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Let X be the calorific value of coal. 

Then lT2a;=8960 

8960 
or, 

*“8000 cal./gm. 

5. (fl) Describe in outline the kinetic theory of gases' 
and state clearly all the assumptions made. 

(6) Derive an expression for the pressure exerted by a gas. 

Ans.: The kinetic theory of matter depends primarily on 

two fundamental postulates such as molecular constitution 

of matter and the identification of heat with molecular 

agitation. Phenomena of osmosis and diffusion, expansion 

of a gas ; Brownian movement etc. prove that the molecules 

in matter are in perpetual motion. 

For the assumptions, see Answer to Ques. No 3 of 1956, 
May. 

To find out the pressure, let us consider a hollow unit 

cube containing n molecules each of mass m. The three 

axes OXi OTt OZ arc assumed 

to coincide with the sides 

of the cube. The molecules 

collide with each other and 

also with the walls. During 

impacts with the walls» the 
molecules tend to push the 

walls out with a force which 

results in a pressure on the 

walls. 

Suppose a molecule (Fig. 17) 

moves with a velocity u in the 

direction of OX and strikes 

the face BX. As the collisions arc assumed to be perfectly 

so the molecule will rebound with velocity —ii. 

A B 

PU.ll 
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Momentum of the molecule before impact*mu. 
Momentum of the molecule after impact* —mu 

Change in momemtum per imt)act*m«— {—mu) 
*2mf« 

After an impact on the face BXt the next impact on the 

same face will take place after a time required by the 
molecule to travel from BX to JO and back to BX, This 

time is 2/tt sec. 

No. of impacts per second on the face -f 
u A 

The total change in momentum on BX per molecule 

per. sec. * lu x 2mu * mu* 

If Mg,.9 Un be the velocities of jthe different 

molecules along ^.^is9 then the total momentum transferred 

per second by the molecules on either BX or AO 
+ +.+W*)*fllWtt®. 

- 4 M'‘‘’+Wa* +. 
where u^=- 

n 

. The expression for u^ is the mean square velocity along 

J^L-axis. 

Similarly9 the momentum transferred per second by the 

molecules on the faces parallel to the F-axis and Z-^is are 

respectively mnv^ and mnw* where v* and w* are the mean 

square velocities along the corresponding axes respectively. 

Let C be the velocity of a molecule in any arbitrary 

direction. Then C® *«*+»*+«?*. If Cx* Oa*.i be the 

actual velocities of the different molecules, then let 

n 

Ph.—4 
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ri n n 

— M®-t-V®-*-W®. • 

The quantity C is called the root mean square velocity 
of the molecules. 

But the molecules have identical velocities in different 
directions. 

Change in'momentum per second on any of the faces 
of the unit cube 

wiWM* » mm^ •>* mnw^ «= s mnC®. 

But the area of each face is unity. So the above expres. 
sion gives the rate of change of momentum per second per 
unit area which is nothing but the pressure p exerted by 
the gas. • 

It can also be written in different forms. 
Here «i.W“mass of the molecules per unit volume 

-p^density of the gas. 
P = F fiC^ 

Further p - = |. 4pC?® --1 E 

where E is the K.E. of the gas molecules per unit volume. 

In the above calculations we have considered as if the 
molecules did not collide with each other. Even if there be 
collisions) the result will remain the same. This is because 

during collision a molecule transfers whole of its momentum 

to the other and no time is assumed to be lost during 

collision. So the second molecule will travel through the 
same distance as the first molecule if there hadheen no 
collision. So our deduction, is true even if there were 
collisions with each other. 
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6 (fl) Derive the formula for the focal length of the 

combination of two thin lenses when they are separated by 

a distance. 

(5) Two convex lenses of focal lengths 12 cm. and 20 

cm. are 8 cm. apart. Calculate the position and the length 

of the image of an object 1 cm. long placed 36 cm. in front 

of the first lens. 

Ang ; Let us consider two'thin convex lenses Li and Li 
separated by a distance a and placed coaxially with each 

other. If f\ and fa be respectively their focal lengths^ then 

we are to find out the equivalent focal length of the 

combination. 

A ray of light AB parallel to the common axis incident 

on Lx at a height h\ gets deviated through 8i and falls on 

the second lens L^ at a height h^. The light ray suflFers a fur¬ 

ther deviation Sa and finally converges to a point F (Fig. 18). 

If the combination be replaced by a suitable single lens of 

focal length f placed at NL such that the final image is also 

at then this lens is called the equivalent lens and its 

focal length f is known as the equivalent focal length. 

Total deviation S=8i + 8a. 

As the angles are small* so 

L%]l£ __1 ^ PE ha 
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But ht-PW-CE-OP-hi-OP 
CP 

From A BOP, 

ort CP—Si.BC7=Si X a—aSi 

JL JL 

.Total deviation S — 8i + S* ■“>- -4-7^ 
#1 f s 

1. ^ 
111 . fi Ai.fei oAi 
fx A fx fi fifi 

But &’^LCNF=-/LNFL’~^^^ 

h: 
•* A AA 

111 o 

This may also be put in another form 
1_ 1 1 _fi + fi —g 
f ft fi 1 xfi A A 

or 
. AA__. 
^’^Yi + A-a 

The above relations hold good for both • convefx and 
concave lenses provided proper sign conventions are taken 
into consideration. 

Sum : The two lenses Lx* L% are separated by 8 cm. 
and the object is placed at O (Fig. 19). Considering the 
first lens, 

l.u.1. ^ ^ -JL 
36*‘wl“12 

...whence vi 18 cm. 
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Had there been no Ls» the image would have been formed 
h‘ This image serves as a virtual object for the lens Lt. 

t4a-JV7i-3f/i-l/iSr=-18-8*10cm. 
As the distance is virtual so ua* —10 cm. 

But-1-BX T- 
Ma V2 fi 

^ -i . 1 

^ 20 

I, 20 whence Va*“y cm. 

20 
So c®* and (he final image is forn ed al L 

Magnification produced by Lx is 

«i*"36"*2 
Magnification produced by La is 

nil 

Vi 20 2 

Total magnification 

12 1 
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f (a) What is a pure spectrum and how is it formed ? 

,b) Explain the formation of a rainbow. 

[c) Describe an experiment tj determine the refractive 

index of the material of a prism with a spectrometer. State 
precautions. 

Ans.: (a) If a ray of white light is made to pass through 

a glass prismy the ray will be dispersed into seven consti> 

tuent colours. The seven colours will occupy distinct and 

separate positions. Such a spectrum in which the different 

colours occupy distinct and separate positions is termed a 

pure spectrum. But we cannot isolate a single ray of light 

and in fact* a narrow pencil of light may be assumed to 

consist-oI a large number of such rays. When such a pencil 

of light passes through the prism? each ray will form its 

individual spectrum and there maybe partial overlapping 

between the different spectra. The spectrum thus produoed 

is called an impure spectrum. 

Let us consider a narrow pencil of white light coming 

from the slit 8 (Fig. 20). The extreme ray 8E after passing 

through the prism will produce the spectrum RV on the 

screen whereas that doe to 5Fwill occupy the position 12'F*. 

The spectra due to other rays will occupy intermediate 

'itions. Thus we see ^t there is a partial overlapping 

^ different spectra and we get an impure spectrum. 
t'' 
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The spectrum in which the diflFerent constituent colours 

of light occupy distinct and separate positions is called a 

pure spectrum. This can be produced as jfollows : 

A narrow pencil of light from a narrow slit S is* made to 

fall on the convex lens L so as to produce a sharp image of 

the slit on the screen Sr. (Fig. 21). The prism ABC is now 

Fig. 21 

placed between the lens and the screen with the refracting 

edges parallel to the slit. The prism should be adjusted in 

the position of minimum deviation for the yellow ray. 

When this is the case» the other rays also suflFer more or’ 

less the minimum deviation. Under these conditions* a pure 

spectrum will be produced on the screen. The spectrum will 

be a real one. 

(b) The rainbow is a natural phenomenon due to which 

sometimes a coloured arc is visible in the sky during rain or 

in mist. To view a rainbow, the back of the observer must 

be turned towards the sun. The efft^ct is most prominent 

when the sun is very near to the horizon. 

The rainbow is produced' due to dispersion of sun’s rays 

taking place in the raindrops! Let us consider a ray of white 

light SJ from the sun* incident on a spherical drop of water. 
* _ 

The ray is refracted through the drop along AB and is 

dispersed. The dispersed beam then suffers internal 
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tion at B and fnally along CE (Fig. 22). From the figure it 
is evident that the deviation su£Fered by the ray is given by 

Fig. 22 

5 - (i - r)+(180 - 2f)+a - r) 
«180+2i-4r. 

It can be shown that in the case of water dropS) the 

minimum deviation for red light is about 138** and that 
for violet light is about 140** So if be the position of the 
eye of the observer and the emergent ray CE makes an angle 

of 42® (supplement of 138®) with the eye, the observer will 
view a red coloured arc. The arc will subtend a semi¬ 

vertical angle e<|ual to 42*^. Similarly if the emergent ray 

makes an angle of 40® with the eye* it will observe the 
violet colour. Thus the eye will observe a violet coloured 

arc whose semi-vertical angle is equal to 40®. The other 
colours will lie in between these two arcs. 

' If the sun’s rays suffer only one internal reflection within 

the ram-dropsy the rainbow then produced is termed a 
rmnbow. In this, the red colour will form the mter 
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arc and the violet will form the inner arc of the rainbow. 

However, if the rays suffer internal reflections twice (Fig. 23)» 

tthe corresponding rainbow then product is called a secondary 

rainbow. In a secondary rainbow) the arrangement of the 

colours will be just the reverse of those as in a primary one. 

(c) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 6 of 1960, Nov. 

^ 8. (a) How are reflection* refraction and total internal 

reflection explained in terms of Huygen’s Wave Theory ? 

(b) Assuming wave theory* prove that the velocity of 
light in water is less than that in air. 

Ans.: Laws of reflection : Let JKFbe the reflecting 

surface and ABi the trace of a plane wave-front and let both 

be perpendicular to the plane of the papjer. Suppose V is the 

velocity of light in air and let t be the time required for the 

point B to reach the reflecting surface at B\ When the 

incid^t wave-front touches the reflecting sur&ce, each such 

point is the origin of secondary wavelets. So by the time t 

when the wave-front reaches B‘ from the secondary 

wavelets from A travel outwards and lie on a spherical 

• ^surface having a radius AA'^V.t Similarly other 
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within AB' also give rise to secondary wavelets. A tangent 

plane is drawn to the spherical envelope having radius 

AA' (Fig. 24). To prove that B'A' represents the reflected 

wave front* consider any point Q on the reflecting surface and 

QQ' is drawn perpendicular to the tangent plane B*A'. Then. 

AC is drawn parallel and equal to BB’ and FQ is produced 

to meet B'C at B. It is evident that had there been no 

reflecting surface .XF, then after time /, the points ,A and P 

on the wave^front AB would have reached the points C and 

R respectively. 

So, AC^-BB^^AA’^FR^V.i 
Let us now consider AAX'JB' and AACB\ 
Here rt. angle 

AC^-AA'^V. t. 
and AB is common. 

So both the triangles are equal in all respects. 

.*. LAB'M^LABQ^ 
Again considering AQQ'P' aid AQPP' we see 

rt. angle. 
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L QB'Q' = L QB'R ( from above ) 

and QB' is common. 

So both the^triangles are equal in all respects. 

QQ'^QB. 

So Pi2*PQ + Qi2»P0 + 00' 

Thus by the time t when the reflected wave from A 
reaches the point A\ the reflected wave originating from Q 

reaches the point Q ' in the same time. But we have considered 

any point Q'. So A'B' is the reflected wave-front. It is 

evident that? LBAB'^LAB'A, So the angle which the 

incident wave-front makes with the reflecting surface is the 

same as that made by the reflecting surface. So. 

angle of incidmcewangle of reflection. 

Further lines of section of the incident wave-front» 

reflected wave> front and the reflecting surface are in the 

plane of the paper. So» the incident ray, reflected ray and 

normal at the point of incidence lie in one plane. Thus 

laws of reflection are explained with the help of the wave- 

theory. 

Laws of refraction : Let us consider two media A and 

B separated by XY and let a plane wave-front AB be 

incident on and get refracted into the medium B. Let 

Fa be the velocity of light in the medium A and Ft, be that 

in the medium B. Let t be the time required by the point 

B on the wave-front AB to reach the point B' on the refrac¬ 

ting surface. So, PP'«F.. t. According to Huyghcn’s 

theory, each point on a wave-front becomes the source of 

secondary wavelets. So> after time t, the wavelets origina¬ 

ting from A will lie on a spherical surface having radius 

equal to V„, t. A tangent plane P'2> is drawn to the 

spherical wave-front having radius equal to AD. To p; 
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that B'D is the refracted wave-front* draw AE parallel and 
equal to IBB' and join B*M. Let us consider any point M on 
thC' incident wave-front AB. Then MNQ is drawn parallel 

40 BB' to meet BE at Q* NP is drawn perpendicular to 

DB\ Then to prove 

that B^D is the refrac- 

ted wave-front we are 
to prove that in the 

time t when the point 

B of wave-front uiB 
reaches the point B\ 
the wavelets from the 

point N on the refrac¬ 

ting surface reaches the point P in the same time (Fig. 25). 

If both the media were exactly alike* then in time t 
waves emitted from A and M would have reached the points 

E and Q respectively. 

Now AAB'E and ANB'Q are similar. 

. NQ_NB 
• AE AB' 

Again AAB'D and ANB'Pzxe similar. 

• NP^NB^NQ 
” AD AE AE 

(from above ) 

On 
NQ AE V»,t 7. 

If f be the time required by the wave from N to regch 

the point Q if both the media were the same* then 

NQ 
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If B be the radius of the secondary wavelet from N in¬ 
medium B during f, then 

.» B 

. B ^NQ B V, NP,, , V 

• • fr ft w frm ^ 

So, B'D touches all the wavelets originating from AB* as 

the incident wave passed over XY and so represents the 

refracted wave-front. 

Here LBAB'^i (angle of incidence) 

Z.AB'D^r (angle of refraction) 

sinj ^ BB'I^ ^ BW ^ KJ F. 
sin r ALIAS' AD * V,. C 

-constant 

t. s.t the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence to the 

sine of the angle of refraction for a pair of media is constant. 

This proves the first law of refraction. 

Again the lines of section of the incident wave-frontt the 

refracted wave-front and the surface of separation all lie in 

the plane of the paper. This means that the incident ray» 

refracted ray and normal to the surface at the point of 

incidence lie in one plane. This proves the second part of 

the law. Thus laws of refraction are explained with the help 

of the wave-theory. 

Total internal reflection: Total internal reflection 

may occur when light passes from a denser to a rarer medium. 

Let a plane wave-front AB be incident on the separating sur¬ 

face between two media having refractive indi6^/ui ,and 

, respectively. Let Vi be the velocity of light in the up] 
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medium and Fat that in the lower medium. Let t be the 

time required by the point B on the wave-front AB to reach 

the point B\ Then in that time the secondary wavelets 

from A will lie on a spherical surface having radius equal to 

AD — Vi.t. If a tangent plane B'Dhe drawn to the same* 

then B‘D will represent the refracted wave-front. If Fi>F3 

then the refracted wave-front B'D can be drawn for all 

values of angle of incidence (Fig. 26). 

Buf if Fi<Fa i e., when light passes from a denser to a 

rarer medium* then radius AD may be less than* equal to or 

greater than AB' depending upon the angle of incidence. 

When AD>AB\ then the point B' lies within the spherical 

wave-front and so no tangent plane can be drawn. So light 

.will not be refracted but will be totally reflected. 

In the limiting case AD » AB* 

Tu • BB' V,t Fi 
Then sm 7, 

"■refractive index of the 2nd medium with 

respect to the 6rst medium. 

Angle BAB' represents the critical angle. 
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(b) We know, that refractive index (//) of water with 

Yespect to air is greater than 1. 

So> 
sin % 

' ' II ■ III j 

sin r 
■IL>h 

Let Fa-bc the velocity of light in air and F„ be that in 

■water. Then from wave theory of light 

sint Va 
sin 

M or, F« I- 
It- 

*, V„ is less than Fa as ii is greater than 1. 

9. (a) Explain clearly what is meant by polarised light. 

(b) Describe briefly the use of a polarimeter in the 

imation of sugar in a solution. 

(c) Calculate the minimum thickness in cm. of a quarter- 

wave plate for light of wavelength of 6»000 A.U. ; /*o**l*57 

and 1*526. 

Ans. : (a) For this see Answer to Ques. No. 8 of 1958» 

Nov. 

(b) Polarimeter : With the help of a polarimeter» the 

amount of optical rotation in different solutions can be 

determined. When the instrument is used to determine 

'the optical rotation of a sugar solution, it is thown as a 

saocharimeter. Notmg the specific rotation of a solution* 

its concentration can be calculated. We shall* however* 

describe Laurent’s half’shade polarimeter. 

The polarimeter consists essentially of a polarising 

Nicol P; an analysing Nicol A; half-shade plate ffS; a 

circular scale SC and a telescope (Fig. 27). The experi- 

mental solution is to be placed in the glass tube PJ?- and 
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is a monochromatic source of light rendered parallel by the 
collimating lens L. Light from the source S after passing 

through the polarising Nicol P is converted into plane 

polarised light. With the help of the half shade plate HS9 

the two Nicols are'accurately adjusted in crossed positions. 

First of all the tube DE is filled with distilled water and 

the two Nicols are adjusted in the crossed positions when 

the field of view of the telescope will appear to be dark. 
The reading of the circular scale is noted. The tube is then 

filled up with the experimental solution (sugar solution. 

P 

1 t ♦ * . M » /♦ H 

D E 

M 1 « < 1 4 f 4 

A y 

•# S / #*«/«#■ 
tTTTTTTTT" 

vnmm 

Tt-r-rl / n 

Fig. 97 

in this case) when due to optical rotation of the solution^ the* 

field of view will no longer remain dark. The Nicol A is 
then rotated until the field of view is again completely 

dark. Let 0 be the angle of rotation whi£h is obtained from 

the reading of the circular scale 8c. If J^be the length of 
tEe^sblution ii^ecif^ers j“c Te the concentration in gm./c.c. 

a^ 8 be the specific rotatbn (rotation produced by one 
decimetrej engthj)f solution containing 1 gm. of the substance 
per c.c. of the solution)* t^n 

whence 

■ , 
Thus knowing_^» s and h the value of c can be calcu!ate(L 

If ,sugar solutbn be used* then amount of sugar can be 

estimate. ~ 
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Sum : Let t be the minimum thickness of the quarter** 

wave plate. Then 

K _6000xl0:» 
* “ 4(^0 - * 4(f570 -1 -526) 

« 3*409x10'^ cm. 

K (a) Describe the phenomena of vibrating air columns 

in a (f) tube cla«ed at one end ; (ii) tube open at both 

ends. 

(5) A Kundt’s tube is used to measure the speed of 

sound in a steel rod. The rod (clamped at its centre) is 
stroked to vibrate longitudinally and emits its fundamental 

tone. The length of the rod is 90 cm. and the distance 

between the nodes (powder heaps) of the standing waves in 
the air column of the tube is 6 cm. The speed of sound in 

air at room temperature is 340 m /sec. What is the speed 
of sound in the steel rod ? 

Ana.; Pipe closed at one end : Let us take a uniform 

pipe closed at one end and open at the other. If a vibrating 
body is held near the open end> alternate compressbn and 

rarefaction pulses will travel along the air column of the 
pipe. These pulses after reflection at the closed end meet 

the other incoming waves. Thus stationary waves are 

formed within the pipe. If the frequency of the vibrating 

body coincides with one of the natural frequencies of the 

air column^ then there will be a reaoj^ance and an intense 

sound will be produced. 

Modes of vibration : In a pipe closed at one eaad, there 

may be different modes of vibration. However^ at the closed 

end there will always be a node N and an antinode A at 

Ph.—5 
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Open 

will 
end (Fig. 28). In the simplest mode of vibration) there 

be only one node and one antinode. But we know that 

the distance between two consecu- 

\ ^ ' A I nodes and antinodes is x/4 
I ' / where x is the wave-length of the 

\ \ / sound produced. If I be the length 
\ / of the pipe than Z=x/4» or* x=’4Z. 

nY / \ But r—nx* where V is the velocity 
/\ ^ of sound and n is the frequency 

/ \ i , of the sound. 

A nV " ^ X 41 
« \ 
/ \ 

1 I / \ The simplest note thus produced 

\ is called the fundamental or the 
I \ / J first harmmdc. 

\ / \ j Inside the pipe, there may also 

jq N formed two nodes and two 
(ii) (ill) antinodes. Then it is evident 

Fig. 28 that 2= where is the 

wave-length of the sound produced. If «3 be the corres¬ 

ponding frequency then F—Wa-X-i* 

F 3y 
whence) ih *» -«=—'=3#*. 

X3 42 

Thus the frequency of this mode is three times that of 

the fundamental. So this is called the third harmonic. The 
third harmonic is geherally produced when the pipe is blown 

strongly. 

The next possiMe mUe oT^wtion'is W 

ate three nodes and three antmodes. If «& 
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corresponding frequency of the note* then it can be proved 

as before that) 

So this is called the fifth harmonic. Thus in a pipc) 

closed at one end, the possible frequencies of sound are n, 3?f, 
5?i» etc. So in this case only odd harmonics can be produced. 

Pipe open at both ends . When a vibrating body is 

placed near one of the open ends of the tube, alternate com¬ 

pressions and rarefactions proceed along the pipe. They, on 

reaching the other end, get reflected and react with the 

incoming pulses. Thus stationary waves arc formed. If the 

frequency of the vibrating body coincides with one of the 

natural frequencies of the air 

column? re^nance will take place 

and an intense sound will be 

produced. 

Modes of vibrations ; As in 

the previous case, there will also 

be different possible modes of 

vibrations. But in this case, as the 

two ends are in free communi- 

catiem with the air so there will 

be two antinodes always at the 

ends. The simplest mode fb 

vibration will be that in which 
s. 

there are two antinodes and one 

node [Fig. 29]. If Z be the length 

of the pipe, n the frequency and 

X the wave-length of sound, then 
it is evident that, 

whence \«»2i 

G) (ii) /m* 

Pig. 29 
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But we know F*"wx 

n- V^V 
X 21 

The next possible mode of vibration is that in which 

there will be three antinodes and two nodes [Fig. 29Cii)]. In 

this caset 2»Xa, where Xs is the wave-length of sound. If 

nt be the corresponding frequency* then na* ‘ “T■*2n. 
X • 

Thus the frequency of the next harmonic is twice thal 

of the fundamental. So the second harmonic may also be^ 

produced. 

The next possible mode of vibration is that in which 
there will be four antinodes and three nodes [Fig. 29(iii)]. 
In this case* 

j 3x8 
/. ■ -g-’ 

, r 3r - ‘ • 
whence 

Xs 
So the third harmonic may also be produced. It can be 

proved that the pipe can also produce the fourth harmonic^ 

£fth harmonic etc Thus in a pipe open at both ends* all 

die harmonics can be generated. So* such a pipe is more 

suitable for the construction of organ pipes and other 

similar instruments. 

Fig. 80 

Sum: Let Vr and F. be respectively the velocities of 

sound in the tod and in air ( Fig. 30) • 
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Here length of rod-90 cm. 

d ^distance between two consecutive heaps. 

=6 cm. 

and 7. *340 m./scc. 

Weknow.5^=i=.f-15 
I'a d 6 

7.=15F.*15x340 

^ 5100 metres/sec. 

1. (a) Obtain an expression for the velocity of a 

transverse wave along a stretched string. 

(b) A metal string 50 cm. long and weighing 0*5 gm. is 

stretched with a weight of 9'0 Kg. (i) Calculate the speed 

of a transverse wave In the string, (ii) What are the 

frequencies of its fundamental tone* first overtone* and second 

overtone ? Sketch these three waves. 

Ans.: Transverse waves are generated in a stretched 

string when displaced laterally. These waves travel with 

a velocity 7 whose value depends on the tension T and line 

density m (mass per unit length) of the string. 
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■ 

Let the string be displaced at right angles to the length 
of the string and let ^e l^rtion AB of the string be bent 
into the form of a circle having radius equal to OB—OA 

If he ttansverse wave travels alon^._th^Jtriiig 
from left to right with the velocity The_ velocity of 
tt^ej^vemay be due to the hump assumed to travel with 
the same velocity. As thg._gt;iing vibrate si the required 

—I , - ^ -.— T *Tn 

centripetal forc^is supplied by the tension. 

Suppose m = mass per unit length of the string 
Sa;*= length of AB 
J2** radius of the crest 

and 7=tension of the string. 

Then centripetal force acting on AB 

mass X (velocity)''* m.Sg.F^ 
“ radius B 

The components of the tensions 2i 7along CO constitute 
the centripetal force. The components of T at right angles 
to CO cancel each other. The resultant of the components 
•of T along CO 

-27’ cos B00=2T cos 

-2r cos ( 90-|)-22’ sin g 

2 2^2 ^as the angle is small) 

R L- ^-'radius'" B "'ieJ 
Equating this with the centripetal forces we get) 

WI.8X.F* T.Sar 
R R 
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whence = 

{b) m — mass per unit length of the string 

0’5 
= ^Q*0 01 gm 'cm. 

T ension T~ 9 kg -wt. ** 9000 gm. — w t. 

=9000 X 981 dynes. 

„ / T /9000X981 
(*) •• Velocity T. = 7- = ^ - 

-29710 cm./sec. 

=297*1 metres/sec. 

(w) Fundamental frequency 

“ 21 ^ 

= 297’I vib./sec. 

Frequency of the 1st overtone {i.e. second harmonic) 

=2wi =2 x 2971. 
-594-2 vib /sec. 

Frequency of the 2nd (') 

overtone = 3rti 

=>3x2971=891-3 

vib./sec. 

The sketches are 

shown in the figure (32 >. ^ 

1. What is a pyro- (»»») 

cter ? For what range Pig. ^ 

of temperatures is a pyrometer generally used ? Describe 

with an explanatory sketch any pyrometer that is considered 

suitable for measurement of temperatures above 2000°C, 
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Ans. : Pyrometers : Pyros means fire. So, a pyrometer 
is an instrument by which a high temperature can be 
measured. The International Committee recommends the 
use of pyrometers above the gold-point ii.e. melting point of' 
gold under standard atmospheric pressure) which is 1063”O'. 
Usually instruments which measure temperatures above 500°C 
are termed pyrometers and in this sense platinum resistance 
thermometers and thermo-couples are also pyrometers. So* 
they arc sometimes referred to as resistance pyrometers 
and thermo-electric pyrometers. There iS) however) another 
class of important pyrometers. They are known as optical 
pyrometers which work on the principle of radiation. 

2nd part: The measurement of temperatures above 
2000^0 can be made with the help of an optical pyrometer. 
For this see Answer to Ques. No. 1 of 1961) Nov. 

2. Distinguish between mean velocity, r.m.s. velocity^ 
and most probable velocity of an assembly of gas molecules. 

What is the universal gas constant and what is its value 
for air in the pouhd.^entigrade system ? 

Calculate the value of the gas constant per pound (lb.) 
of gas whose specific volume at O^C. and under a pressure of 
147 lbs. per sq. inch is 178'8 cubic ft. per lb. 

Ans.: (0 Mean velocity : According to the kinetic 
theory of gaseS) the molecules of a gas move about in all 
directions with all possible velocities. Let Cs.» 
Cn be the actual velocities of the different molecules. Then 
mean velocity (?«« is given by 

r> .*+^!“ 
v/ao — 

n 

where n is the number of molecules. 
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If m be the mass of each molecule ; absolute tempera¬ 

ture of the gas and fc«Boltzmaim constant then it can be 

proved that. 

(f«) R. M. S. Velocity : R. M. S. velocity means the root 

mean square velocity of the molecules of a gas. This is 

equal to the square root of the mean of the squares of the 

velocities of the different molecules and is usually denoted 

by (7. Let Oi, » 0« be the velocities of the different 

molecules. Then R.M.S. velocity is given by 

f) ^ j~Ox * 0^ “♦.+ c„® 
^ n 

It can be proved from kinetic theory of gases that 

where m^mass of each molecule *, 5r= absolute 
^ fn 

temperature of the gas and ft » Boltzmann constant. 

Thus R.M.S. velocity is greater than the average velocity. 

(m) Moat probable velocity : The molecules of a gas 

. are in perpetual motion but they do not move with the same 

speed and the velocities may range from’ zero to infinity. 

Further) the number of molecules having speeds within any 

range between C and C+8C will differ for different ranges. 

The figure (33) shows the percentage of molecules having 

different speeds at a particular temperature. It is dear from 

the figure that the percentage of molecules AM with a 
w 

velocity equal to OM is maximum. This velocity is known 
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as the most probable velocity. Thus most probable velocity 

is that velocity with which maximum number of molecules- 

A 

O' M 
SPEED 

Fig. 33 

in a gas is found to move. From kinetic theory of gases* it 

fOjCT 
can be proved to be equal tod i/-- 

V m 

Universal gas constant: Combined Boyle’s law and 

Charles’ law for a perfect gas gives PF/T= constant. The 

value of this constant will be different for different masses 

of a gas considered. If one mole (molecular weight expressed 

in gm. or in lb.) of the gas be considered* then its value will 
I 

be a constant for all the gases. This constant is usually 

denoted by B and is known as the Universal gas constant 
To find the value of B for air in pound-centigrade system* 

let us consider 1 Ib-mol. of air at N.T.P. At N.T.P., the 

volume occupied by one lb, mol. of any gas is 358 cu.ft. 

Normal pressure P—147 x 144 Ib./sq. ft. 

Normal temperature T—0®C-273°K 

«.^^147xl44x358 
T 273 

.-2780 ft. lbs./lb.-mol./^. 

This is also the value for the other gases. 
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Sum : Pressure P* 147 lbs. per sq. in. 

. =14 7 X144 Ibs./per ?q. ft. 

Temperature T"0*C=273°K 

fi, .i^^^l47xi44xl78‘8 
r 273 

-1386 ft-Ib./lb.rC. 

3. Describe any experiment for the accurate measure* 

ment of the dryness fraction of team. Draw a neat sketch- 

of the apparatus to be used. 

Steam at a pressure of 100 lbs. per sq. inch, absolute and 

dryness fration 0’5 is throttled to a pressure of 60 lbs. per 
sq. in. absolute. Find the final condition of the steam. 

Ana.: The dryness fraction of steam can be measured 

accurately with the help of a throttling calorimeter. Steam- 

is said to .be throttled when it is allowed to pass through a 

small orifice and its pressure drops as it passes through. In 

an ideal throttling the enthalpy (i e, total heat) of steam 

remains constant. 

The arrangement of,measuring the dryness fraction with 

Fig. 34 

• a throttling calorimeter is shown in the figure (34). 
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JB is the calorimeter, A the orifice; E.t the thermometer ; 

I?j the manometer and F is a valve. The valve F is opened 

fully and steam from the main pipe passes through the orifice» 

enters into the calorimeter B and passes away through C, 
After throttling at A^ the pressure drops which is determined 

by the manometer D. The temperature of steam is mcasur^ 

by the thermometer E. The steam after throttling will 

become superheated when the original steam is nearly dry. 

Let us assume that* 

Px ^ pressure of steam in the main steam pipe 

hi total heat of water when the pressure is pi 
Li»latent heat of steam at Px 
Pa ~ pressure of steam in calorimeter B. This is obtained 

from manometer D. 

.Ha total heat of dry steam at Pa 
temperature of superheated steam after throttling 

¥ 

saturation temperature of steam when the pressure 

is pa. 
and dryness fraction of the steam in the main pipe. 

During throttling) total heat remains constant, 

hi 4'QiLi ** J3a "b "* jPa*) 

where Cp is the mean specific heat of steam at constant 

pressure in the range of (7«» ** Tt*) 

... .. ^Hx+Cp{Tu-T..)-hx or. q, — -=- 
_ « 

Dryness fraction can be determined with this method 

provided the steam after throttling is no longer wet M*, the 

steam becomes dry or superheated. The limiting case is 

that when the steam after throttling becomes just dry. In 

that case* Then 
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Whehter the steam after throttling has become dry or 
not can be ascertained by noting the saturation temperature 
(from a steam table) of steam corresponding to the pressure 
Pa. If the saturation temperature is less than or equal to 
the temperature recorded by the thermometer) then it is 
perfectly all right. If the steam remains wet even after 
throttling, then its dryness fraction can be determined 
with the help of a separating calorimeter which consists of a 
double-walled chamber having a perforated metal cup C, 
The experimental steam is allowed 
to enter the inner chamber through 
the perforated cup C and take a 
sharp bend during their passage 
when water from the wet steam 
gets separated. The steam then 
passes to the outer chamber after 
passing through the sides of the 
cup and ultimately escapes 
through the outlet 0. The amount 

of steam escaping through 0 is. 
determined by allowing the steam 
to condense in a weighed quantity 
of cold water. The amount of water collected within the 
calorimeter is determined with the help of graduated gauge 
glass Q (fig. 35). 

Suppose u^^weight of water collected in the calorimeter, 

over a given time. 

IF«weight of dry steam passing In the same time. 

Then; dryness fraction of steam is 

_ weight of actual dry steam _ W 
^ weight of total steam 
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If it SO happens that the steam leaving the calorimeter is 

not dry» then the dryness fraction of the escaping steam is to 

be determined with a throttling calorimeter^ and calcula- 

'tions done accordingly. 

/Sum : During throttling) total heat remains constant. 

Let Qt be the dryness fraction of the steam after throttling. 

Then, 

hiSrqiLi — hiS-qiLi 

where hi = total heat of water at pressure 100 psia. 

=1657 C.H.U./lb. (from a steam table) 

dryness fraction of sampling steam—0‘5 

Li = latent heat of steam at 100 psia 

=494 7 C.H.U./lb. 

^3 = total heat of water when pressure is 60 psia 

~145’5 C.H.U./lb. (from a steam table) 

L'i = latent heat of steam at 60 psia 

= 509*3 C.H.U./lb. 

1657 +05 X 4947 = 145*5+9a x 509*3 

or 509*393=267*6 

whence q, = 0*5254 

4. Describe a Diesel Cycle and explain with relevant 

^diagrams how it is used in a four~stroke engine. 

A gas engine uses 15 cubic ft. of gas per 1 h.p. per hour. 

The lowest calorific value of the gas is 260 CH.U. per cubic 

ft. The compression ratio is 5. Calculate 

(a) The indicated thermal efficiency ' 

(d) The air standard efficiency ; 

(c) The relative efficiency. 

Ana,: For this see Answer to Ques. No. 4 of 19599 

May. Do not add the por^n 'Efficiency of a Diesel Cycle’. 
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>Sum : («' 1 H. P —Hour **33000 x 60 ft.-lb*= output 

Input«15 X 260 C.H.U. ** 15 x 260 x 1400 ft.-lb. 

. r ^ . 33000x60 Indicated thermal efficiency ** —- - ^ - 

= 0*3586 “35-86%. 

(b) Air standard efficiency i? = l--(l/r)‘^“^ 

where r = adiabatic compression ratio = 5 

y = ratio of two specific heats = 1*4 

»7 = 1 - a)^*' ^ = 1 - •* = 1 - 0 6177 

=0'3823 = 38*23%. 

(c) Relative efficiency=j.ther^l 
Air standard efficiency 

^3586 
38*23 

0*938 

= 93*8% 

**’5. The following data are available in an oil analysis 

Carbons 86% by wt.; 

Hydrogen 11*75% by wt. ; 
Oxygen 2*25% by wt. 

Calculate the theoretical air supply per lb. of oil and the 
eight of the products formed by combustion of one lb. 

’ oil. 

Ans. In one pound of oil, 
wt. of carbon =0 66 lb. 

wt. of hydrogen = 0*1175 lb. 

wt. of oxygen =0 0225 lb. 

Assuming the combustion to be complete* we get, 

(7+0.-CO* 
12 32 44 
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So» 12 lb. of C requires 32 lb. of Oa and produces 44 lb.- 
of CO2 " 

.*. 0’86 lb. of C requires ^ lb. of 0* 

and produces Ib. of (70a 

•*. Oxygen required for carbon— «2’291 lb. 

Carbon-dioxide produced==• 3154 lb. 

Again 2fla+0* ■■ 2Ha0 

4 32 36 

Oxygen required for 01175 Ib. of hydrogen 

^Kx01175^0.94 
4 

S,0 produced-^^^^^^=10575 lb. 
4 

Total oxygen required 

= 2*291+094=3'231 lb. 
A 

But oxygen already present in the oil 0*0225 lb. 

/ * Oxygen from air * 3‘231 ~ 0*0225 

» 3*2085 lb. 

Assuming 23% (by weight) of air to be oxygem minimumv 

air required « ^ x 3*2085 * 13*95 lb. 

Products of combustion: 

Carbon dioxide formed *3*154 4b. 

.ETaO formed-1*0575 lb. 

, Nitrogen preset in the flue gas -13*95 r- 3*2085 

-10*7515 lb. 
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6. What is the effect of dispersion on a single lens ? 

Derive the formula for constructing an achromatic 
combination of two lenses in contact. 

Calculate the focal length of a lens constructed with 

flint glass of dispersive power 0‘045 which will render 
achromatic a converging lens of crown glass of focal length 

75 cm and dispersive power 0‘021. Find also the focal 
length of the combination. 

Ads. : By 'effect of dispersion on a single lens* is meant 

chromatic aberration. A ray of white light incident on a 
convex lens in a direction parallel to the principal axis will 

be deviated and split up into its constituent colours (Fig. 36). 

As rays of different colours have different refrangibilities* 

so the rays of different colours will not come to the same 

focus after redaction. Violet rays having shorter wave> 

lengths will suffer more deviation than the red rays. The 

violet rays come to a focus at Fv \ the red rays at F^ whereas 
the mean (yellow) ray at on the axis of the lens. The 

phenomenon due to which the rays of different colours do 

not come to a focus at one point is known as chromatic 

aberration and (f*-—fv) is a measure of the same. This is a 

defect on the part of the as the image formed will be 

coloured and also not sharp. 

6 
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From the lens formula^ wc get, 

1 

f 
where the letters have their usual significances. 

For violet rays 

For red rays 

1^1 A, fr 

/!* —1 
1 
? 

Wc can write fv^r-P (approximately) 

Pig. 37 

A fv ~"/*r 1 

P “ M-1 7 

or, f,-fv 

« "" Mr 
where «• * v" 

M““l 

-dispersive power of the 

material of the lens. 

Condition for achromatism 

for two lenses in contact: 

XiSt fx, U be the focal lengths and uxf tax the dispersive 
powers of the two lenses respectively ( Fig. 37). Let / 
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be the focal length of the equivalent lens for a ray mean of 
the two colours (say» red and violet). 

Then 7“t+>- 
/ /I # a 

[where are the refractive indices of the two lenses] 

It is evident that f so also ^ is a function of the wave¬ 

lengths (x). For achromatic combination f should not change 

with X- ^ 

DifFerentiating the above equation with respect to x and 
applying the abo^e condition for achromatismi we get 

A /li dfA^iX Iv diit/ 1 ^ \ n 

orj 

f- • « I • «*“ 

1a 
Or> i Wa * ^ aaiO 

f 1 fa 

dix " * 

<i)“—r»dispersive power of the material of a lens 

and ete- ] 

Condition for acbtomatism is 
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It is evident that the above condition is independent of 

the object distance. So the achromatism will hold fiiood for 

any position of the object. As dispersive powers (•'.«.» *>1 

and <02 are always positivey so» the above relation to hold 

jood) fi and /a must be of the opposite sign. 

Sof a convex lens of one material is to be combined with 

a concave lens of another material. In an actual practice 

generally a double convex lens of crown glass is combined 

with a plano-concave lens made of flint glass and to avoid 

loss of light by reflection at the concave surface* the radius 

of curvature of the concave lens is made the same as that of 

the convex surface in contact. The two sur&ces are then' 

cemented together by Canada balsam. 

Sum: Here wi*0*021; A*—75 cm. (—ve because 

convex lens); ma*0*045 and fa~T 

We know for achromatic combination* 

whence 

fs 

0*045 X -75 
" 0021 

- +160*7 cm. 

The + sign indicates that the second lens will be a 

concave lens. 

If f be the focal length of the combinatioiia 

11,1 
+ y ■■ rri ft -75^1607 

75x1607 75x1607 
whence f* - "" 160*7-75 

—140*6 cm. 0 
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7. Describe a suitable arrangement for studying the 
variation of the candle-power of a lamp with the wattage 
consumed. 

A 50 c. p. lamp is suspended 5 ft. above the centre of a 
horizontal table of 5 ft. x 5 ft. area. Determine the illumi” 
nation at the centre of the table and at each of the four 
corners. 

Ana.: The variation of the candle-power of a lamp with 
the wattage consumed can be studied either by Macbeth 
illuminometer oi hy Barrier layer-ceU^photometer. We shalb 
however* describe the Macbeth illuminometer method. 

In essence* it is a modified form of Lummer-Brodbum 
arrangement and consists of a Lummcr-Brodhum cube p. 
There is a small lamp St connected to a portable battery 
through a rheostat and a milliameter (not shown in the 
figure). The illumination can be changed by changing the 

Fig. 8S 

current. Light from the test lamp is made to fall on a test 
plate made of white glass. This plate has sufficient diffu- 
sibility so ^at its illumination varies according to Lambert^si 
cosine law, Th^ aperture A is pointed towards the test 
*p]ate whose illumination is to be measured. &iuality of 
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brightness is obtained by adjusting the position of the lamp 
8 along the tube by means of a rack and pinion arrangement. 
The tube is usually 9 inches long and If" in diameter and 
is at right angles to the telescope T, When the photometric 
balance is obtained* the position of the lamp is noted from 
the scale which is usually calibrated in lumens/ft.’. Knowing 
the current through the lamp and potential difference across 
the same* the wattage of the lamp may be calculated. The 
normal range of such a photometer is from 0‘5 to 25 lum./ft.^ 
The range of the instrument can be extended either way by 
inserting suitable neutral filters in front of the lamp or the 
test plate. 

Sum : The arrangement is shown in the figure ( 39). 

L (50CJ.) 

mg. St 

We are to find out the illumination at A and any of the 
cpmer points of the table. 
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I ^0 
Illumination at .4 *= ^-2 ■» g, «* 2 lumens/ft.^ 

£(7= v'?+5»-v'50. SojlB=-^ft. 
2 

As the lamp is placed si^mmetrically over the table* so all 
the comer points will have equal illumination. 

LA 5 

Illumination at B» x cos tf=gy!| x 

=1088 Im./ft* 

8. What are the conditions necessary for the inter¬ 
ference of two sources of light ? 

Explain the procedure* with a sketch* of the method of 
determining the radius of curvature of a small plano-convex 
lens by the Newton’s rings experiment.' 

Ana.: For the first part* sec Answer to Ques. No. 6 
(second part) of 1961* May. 

For the second part* see Answer to Ques. No. 8 of 1959* 
May. 

^ 9. What are the methods of producing plane polarised 
light ? 

State Brewster’s law and explain briehy how it is used in 
the measurement of the refractive indices of opaque 

• polished materials. 
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Ass.: For the first part* see Answer to Ques. No. 8 of 
1959) Nov. 

Brewster's law: When a beam of ordinary light is 
reflected by a transparent medium* the light is found to be 
partially polarised. The effect will be maximum if the 
angle of incidence be equal to the polarising angle whose 
value depends on the refractive indices of the reflecting 
medium and the surroundings. According to Brewster, the 
tangent of the polarising angle is equal to the refractive index 
of the reflecting medium with respect to that of the surroun¬ 
ding medium. This is known as Brewster's law. Let 1x2 be 
the refractive index of the reflecting medium ; that of 
the surrounding and ip be the polarising angle. Then* 

tan -fxist where Mia is the refractive index of 

the reflecting medium with respect to the surrounding 
medium. But according to Snell’s law 

sin ip 

«tan — (from Brewster’s law) 
' cos ti. 

cos fp*sin f=cos(90-r) 
So» t,»90-r 

or> t|.+r-90° 

Thus the angle between the reflected ray and the 
refracted ray is 90^. 

If the surrounding medium be air* (m**1) then tan 
whete ^ is ^e refractive index of the reflectii^g medium. 

'Dxus if f# be known then m can be determined* The vah^ 
of V can be determined with the help of a Biot's pcflariscope. 
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In case of opaque polished materials) measurements of m 

by ordinary methods cannot be done because 
\ star! 

most of the light will be reflected back into the original 
medium. In that case) the method may be successfully 
employed 

10. What are the different elastic constants of a 

material ? 
Show that the Poisson’s ratio of any substance cannot be 

greater than A steel wire 0 08 inch diameter and 50 ft. 
long is subjected to a tension by a load of 112 lbs. Determine 
(a) the stress* (6) the elongation) and (c) the work done in 
producing the strain. 

(Take the Young’s modulus of steel to be 30 x 10* lbs. per 
sq. inch.). 

Ana.; Depending on the different types of straiii) there 
are three different moduli of elasticity viz.: 

fi) Young’s modulus) (it) Bulk modulus and (iii) 
modulus of rigidity. 

(i) Young’s modulus (£)*^Young’s modulus is the ratio 
between the longitudinal stress and the longitudinal strain 

^ within elastic limit and is usually denoted by S* 

If a force be applied longitudinally in a wire of cross- 
aectional area A and length then stcess^'FjA. ^ 

If 2 be the increase in length) then longitudinal 
strain»2/L. 

On longitudinal stress F/J, FL 
\ longitudinal strain*”il L^AL 

4 

The strain being a ratio of two lengths is a pure numben 
»Therefore^ the umt 6i Em theCX3.S. systeins is dyims/aq. 
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cm. In the F.P.S. systems» E is generally expressed in ]hs.lsq^ 
in. or ton$/sQ. in. 

(ii) Bulk-modulas (K)—^Bullcmodulus is the ratio 
between the stress and the volume strain. If a uniforn^ 
pressure P be applied over the surface of a body of volume 
V and if the corresponding change in volume be v, then 

Stress - P and volume strain »/ V. 

. *. Bulk-modulus {K) -»— 
vfV V 

The unit of K may be dynes/sq. cm.* Ibs/sq. in. or tons/sq. 
in. 

(iii) Modulus of rigidity (n)-—This is defined as the 
ratio between shear stress and shear strain. 

So» modulus of rigidity 
shear strain 

Poisson’s ratio—A body undergoing a longitudinal' 
extension suffers simultaneously also a lateral contraction. 
Let L be the original length of a wire and I, its increase in 
length. Then longitudinal strain=Z/2y. i^imilarly if I> be 
the original diameter of the wire and d» the decrease in 
diameter, then lateral strain »d/I). It has been found that. 
lateral strain is proportional to the longitudinal strain. 

« 

t.e., lateral strain ^ longitudinal strain 

or» lateral strain longitudinal strain where tr is 
a constant known as Poisson’s ratio. 

. _ lateral strain _d . I ^dL 
* ' ^ longitudinal strain D ' L Dl 

Let us consider a unit cube ABCDEJP0B with the three 
sides coinciding with the three axes X, T and Z ( Fig. 40). 
Let two e(}ual forces P» P act outwards through the middle 
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points of the faces BFOC and AEHD parallel to the side AB> 
The e£Fect of the forces is to elongate the cube along Y-axk 

P 

Fig. 40 

and ^axis. Let e be the extension along J[-axis. If P be 
the force acting* then it also represents the stress as unit 
cube has been considered. Similarly e represents the longitu* 
dinal strain. 

stress 
long, strain 

P P - whence 
e E 

This is the extension along J[-axis. 

The contraction along F-axis will be given by lateral 
contraction 

s (T X longitudinal extension 

- <r PIE 

Similarly* the contraction along the Z-axis will be o*. PIE- 
So* the effect of the above forces is to produce extension PjF 
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along ^L-axis; — o*. PjE along F-axisand — o-. PjE along 
Z-^xis. (The negative signs denote compression). 

If two other forces Pj P parallel to F-axis act through 
the middle points of EFOH and ABCD^ then as before the 
extensions along » F—and F—axes will be respectively 

<rP, 
E ’ -E- 

Similarly for two more forces Py P parallel to the ^axis 
and acting outwards through the middle points of the faces 
ilPPB and PCGfl the extensions along F— and 

axes will be respectively-*^^; and +£ Thus for all 

the forces acting together^ the extension of each of the sides 

will be J 

So* the length of each of the sides changes from 1 to 

l+|(l-2,r). 

The volume of the cube after deformation becomes 

(l +|(1 -ar)}' -l+-^l - Zt) 

neglecting the terms containing higher powers of PjE which 
are very small. But the original volume of the cube was 
unity. So the change in volume 

S09 the volume strain 
Change in volume 
Original volume 
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Bulk-modulus 
Strain 

«Mii^muauius Volumc Strain 3P(1 -2<r)/J7“3(1 -2<r) 

orj E •“ 3^(1 — 2(r} 

Now E and K being two elastic constants are always 
positive. So» l—2tr is always positive. 

t.s.j l*“2o->0 
or, l>2<r or, l>a’ 

whence, (r<i 
So, Poisson’s ratio cannot be greater than i. 
Sum : Here length I**50 ft.«»600 inches. 

Diameter 2)=» 0*08" 

Area -5027xlO-Mn». 

Force F*—112 lbs. wt. 
J?-30X10« lbs/in». 

-50*27x10-* in*. 

(b) Stress--2-228X10* H«./ta*. 

X 
(5) If x” be the elongation, then strain* , 

Young’s modulus E'- 
^stress Fxi 

strain”’.^ X a: 

Fxl 112x600 
■“ 30 X 10« >^2*2^ X10* 

=0‘4455*. « 

(e) Workdone-iJxx-4xll2xO'44Kin.-lb. 

U2X 0 4455^ 
- 2x12 

■2-079 ft-lba. 
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.X Write down the expression for the vebcity of sound 

in a gas. Discuss the effect of temperature* pressure and 

moisture on the velocity. 

A column of air and a tuning fork produce 4 beats per 

‘.second when sounding together* the tuning fork giving the 

lower note. The temperature of the air is 15®C. When 

the temperature falls to lO^C* the tv70 produce 3 beats per 

second. Find the frequency of the tuning fork. 

Ans.: The velocity V of sound in a gas is given by 

where p* pressure of the gas 

p =* density of-the gas 

and ratio of two specific heats of the gas. 

Effect of temperature : The velocity of sound in a gas 

IS found to increase with rise in temperature when the 

pressure remains constant. 

Let Vo be the velocity at Qf'C and Va that at fC. 

Then F,* ^ and a/~ 

where Po and P% are the densities of the gas at 0°(7 and 

fO respectively. 

* • Fo ^ Pt 

But according to Charles* law Po^PiX'\‘<i) 
'Where coefficient of cubical expansion of the gas-^H. 

, It 
V 273 V t: 
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where To and T are the absolute temperatures corres- 
ixmding to 0“C and fC respectively So» the velocity of 
sound in a gas varies directly as the square root of the 
absolute temperature 

Effect of pressure: The velocity of sound is not 
afiFected by the change of pressure. Let the pressure of 
air change from to and the density from pi to 
Then according to Boyle’s law 

Pi Pa 

^ Pi ^ pa 

So> the velocity of sound does not change with the 
^change in pressure. 

Effect of humidity: Under similar conditions of 
temperature and pressure) the density of air containing 
moisture is less than that of dry air. So the velocity of 
sound is more in air* containing moisture than that in dry air. 

Oppose velocity in dry air at pres. 760 mm. and temp. fC 
n )) moist)» )) Pmm. 

Pd»dcnsity of dry )> n 760 mm. 
P«|B )i moist)) )) Pmm. 

• • 

99 99 

*9 99 

99 9i 

Let f mm. be the saturation presstne of water vapour 
at fa 

So) p«»mass of 1 c.c. of moist air at P mm. pressure 
and temperature fC, 

«»massof 1 c.c. of dry air at pressure (P-/) mm. 

and temperature. 4^0.+mass of 1 c.c. of moisture 
at pressure f mm, and temperature fC. 
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(From Dalton’s law of partial pressure). 
But mass of 1 c.c. of water vapour 

assO'622 X mass of 1 c.c. of dry air. 
. At constant temperature^ density of a given mass of a 

gas varies directly as the pressure 
P“f f 

X +0*622 X X Pa 

f+ -622/0 -7^(P- 0-378/0 

. / _P_/ 1 
-- 7."V760xp„ ^ P-0-378/ 1-0-378//P 

-(l+ixO-378^) 

Expanding . binomially and neglecting other terms 
/ - 

containing higher powers of which are small. 

7.= r.(l+0189;^) 

So the velocity in moist air increases. 
Sum: Let n be the frequency of the tuning fork. As 

the number of beats is originally 49 so frequency of air 
column at‘15®C*“«+4. 

Frequency of air column at lO^C/^n+S 

• • 7io w+3 

Again Vn /StsTIs 
Tt V 273+10 

fi+4 ■roo9 
or, 

n+3 
n+g-l'OOQw+SW 

whence i»»106l vib./sec. 



1958—May 

V ^ What is temperature ? Describe the different scales 
^sed in the measurement of the temperature of a substwce. 

Describe briefly a method of measuring the temperature 
of a solid which is near about 800°G 

A gas liquefies at-* 396*4°F. What does this temperature 
correspond to in the Centigrade system and in the absolute 
system ? 

Ans. ; Temperature of a source may be defined as its 
degree of hotness. It may also be defined as the thermal 
condition of a body which determines whether the body will 
give heat to or receive heat from another body* when the two 
bodies in question are put into thermal communicatbn with 
each other. 

Temperatures can be measured with the help of thermo¬ 
meters. 

Scales of temperature: There are three different 
scales of temperature) viz., (i) Centigrade scales (it) 
Fahrenheit scale and (iiO Reaumer scale. 

Centigrade scale was devised by a Swedish scientist Andres 
Celsius. Here the lower fixed point is marked 0°Cf whereas 
the steam-point is marked lOO^’C. The interval is divided 
into 100 equal parts? each part corresponding to l^'C. This 
scale is used in all scientific measurements. 

Fahrenheit scale was devised by a German philosopher 
FahWhett. In this the lower fixed point is marked SZ^F and 
the ^pex fixed point is marked ZHtF, The interval bistween 
the two fixed points is divided into 180 equal partly each part 
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corresponding to a temperature of 1°^’. This type of thermo¬ 
meter is mostly us^ in England and also by doctors. 

Reaumer fcoU was used for the first time by a French 
philosopher* Reaumei. In this scale the ice-point is marked 
0®/2 and the steam-point is marked SQfR. The interval 
between the two fixed points is divided into 80 equal parts, 
each part corresponding to l!*R. This scale is sometimes 
used in Russia and some parts in Europe. 

The relation between different scales of temperature is 

where C7, Ft R denote the readings in the Centigrade* 
Fahrenheit and Reaumer scales respectively. 

A temperature of near about SOO^O can be measured with 
a platinum resistance thermometer. For this sec Answer to 
Ques. No. 1 (f7.) of 1956- 

Sum : Let the reading in centigrade scale be C. Then, 

C _F-32 -396*4 -32 -428*4 
5" 9 “ 9 “9 

-428‘4x5_ 
'9 

Reading in absolute scale 

273+0-273 - 238 « 35° A. 

2. What is meant by the specific heat of a substance ? 
How does it differ from its thermal capacity T 

fipw can the specific heat of a solid be determined ? 
Give the relevant formula. A boiler in a heating system is 
50 percent efficient. The boiler is fill^ with water at &F, 
After bwrfiing coal which liberates 50*000 B. Th.U> the water • 
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faas a temperature of What is the weight of the 
water in the boiler ? 

I 

Ans.: Tke specific heai of a substance is the ratio of the 
amount of heat required to raise a given mass of the substance 

through any range of temperature to that required to raise the 
same amount of water through the same range of temperature. 
So if a be the specific heat of the substance, then, 

Heat reqd. to raise any mass of the substance through f 
Heat reqd. to raise the same mass of water through f 

Heat reqd. to raise unit mass of the substance through 1° 
““ Heat reqd. to raise unit mass of water through 1® 

As specific heat is a ratio of two similar quantities^ it is 
g pure number and its value does not depend on the unit of 

heat chosen. 

Thermal capacity : Thermal capacity of a body is the 
amount of heat required to raise its temperature through 1®. 
Ifmbe the mass of the body .of specific heat Sy then the 
thermal capacity of the body^m s units. 

In the C.G.S. system, suppose the mass of the body»m gm. 
Sot the corresponding rise in the temperature will be 1®C'. 
Thus the thermal cSpacity«ms calories. 

In tfhe F.P.S. system, if m lb. be the mass of the body» 

then the i^rresponding rise in temperature will be 1°F, So 

the thermal capacity "fN. s, B. Th. U* 

Determination of the specific heat of a Solid by the 

method of mitture : The specific heat is determined with 
the help of a Regnault’s apparatus. This consists essentially 

of a steam heater S which, is nothing but a double-walled 
cylinder usually made of copper. When steam is passed im 

*aide the space between the two cylmderfy the air within the 
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inner cylinder becomes heated without coming in actual 
contact with the steam. The calorimeter with the stirrer is 

placed on a non-conducting 
base and inside another 
copper vessel. The calori¬ 
meter is separated from the 
other vessel with the help 
of non-conducting subs¬ 
tances. In between the 
steam heater and the 
calorimeter, there is a 
wooden partition which 
may be moved up and 
down (Fig. 41). When the 
partition is in the down* 
position* it protects the 

calorimeter from the heat of th2 steam heater. On the 
other handy when the parti¬ 
tion is raised* the calorimeter 
can readily be brought below 
the steam heater by means of 
a sliding platform. 

The solid* whose specific 
beat is to be determined* 

first Pf gll weighed and is 

then bung I through a cork by 
means of a thread inside the 

steam heater (Fig. 42). Some 
of water is taken 

inside a calorimeter of known 
water<-equiyateht. The temperature of the water is nc^ 
with the help of a sensitive thermometer. Let this tempera* 

Fig. 49 
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ture be ti°0. Steam is now passed through . the steam 
heater when the body is heated. The steam is .to be passed 
till the body acquires a steady temperature which is recorded 
by another thermometer. Let it be 

The partition is now raise! and the calorimeter is readily 
brought just beneath the steam heater. The shutter covering 
the lower face of the steam heater is quickly removed and the 
body is dropped in the calorimeter. The calorimeter is 
quickly removed to its original position and is stirred well. 
Let the final temperature of the calorimeter and its contents 
befO. 

Suppose* specific heat of the solid, 
M gm=mass of the solid taken* 

W-«water-equivalent of the calorimeter 
+stirrer* 

mgm. =mass of water taken. 

Then* heat lost by the solid in cooling from to t°0 
^M.s {ti-^t) cal. 

Heat gained by the calorimeter+stirrer 
W (t—*i) cal. 

Heat gained by the water in the calorimeter 
(f-fi)«cal. 

Assuming no heat exchange with the surrounding bodies* 
wc have* 

Heat lost-Heattgained 

,.hence ■wnence , 

, Sum: Rise in temp. «• 210 -65-145°^ 
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As the efficiency of the plant is 50%« so available heat 

50000x^=250008. Th. U. 

Let m lb. be the mass of water in the boiler. 
Heat required to raise the temperature of in lb. of 

water through 145°^?^ 
=m s f«*m>clxl45 
=145 wiB. Th. U. 

145 w-25000 

25000 
or» m= 

145 
172‘4 lb. 

3. State and derive the energy relations for a constant 
process for a vapour. 

What are the characteristics of steam that make it so 
suitable a medium for heat engines ? 

Steam at 140 lb. per sq. in. abs. pressure and 98% quality 
expands in a turbine to a pressure of 2 lb. per sq. in. abs. 
After this expansion it has a quality of 81%. From values 
given in the steam tables find the heat absorbed by the 
turbine per pound of steam. 

Ana. : Suppose Q quantity of heat be given to or taken 

away from one pound of a fluid at a constant pressure p. Let 
the internal energy change from Ei to Ei and the volume 
change from Vx tx> V%. Then 

heat supplied—increase of internal energy 
+ external work done 

2 2- 

or, J dj&+j J p.dv where p is constant 

1 1 
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E*<f) 
»Ha-" Hi where Ht and Hi denote the total heats 

respectively under the two conditions. 
Steam is most suitable as a working medium for heat 

engines because it has a high latent heat of vaporisation and 
it can be superheated suitably. Further waters from which 
steam is generated} occurs abundantly in nature. 

Sum : If Ht be the total heat of steam at a pressure of 
140 psia and Ha that at 2 psia under the the given conditioas* 
then heat absorbed by the turbine 

* Hi — Hg 

But Hi * hi+x\ Li ** 324*6 + ‘98 x 8707 (from steam table) 
-11777 B. Th. U. 

Ha—ha+*8 Ira—94*1+ 81 x 1021*0 (from steam table) 
-921*2 B. Th U. 

.*. Heat absorbed by the turbine - Hi — Ha 
-1177 7- 921*2 - 256 5 B. Th. U. 

^ 4. Define the elQEiciency of a heat engine. Express the 
definition as a formula. Describe Carnot*s cycle along with 
an indicator diagram and derive the formula for the thermal 
efficiency for the cycle. What is the thermal efficiency of a 
Carnot engine whose hot and cold bodies have temperatures 
2,800®F’ and 60° respectively ? 

Am.: Efficiency of a heat engine is the ratio between 
the heat converted into work and heat t^ken from the source. 
If ^1 be the heat taken from the source and Qz be the heat 
rejected to the gink» then for an ideal enginei 

efficieniy «»veitedmtowo* 
Heat taken from the source 
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For the second part, see Answer to Ques; No. 3 of 19599 
Nov. 

Sum : Here 5Pi=2800"!?’= 2800+460=3260" Rankine 

T2=60"i^=60+46U*520" Rankine 

Thermal efficiency r,=l - ^=1-^° -0'8407 

^ =84 07%. 

What is meant by the term *the calorific value of a 

fuel* ? 
Describe with a neat sketch how it is experimentally 

determined. 

Determine the calorific value of a sample of coal from the 

following data: 

Weight of coal burned* yV oz. 
Weight of water in calorimeter=4 lb. 
Water equivalent of the system lb. 
Initial temperature of water*601®JP. 
Maximum final observed temperature *661®-^. 

Ans.: For the first two parts* see Answer to Ques. No. 3 
of I959f May. 

Sum : Rise in temperature * 661—601 * 6°F 

Heat gained by water and cabrimeter 

= (4+ijxlx6*27B. Th. U. 

Weight of coal-^o2.-^^ Ib. 

Let the calorific value of coal be x B. Th.U./lb. 

*’‘Six 16“^ 

oi» x=27x30x16 
=12960 B. Th. U. per lb. 
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6. Derive the formula relating the image distance and 
object distance to the focal length for the case of a concave 
mirror. 

How fax from a concave mirror of focal length 50 cm. 
must a linear object be placed to give an image four times 
as long as the object f 

Ads. : Concave mirror : Let AOB be the principal 
section of a concave mirror having C as its centre of curvature 
(Fig. 43). If P be a point source of light on the principal 
axis beyond G, then a ray of light PO passing through the 

Fig. 43 

centre of curvature will be incident normally on the mirror. 
As the angle of incidence is zero* the ray will be reflected 
along OP. Let us consider another ray PA incident at A. 
Here the angle of incidence is LPAC. So the ray will be 
redacted along AQ such that* LPAC^ LCAQ. The two 
reflected rays meet at Q on the principal axis. So Q is the 

real image of P. 

As APAO^ LCAQ, we have, 
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If the aperture of the mirror be very small) then AQ"^ OQ 
and AP~ OP. 

. OQ CC qC_-OQ 
• • OP^CP'^OP-OC 

* 

But OP-object distance 
OQ «image distance—v 

and 00*radius of curvature-r 

In this case) all the distances are measured against the 
direction of the incident rays. So all of them are considered^ 
to be positive. 

u u-“r 

OI$ VM —W=«r—MV 

or» vr+Mr=»2f4v. 
Dividing both sides by uvr, we get« 

1+1.2 
u V r 

If the object lies at infinity* then the incident rays are 
parallel to the principal axis. So these rays after reflection 
will form an image at the principal focus. In this case* if 
«■»«> then 

Buti+l-2 
u V r 

i + [ *.'M=®and v=f] 
m f f 

or, 
f r 

Putting this value in the previous equatioui we gel 

1^1-1 
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8tm: The image may be real or virtual. When thc^ 
image is real, 

* n 
magnification w* or, 

u 

But J+ii 
V u 

X nr 
f ’ 4m w 50 

or, whence —««62'5 cm. 
4u 50 4 

When the image is virtual, m *= ■ 

whence v» —4m. 

But i + - * j whence ““ t + 
V u f 4u 

3„1 . 3x50 
or, JT £f\ whence M=—r- 4m 50 4 

-4 

1^1 
M 50 

■=37“5 cm. 

7. What is meant by the term “Refractive Index 
Give its physical significance. 

How is the refractive index of the material of a prism 
experimentally determined ? Derive the necessary formula. 

' Write a note on ^Direct Vision Spectroscope.” 

Ans.: BefracHve Index : If i be the angle of incidence 
corresponding to which the angle of refraction is r, then for 
the same pair of media and for the same colour of light 

• • 
a constant. 

sinr 

This constant* is usually denoted by ti and is known as the 
refractive index of the refracting medium with respect 
the surrounding medium. If light be incident on the redacting 
medium from vacuum, then the constant is known as the 
absolute refractive index of the medium. 
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Refractive index ( R. I.) of a medium is inversely propor¬ 
tional to the velocity of light in it. Thus refractive index 
of medium B relative to the medium A is 

o T — Velocity of medium A 
Velocity of light in the medium B' 

For the second party see Answer to Ques. No. 6 of Nov. 

1960. 

For the last part, see Answer to Ques. No. 9(iv) of Nov. 
1958. 

8. Describe with a neat sketch the principle and cons¬ 
truction of a compound microscope. 

What is the magnifying power of a microscope ? 

The focal length of objective and eye-piece of a compound 
microscope are 1 cm. and 5 cm. respectively. An object is 
placed 11mm. from the objective and-the final image is 
25 cm. from the eye. Find the magnification and separation 
of lenses. 

Ans. t The Compound microscope: A compound 
microscope is used for producing high magnification of a 

smgll objeot and consists essentially of two convex lenses 
fitted co^ially in a tube (Fig. 44). The lens 0 which. 
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is placed near the object to be viewed is called the objective 
and is of small aperture and short focal length. The other 
lens E behind which the eye is placed is called the eye¬ 
piece and is of moderate focal length. By means of a rack 
and pinion arrangement* the distance between the two lenses 
can be adjusted. The objective forms a somewhat enlarged, 
real image of the object in front of the eye-piece at a distance 
less than its focal length. The image is then further magni¬ 
fied by the eye-piece and so the final image is virtual and 
very much enlarged. 

Optical action : The action of the microscope will be 
clear from the figure. In the figure* 0 is the objective* E 
the eye-piece*and a small object PQ is placed just beyond the 
principal focus of the objective. A real, inverted and 
magnified image p, qi is formed after refraction through the 
objective. This image lies just within the principal focus 
Fe of the eye-piece. The image pi qi serves as an object to 
the eye-piece due to which* after refraction* the final image 

pq is formed. The final image will be virtual* inverted 
but highly magnified. The microscope is adjusted so as 
to form the final image at the least distance of distinct 

vision. 

Magnification : The magnification takes place in two 

stages* first* by the objective and then by the eye-piece; 
If mi be the magnification by the objective and ma be that 
by the eye-piece* then the resultant magnification m is 
given by, m=»mixma 

But mi where v is the distance of the first 
PQ u 

image and u is the distance of the object from the objective.. 
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Again 1 +^9 where D is the least distance of distinct 

^ision.and f is the focal length of the eye-piece. 
* 

Total magnification) 

V 

u 
X 

So, for a large magnification (i) ti should be small which 
means that the focal length of the objective should be small, 
(ii) f i.e., the focal length of the eye-piece should also be 
small. 

In actual practice, to eliminate certain defects, the 
objective and the eye-piece are not single convex lenses but 

~a combination of lenses. 

Sum : The arrangement is shown in the figure (Fig. 45). 
■Let V be the distance of the first image Pi Qi formed from 
the objective. 

Fig. 4fi 

Here w=ll mm.-11cm. and fi«l cm. 

But i+Ki 
V U A 

or, 

whence i?=* U cm. 
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Total magnification is given by, 

*10a+5) = 60 

Let be the distance of Pi Qi from eye’t>iece. 
v'— -25 cm. and A **5 cm. 

• 1 1 L I i-1 
• ■ u'^v'^U m'“25~5 

, , 25 
whence m « > cm. 

6 

Separation between the two lenses 

cm. 

9. What is interference of light ? 

Under what conditions can two wave trains interfere ? 

Light from a straight incandescent filament fall on two 
parallel slits separated by 0*2 mm. If the interference 
fringes on a screen 75 cm. away have a spacing 2‘2 mm.» 
what is the wave-length of the light used ? 

Ana. : When two waves of equal wave-lengths and 
amplitude and bearing a constant phase relation traverse the 
same part of a medium* the actual disturbance at the point 
will be the resultant of the two component vibrations. If 
they meet in the same phase* then the resultant amplitude 
will be the sum of the amplitude of the two component 
vibrations. When the waves are in phase opposition* the 
resultant amplitude will be the difference of the two 
•component amplitudes. As the intensity of light depends 
<m the square of the amplitude, so the resultant intensity 
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will be maximum and minimum depending on the relative 
phase differences. This phenomenon is known as inUrterence 
of light. 

For the second part, see Answer to Ques. No. 7. of 
1958, Nov. 

Sum: Here distance between the parallel slits 

= 0 02 cm. 
2)«75 cm. 
x—distance between two consecutive fringes 

= 0*22 cm. 

Wave-length 
d.x 0 02 X 0-22 
D “ 75 

-5-865X10 ' cm.-5865 A. U. 

10. What is viscosity ? 
How is the viscosity of lubricating oil determined ? 

What is effect of temperature on the viscosity of a 
liquid and how is this important in practical engineering ? 

What is Simple Harmonic Motion ? . 

Aos.: For the first part and second part see Answer to- 

Ques. No. 5 of 1960i Nov. 

For the third part) see Answer to Ques. No. 1 (last part) of 
1959, Nov. 

Simple Harmonic Motion (S. H. M.): SimpU hatmmic 
motion is a periodic motion such that the acceleration ta- 
proportional to the displacement and is always directed towards 
the mean position of rest. The characteristics of suck 

motion are;— 

(«) The motion is oscillatory and is repeated after 
defimte int^als of time. * 
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(ii) The restoring force (so also the acceleration) is 
always directed towards the mean position of rest. 

Im) The restoring force (also the acceleration) is 
proportional to the displacement of the body from the mean 
position of rest. ^ 

11. What are the stationary vibrations and explain how 
nodes and antinodcs are formed t Describe how you would 
determine the frequency of a tuning fork. 

Ans.: For the first part» sec Answer to Ques. No. 10 of 
1959> Nov. 

2nd pari. The frequency of a tuning fork can be deter¬ 
mined with the help of a sonometer. A sonometer consists 
essentially of a hollow wooden box A and has a string 
stretched upon it (Fig. 46). One end of the string is fixed 

w 

Fig. 46 

to a peg or a binding screw while the other passes over a 
pulley and carries a hanger W. Weights can be placed on 
the hanger to provide the string with suitable tensions. 
Apart from two fixed bridges* there is another movable 
bridge which slides under the wire. With the help of the 
movable bridge the vibrating length of the string can be 
adjusted necessarily. There is another stretched string 
parallel to this wire and is used for reference purposes. 
This is known as auxiliary wire or refetmee toWe. There is 
a nietre scale fixed over the wooden box to measure the 
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vibrating length. The purpose of the wooden bridge is to 
'amplify the sound produced due to vibration of the string. 

The tuning fork whose frequency is to be determined is 

struck with the help of a padded hammer and is placed over 
the wooden board of the sonometer. The position of the 
movable bridge is adjusted till the sound produced by the 
tuning fork is in unison with that emitted by the vibrating 
string. If I be the vibrating length, T be the tension and wi. 
the mass per unit length of the wire, then* 

n Lv/I 

knowing U T and rm the value of the frequency of the 
experimental tuning fork can easily be calculated. The 
unison can, however, be also tested with the help of a paper 
rider. 

19 0^—Nov, 

1. Explain what is meant by fC. on the following; 
(f) Mercury-in-glass scale, (it) Platinum resistance scale, 
and (m) Constant volume gas scale. Why, in general, do 
these scales not agree except at the fixed points. 

A fixed mass of a gas maintained at a constant pressure 
occupies 200'0 c.c. at the temperature of melting ice, 
273*2 c.c. at the temperature of water boiling under normal 
pressure, and 525*1 c.c. at the normal boiling point of sulphur. 
A platinum wire has resistance of 2*00Q, 2 778 and 5*280 
oh.V0L$ respectively at the same temperatures. Calculate idle 
vAlti^ of boiling point of sulphur given by the two sets 

of data. 
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Ans.: Any property which depends on the temperature 
may be utilised to construct a thermometer. 

(0 In a mercury-in-glass thermometery the length of the 
mercury column changes with temperature. 

Let L be the length of the mercury column at 0°C; 
be that at 100°C and h be that when the temperature is t^C. 
If a be the rate of increase of length per °0f then, 

00 L(1+100a) whence a ■■ 

Also It«-lo(l+at) 

whence t=-—- = ^ x 100 
a *100 “ to 

This is the temperature denoted by the mercury-in-glass 
thermometer. 

(n) In a platinum resistance thermometer, the resistance 
changes with temperature. Let 12,, Eioo and J2« be respec¬ 
tively the resistances at O^C, 100°O and fO and let a be the 

resistance temperature coefficient. 

Then Bjoo-Bod + lOOoO whence 

and Bt^Bod+a'f) 

whence <-1^-X ioo 
xto X CL XvlOO ** XwO 

This is the temperature indicated by resistance 
thermometer. 

(Hi) If the volume of a given mass of a gas is kept 
constant and the temperature changes then the pressure will 
change. Suppose Po« pressure at O^C; Pioo*pressure at 
lOO^O; Pi-pressure at PO and y*-pressure coefficient, 
^en* 
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Pioo * Pod + 100y«) whence Yv * niT* 
Xo X lUU 

Pi “ Pod 4* yv»t) 

whence — 
Pfl. y® Pl00 — P< 

xlOO 

This is the temperature indicated by the constant volume 
gas thermometer. 

2nd part: * The diflFerent thermometers are calibrated at 
the lower fixed point (usually 0°C) and at upper fixed points 
(usually 100*0) and the corresponding points are marked. The 
interval between these two readings are divided into a 
certain number of equal divisions. The readings given by 
different" thermometers measuring a definite temperature 
fC would have been indentical if <c' and y® were constants. 
In that case they would have uniform temperature scales. 
But in fact) they are not constants and do not strictly obey 
the laws on which the graduations of the thermometers 
depend. But they are calibrated at the fixed points by 
actual comparison. So* in general these scales do not agree 
except at the fixed points. 

Sum: Let fC be the boiling point of sulphur. Here 
Fo”200 C.C. •, Fioo«‘273'2 c.c. and I t“*525T c.c. 

But Fioo —Fod+lOQJ'ji) where 7,,“volume coefficient and 
Ft-Fo(l+y,, 0 

■. yioo"'yo_Ft'.*yo 

■■ F.xioo 7o< 

whence x 100XlOO 
Fi,o-r. 

'444-2^C 
2732-200 
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Again on platinum resistance thermometer* 
12»*2‘000 n Bioo-2778 Q and 12«»5*280a 

Rt'-Rn xlOO^^T^ ??P?xlOO 
■Rioo ■” JBo 

42r6‘*C. 

2-778 -2'000 

2 Distinguish between the ‘average velocity’ and the 
*root mean square velocity of molecules of a gas.’ 

From the basic assumptions of the kinetic theory derive 
an expression for the pressure of a gas in terms of the root 
mean sqaure velocity of the molecules. 

Determine the r.m.s. velocity of hydrogen molecules at 
N. T.P. if the density of hydrogen under those conditions be 

009 gm. per litre. 

Ans.: For the first part* .see Answer to Ques. No. 2 of 

1957* Nov. 

For the second part see Answer to Ques. No. 5(6) of 1957* 

May. 

Sum : Normal pressure p=76 x 13*6 x 981 dynes/cm*. 

Density p=0'09 gm. per litre 
« 0*00009 gm. per c.c. 

^t the r.m.s. velocity be C 
Then p—JpC* 

whence 3x76x13*6^981 
0*00009 

* 1*838x10* cmi/sec. 

3. Define thermal conductivity of any material. Describe 
an experiment to determine the thermal conductivity of a 
metah 
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A boiler is made of copper plate 2'4 m m. thick coated 
iaside with a layer of tin 0 2 m.m. thick. Surface area 
exposed to hot gases at 700^0. is 100 sq. cm. Calculate the 
maximum amount of steam that could be raised per hour at 
atmospheric pressure. Conductivities of copper and tin are 
0*9 and 0*15 c.g.s. units respectively. Latent heat of steam 
at normal pressure is 540 cal./gm. 

Ans.; Coefficient of thermal conductivity of a substance 
can be defined as the amount of heat flowing normally per 
second per unit area of a plate of unit thickness of that 
substance when a steady temperature of 1° is maintained 
between the two faces of the plate. Its unit in the C.G S. 
system is cal. cm.”^ °C ^ sec.‘‘. 

Let us consider a rectangular block (Fig. 47) of a soildi 
the two parallel faces being at steady temperatures (9i and 6% 

^ {di >$2)- Let A be the area of 
the face AC or x be 
the thickness of the block 

% and Q be the amount of heat 
flowing normally from one 
face to the other in time f. 
Then the amount of heat 
flowing normally is (f) 

B'lg* 47 directly proportional to 

the area A of the surface through which heat flows normally^ 
(«) directly proportional to the difference of temperature 
(di ■* between the surfaces* (Hi) directly proportional 
to the time (0 of flow* (iv) inversely proportional to the 

thickness (x) of the block. 

So. 
X 
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or, Q**--- 

whence JT*" 
Qz 

where K is the Co. of thermal conductivity or simply the 

thermal conductivity of the material of the substance. The 

above expression can be used to determine the thermal 

conductivity of good conductors like metals. This is usually 

done by Searle’s method. 

This method is suitable for determining thermal conduc¬ 

tivity of good conductors particularly metallic rods. The 

metal under test is taken in the form of a cylindrical rod AB 

which has a length of about 30 cm. and diameter 4 cm. Cne 

end A of the rod is 

enclosed inside a steam 

chamber 8 whereas 

the other end B is kept 
inside another chamber 

F through which cold 

water can be made to 

circulate at a steady 

rate (Fig. 48). The pur^ 

pose of the partition 

wall is to make the 
cold water circulate near the end B of AB and then flow 

out of the outlet tube 0. The temperature of water at the 
inlet and at the outlet arc noted by two sensitive thermo¬ 

meters Ti and Ta. To measure the temperature at two points 

C and D along the length of the rod, two thermometers 

Ta and arc placed into the holes drilled at C and D. The 

holes contain a little mercury for effective thermal cont^. 

To prevent the loss of heat by radiation from, the sides 

Fig. 46 
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of the tod» it is covered with an insulating material such 
*as felt. It is then enclosed'in a wooden ring. 

To begin with the experiment^ steam is made to pass 
through the steam chamber 8 and a steady flow of water is 
made to circulate through F by connecting the inlet tube 1 
to a constant pressure tank. The flow of water is regulated 
so that a steady state is reached the readings of the 
thermometers do not change with time. Let the tempera¬ 

tures recorded by the thermometers T\t Ta* 2*39 Ta* be ^1, 
B39 Ba respectively. The water coming out of the outlet tube 
0 is collected in a weighted beaker for a given interval of 
time t sec. Let M be the mass of water so collected in time t. 

So» heat gained by water-“JM (.618-0j). If be the area 
of cross-section of AB and K, its thermal conductivity* then 
amount of heat {Q) flowing through AB in time i is gi\en by 

Q __ FA( — Bz)^ 

In the steady state* this quantity is equal to the heat 
gained by the water. 

So, 

or, M(B3-Ba)1 
A[Bi’-B3)t 

Thus the value of JTcan be calculated out. 
radius of the rod AB, then A^^vr^. 

If r be the 

Sum: Total thermal resistance of the copper plate 
•bog with the tin layer is 

X Xi Xj t M 

Ktl^KU Kj 

1 /0-24 . o oa\ 1 
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The feed water is assumed to be at 100"C. 
:So heat transferred per hour ts 

r^Aet-ei)t (700-100)X3600 
or *“ 1 

^KA 250 

- 600 X 3600 X 250 =540 x lo*^ cal. 

Latent heat of steam at 100^C«*540 cal. 
Let m gm. be the mass of water evaporated per ho(ir. 
Then fw x 540 540 X10^ 

whence m « —— »10^ gm. 
540 

»10,000 kgm. 

4. What do you understand by an isothermal and an 
adiabatic change ? Give an example of each. 

Deduce an expression for the work done by a gas during 
an adiabatic expansion. 

One pound of air expands adiabatically through a volume 
ratio 1: 6. The initial temperature and pressure are 500°.F. 
and 400 Ib /sq. inch respectively. Find the final temperature 
and pressure. Calculate also the work done during the 
expansion (specific heat of air : CpS>0‘245» (7v»0'175). 

Ana.; For the first part* see Answer to Ques. No. 5 (a) 
•of 1956» Nov. 

Work done during an adiabatic expansion: Suppose 
a given mass of a gas expands adiabatically from a volume 
to Vi and suppose the pressure changes from px to pi. If the 
*pre88ure be p and dv be the small change in volume^ then 

' iYork done** pda. 
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So) the total work done is given by 

J p.dv 

Vt 

For adiabatic changes pv^ a C (constant) 

whence p = 
v' 

[ .* C*PaVay-PiVi^ 

During expansion) the work is done by the gas but during 
compression) the work is done on the gas. 

If m be the mass of the gas and the initial and final 
temperatures be respectively and 2a» then» 

PiVi mB2\ and pav» mET^ 

• tir _ PiVi PaVa mBTi - mBTi 
• • y-1 “ y-1 

mB(Tx - Ta) 
“ y-1 

Stfm; Here 500+460»t960® Rankine , 
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0, 0-245 
t~l « * 

Cv 0175 
1*4 

■960(i)-*=468-8’R 

=468-8 - 460-=8-8^. 
As the gas expands adiabatically, so ‘PaFa*^ 

Pj-P,(^1^-400(4)’-*=32-56 lbs./8q. in. 

B=J(0, - 0.) - 778(0*245 - 0175) 
“54-46 ft-lbs./Ib l‘B 

Work done=gg^^-f^Ll-^54-46;96n-468-8) 
y 1 14^1 

-66.850 £t.4b8. 

5. Derive an expression for the air standard efficiency of 
an internal combustion engine working on Otto cycle. 

A gas engine uses 16 cubic feet of gas per i.h.p. hour. 
The calorific value of the 
gas is 270 C.H.U. per cubic 
foot. The compression ratio 
is 4'85. Calculate (a) the 
indicated thermal efficiency 
and (6) the air standard 

efficiency (>'='1*4). 
Ans.: In an Otto eyelet 

heat is absorbed by the 
working substance from the 
source at constant volume 

c 

'tid is also rejected to — 
the sinit at constant volume. 
The figure (49) demtes the indicator diagram of such a 
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cycle and let Tit fa* Ti represent the te^mperaturcs at 
the points At Bt C» D respectively. 

If m be the mass of the working substance and C«* the 
specific heat at constant volumet then heat received by the 
same between B and C is —Ta). 

Similarly heat rejected by the same between B and A is 

.’. Heat converted into work 01 Q* 

. . Total work done —Qa_, Q% 
■ • Efficiency taken hi"" Qi 

mci,(T3-Ta)“ ^Ts-Ta 

As the points A and B lie on the same adiabatic AB, 

or. 

Similarly or, (^) 

But Fg *= Fa and F* — Fi 

fa 
?A 
Ti 

Ti , T> m u Ti 
or, 

Putting this value in the expression for 7} we get. 

-1 STj-fi 1 It 

But Fi/Fa-r adiabatic compression ratio 

* * fs^VFi/ ■“V* 
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The efficiency is found to increase with increase in adia¬ 
batic compression ratio and does not depend on the amount 

of heat absorbed. 

Sum : (a) 1. H. P.~339C0 ft.-lb/min. 

. *. Work done in 1 hour = 33000 x 60 ft.-lb. 
Energy input=16 x 270 C. H U. 

=16x270x1400 ft.-Ib. 

. ■. Indicated thermal cfficieny=15^^79 " 0*3275 

=32.75%. 

ib) Here adiabatic compression ratio is r=4*85 
Air standard efficiency is 

•n 

=0-4682 «46*82% 

6. Describe and explain the working of a modern type of 
photometer which can be used to compare the luminous 
intensities of two sources of light. 

The reflecting power of a mirror for normal incidence is 
to be determined. Explain how you would set about doing 
this with a photometer. 

Ana.: When the light from the two sources is not of 
different coloursf the best method of comparing their 
luminous intensities are by Lummer Brodhun photometer. 
It consists of a screen D whose sides are .coated by plaster 
of pgtis or magneisum carbonate to make the surfaces 
diffusing and. highly reflective. Further there are two 
foully reflecting prisms Pt Q and a Lummer Brodhun cube. 
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liaving two right-angled prisms R and 8. The hypotenuse 
of one of these prisms is rounded off except for the central 
portion which is in optical contact with the other prism. 
Sometime the central portion is cemented together with 
Canada-balsam to make the optical contact perfect. When 

Fig. 50 

this is the case* light can pass through the central portion 
from one prism to the other but other rays get totally 
reflected at die respective prisms. 

The two sources of light whose luminous intensities are 
>t6 be compared are placed on opposite sides of the screen 

where the light igets scattered.. Light rays which, are 
.di0ukd ^ 45% risach the totally reffecting prisms P and ^ 
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from the respective sides. After total reflections* the rays 
reach the Lummer Brodhun cube. But the ray 2 from P 
passes undeviated through the central portion of the cube 
and reach the held of view of the telescope T. Othet rays 
such as 1» 3 are totally reflected at the air film and do not 
reach the telesope T. So* the central portion of field of 
view of the telescope is illuminated by the light from lamp 1. 
Similarly ray 5 from Q passes tindeviated and does not reach 
the telescope. But the rays such as 4 and 6 suffer total reflec¬ 
tion at the air film and reach the telescope. Thus the 
outer portion of the field of view of the telescope is illumi¬ 
nated by the light from lamp 2. If lamp 1 produces more 
illumination* then the central portion of the field of view 
of the telescope will appear brighter as in figure [50fa)], 
where the shaded portion denotes less illumination. 
Figure [50(5)1 represents the case when illumination due to 
lamp 1 is less* whereas figure [50(c)] denotes the case 
when the lamps are adjusted for equal illumination. The 
adjustment for equal illumination is made by adjusting the 
distance of the two lamps from the screen. 

Let It* la be the luminous intensities of the two lamps 
and f 1) fa be their respective distances from the screen* then 

whence ^ = 
fi® fa h Vif 

If lamp 1 be a standard source of light, then the value 

of h can be obtained. 

If there be any difference in the diffusing powers of the 
two surfaces of the screen* then to compensate for the 

same* the experiment is to be repeated with the fftces 
interchanged by rotating the screen through 180^ The 
average, of the above two results will give t^e correct value** 
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2tid part: Let I9 be the luminous intensity of lamp Z 
as determined by the above method with a perfect diffusing, 
screen. The surface of the screen facing lamp 2 is now 
covered with the reflecting mirror and the experiment is 
repeated. Let Pa' be the luminous intensity of lamp 2 
when with the reflecting mirror. Then 

p / 
% Reflecting power xlOO. 

7. Under what conditions are interference effects 
observed in light ? Explain the colours of thin films. Twu 
pieces of plane glass are placed together with a piece of 
paper between the two at one edge. Find the angle* in 
seconds, of the wedge-shaped air film between the plates* 
if on viewing the film normally with monochromatic 
blue light of wave-length 4800 A. U.» there are 18 bands 

per cm. 

Ans.s- For the first parti see Answer to Ques. No. 6 
{2nd part) of 1961* May. 

2nd part: Colour of thiu films : Colours arc observed 
in thin films such as soap bubbles* thin layers of oil spread 
over the surface of water and coatings of oxide on heated 
metals. The formation of the colours is due to interferences 
of light reflected from the front and back surfaces of a thin 

film. 

Let us consider a ray of light AB incident on the JTF 
surface of the thin film. A part of the light is reflected 
along BC whereas the other part is refracted along BB, 
A part of this is again reflected along DE and is fmally 
refracted along EB. If the film considered be extremely 
thin* then EB may be assumed to coincide practically with 
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BO (Fig. 51). So they superpose on each other and are in a 
position to interfere. 

\i 
\! 
R 

Fig. 61 

Let /* be the refractive index of the thin film of thickness 
t. From Ei perpendiculars EE and EO arc drawn on BO and 
BB respectively. Further EQ is drawn perpendicular to 
the second surface. Both EQ and BD are produced to meet 
at B. 

The gepmettical path difference between'SC and SB 
"CBS+SJE) in £Sin cir 

^n(SD+DS)-BI m-R. L of the film] 

At B, iCi'^angler of incidence; iir»angle of refraction 
and UBN a normal at B. 

LBSS^gtr-LEBSm^MBP-i 
and - Z.EB&mr 

n... «itt< ivuBsF BSIBE BF 
im T fin BSO^BqIBE’“'BO 

9 
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or> BQ. 

Path diffcrcnce“M + 

- M(BQf + GfD+D® -/A. 
«fi((7D+DiD - At(GD+DB) - v.QB 
**> BE cos EEQ—ii. EB cos r 
•/*. 2EQ» cos f [*.* 
•»2 /Di f cos r [ *,' EQ^^t» thickness of the film ] 

To find out the total optical path di£Ference* we are also to 
consider the phase differences suffered by the two reflected 
rays during reflection. The ray BC suffers reflection at B 
when the ray tends to pass from air to the film and suffers 

a path difference of But the other ray BDEH suffers 

redectioh at D when the ray tends to move from the film 
(denser medinm) to air (rarer mediupi) and so no phase 
difference is introduced. 

flbfol optical path difference*2;x f cos 

For bright fringes^ 2m f cos r—nX 

or 2 M < cof f ••»X+^“(2«+l) I 

For dork fringes* 2^^ cos r 
) 

ot cos «x* 

A' 
•f' 'j'fi. 

*’ ' 
<, .1 

' ■>'» 4 ii>.t 

a ^fsdn vicars ^ filss* he ^ see 
pcdnts of the film due to different xw coming loim different 
dizecckiiis'^^ 52X fbr Wdiffei^t; aii^ of ind^nce 
• ’awS; .ip'^asillcs of -' r diffment. "As irissiite 
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the quantity 2 fd cos r for different rays are different and 
80 with monochiomatic light) some portions of the film will 
appear bright and the others dark. The fringes will be 

Fig. 62 

Straight and regular when the film is of uniform thickness. 
Otherwise they will be curved and irregular. 

If white light be used) then the case is something 
different. White light is composed of different colours 
having different wave-lengths. As m depends on wave-length) 
80 fi will be different for different colours. So at any point 
on the film) one or more colours will be absent and other 
ookurs will be prominent and the entire film will appear 
vividly coloured. 

The same result can be observed with transmitted light 
and also when the film is of varying thickness. 

. Sum: We know 2 m ^ (^a * 

where refractive index of the film 
(for air) 

gsangle of the wedge-shaped ait film 

>-a;t*"ipace occupied by m bends 
cm. 
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^ ffi*number of bands»18 
and X~wave-length of light used 

-4800 A. U.-4800X10'^ cm. 
Putting these values in the above formula we get> 

UPPER PLhJe 

Fig 53 

2x1x5x1=18 x 4800x10“* 

or 5^9 X 4800 x 10~* radian 

-9X 4800 X10-* X ^ degree 
ir 

-9x4800x10'* x^—xaeOOsec! 
IT 

—89*1 seconds. 

8. What is meant by plane polarised* circularly 
polarised and elliptically polarised light 7 

How are they distinguished from one another T Calculate 
the thickness of a quarter-wave plate of quartz for which 
/fto—1'544» #*4—1*553 for wave-length X—5893 A. U. 

Ans.: Light is assumed to be wave motion in ethers 
which ate supposed e6 execute vibrations at right«angles to 
the direction of propagatkm of the light. If a plane at right 
angles to a ray be consideredi then any line in the plsae 
will he at right angles to the ray. In otdinars^ lighh ether 
partloleg vibrate in all arbitrary directions in a plane at rilim 
angles to the ray. But if by some metbodi die vibratiems are 
atsfU to take up a particular disection at right angles to the 
ray* the light is then said tu be polorM. 
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plane! 
If at all points of a ravt the ether particles vibrate in one 

It IS said to be The plane 

in which the ether particles vibrate is known as plane of 
polarisation. 

EUipHeaily polarised lidht consists of vibrations which are 
elliptical i have a constant time period and take place in a 
plane at right an^s to the light. 

le amplitude of vibration will change both in magnitude 
and m direction. 

Circularly polarised light consists of vibrations which are 
circular* have a constant time period and take place in a 
dwe perpendicular to the direction of propagation of light. 

ttplitude of vibrations remains constant but the direc¬ 

tion will change continually, 

To distinguish them one from the others a Nicol prism is 
placed on the path of the light and is rotated with the incip- 

axis. On rotation if the intensity of 
es between maximum and xero values* then the light is 

plane ptdaris^. 

But if the intensity of light varies between maximum and 
miai[mum values but never be^mes xer.o» then the light is 
either elUptically polarjsed or partially polarised. If the 
light be eilii^icaliy ^larised* maximum intensity will be 
obtained when the tymcipal sectim of ^e Nicol prism is 
PSoSTel tb the major axis of the elliptic ^brationR. The parallel tb the major axis of the aiioticai vfbptionR. The 
StSisity will be minimum when the principal section is 
parallel to jhe minor axis. In case of partially polarised 
ljght» the Ssensi^ will be maximum when tibe principal 
mtion or^^^aTis parallel to the plaim^pplarisation 
and mMmQTwCeflTthe section is at rijht angles to the plkoe 
of polarliition* To distkSuish between the above twoii a 
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gufTter-^ave plate is introduced between the incidgit light 
and the Niool Prism. The quarter-wave plate introduces a 
further path difference of A./4 and will convert the elliptically 
polarised light into a plane polarised one. Partially polarised 
lightf due to the introduction of the quarter-wave platet 
will be conyeyted into a mixture^ of ^iptically polarised 
light and plane polarised lig^ If the*TJiTOl prism bejiow 
rotated) then in the case of elliptically polarised light* the 
int&sity will vary between minimum and xefo values. But 
in case of partially polarised light, the intensity will never 
become zero.^ 

There is another possibility. If on rotation, there be no 
ghangft IP then the Jight is either 

ciroilarly polarised or completely unpolarised. To distin- 
gu^stL between them» sT quarter-wave plate is introduced 
between the incident light and the Nicol prism. If the 
light was circularly polarisedt it will T>e converted into a 
plane polarised one due to the introduction of the quarter- 

Then the light will be completely extinguished 
twice during one complete rotation of the Nicol. If the 
original"light were impolarised, it will pot become polagised 
and so it not be extinguished for any position of the 
Niool. 

Thus the different tvpts of polarised light can be 
distinguished. 

I 

dkim: The thickness < of a quarter-wave plate is 
given tw 

X - 5»3xi0** 

- t‘6S17xlO • cm. 
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9. Write short notes on any three of the following : 

(i) Aplanatic lenses ; (n) Nicol prism ; (its) Photo elastic 
strain analysis ; (s» Direct vision spectroscope ; {v) Huyghens* 
eyepiece ; {vi) Ultra-microscope 

Ana.: (i) Aplanatic lenses ; If a reflecting or refract¬ 
ing surface has a wide aperture* then it is impossible to have 
a point image for a point object placed anywhere on the axis 
of the surface. This is due to spherical aberration and coma. 
However* a spherical surface can be constructed so that a 
point object placed at a particvlar point on the axis will 
produce a point image. Such a surface is termed an aplanatic 
surface and the particular positions of the image and object 
are known as aplanatic foH, When a lens is aplanatic* the 
image formed will be free from spherical aberration and will 
also satisfy Abbe’s sine condition. 

Let us consider a spherical surface PF with A as its pole 
and (7 as its oontre of curvature (Fig. 54). Let ms smd mi* be 

Vlg.<4 

regpecttvely tiift refractive indices of the tm media. Any 
widkMmgled ray OF after reiEraetion follows the path FQ 
and virtual image is formed at t It be proved thftt 
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all rays emanating from 0 wilh after refractioDi appear to 
diverge from I provided* 

fti, OC™ iUS> AC 

or, AC=^^-’ r where r is the radius of curva- 
Ml Ml 

ture. 

In microscope objectives^ a wide-angled pencil of rays 

i from the'object is to be utilised, as otherwise the final image 
• will be greatly magnified but very faint. So in microscope 
objectives aplanatic surfiices are made use of. 

(ii) Nicol prism : A Nicol's prism is used to produce 
a strong beam of a polarised light. It may also be used to 

analyse the same. It is 
prepared from a rhomb of 
calcspar (calcite) having its 
length equal to three times 
its breadth. The figure 
( 55 ) shows such a crystal 
in which faces AB and 
CD make an angle of 71° 
respectively with the sides 
AD and BC, The two 

fiices are ground and 
polished^ so that the angles 
made by the faces AS and 
CF with AF and OS 

respectively become 68*. 
The prism is then cut diagonally by a plane SF perpendi* 
cular to the principal plane ABCD, The two surfaces are 
polished and cemented together in their original positioa 
with a thin layer of Canada balsam. The figure in the 

Fig.ffS 
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tight hand side shows the principal section of the Nicol’s 
prism. Excepting the two end faces* all the other faces 
are bladsened. 

A beam of natural light BK enters one of the end faces 
and is split up into 0-rays along KO and i2-rays along KM. 
The refractive index of Canada balsam is T65 whereas 
that of calcite for 0-ray is 1668 and that for JE-ray is 1’486. 
So Canada balsam has an intermediate value. After double 
refraction* the 0-ray KO will meet the rarer medium 
Canada balsam at an angle greater than the critical angle 
and will suffer total internal reflection. The extra-ordinary 
ray (£'-ray) is not reflected and emerges out without much 
loss of intensity. The emergent light will be a plane polarised 
light. 

- * 

A Nicol prism which is used to produce polarised light 
is called the polatiaer. When it is used to examine the 
state of polarisation of a transmitted beam* it is known as the 
analyser. 

If the principal sections of two Nicols are placed 
parallel to each other* then the E-tbj will be transmitted 
freely through them. But when their principal sections 
are at tight angles to each other* they are said to be 
crossedi The intensity of the transmitted light will now 
reduce to zero. 

(iii) Photo-elastic strain analysis : Normally there are 
-certain transparent substances such as gla^a* celluloid etc., 
which* ip their unstrained conditions^ are . not double 
r^acthig. Qut w^n th^ arc suljected to mechanical 
sibfe^* th^'are found to ba double refrac^g. By analysing 

;^;|sat^ and:, of dbubfe refraction*/.the ; 
^8 extent; of; the. sttAiins cmi be akertaxned. 
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If a stress-free specimen of such a medium be placed 
between two ‘crossed* Nicols, then the field of view 
of the analysing Nicol will remain dark. But when stress 
is applied to the samei the emergent light will be polarised 
( usually elliptically polarised ) and a part of the light will 
be transmitted by the analysing Nicol. If white light is 
used, then the coloured patterns of interference bands on 
the final image will denote the nature of the stress 
distribution. In this way> the residual internal stress can 
be checked after annealing a glass-to-metal seal. 

For complex engineering structures such as birdges» girders» 
roofs* boiler plates etc.* a suitable model of transparent 
material is prepared for photo-elastic studies. Zylonite or 
bakelite usually takes the plaro of the transparentJmaterial. 
The model is then subjected to the equivalent load 
distribution to which the structure is likely to be subjected 
afterwards. The model is then placed in between two 
crossed Nicols and by photo-elastic analysis* the nature 
and extent-of resulting strain can be obtained. This type 
of analysis is very helpful in modem engineering. 

(iv) Direct vision spectroscope: The principle of 
dispersion without any deviation has been utilised for the 
construction of direct vision spectroscope. With its help*- 

the spectra of di£ferent sources of light can readily he 
examined* It oemsists essentially of a tcain of priitna* 
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alternately of crown glass C and flint glass T with their 
refracting angles placed in opposite directions. The 
successive prisms are jointed together by Canada balsam. 
The combined system is mounted inside a tube At one 
end of the tube there is an adjusting slit 8 and a colt^imating 
lens L used to render the incident beam parallel. At 
the other end of the tube is placed an objective 0 and an 
eye.piece. The slit S is mounted on a tube T while all 
the others are mounted on Tt. 

To begin with the experiment) the breadth of the slit 
is adjusted suitably and its length is made parallel the 
refracting edge of the prisms. The slit S is to be placed 
at the focus of collimating lens L so that the incident ray 
after refraction through L becomes parallel and falls on 
the prisms. The refracting angles of the successive prisms 
are so adjusted that the deviations of the yellow ray produced 
by crown glass prisms are exactly neutralised by the flint 
glass prisms. So the emergent ray finally comes out jn the 
same direction as the incident ray. But as flint glass has 
a higher dispersive power than that for crown glass* so 
there will be a resulting dispersion and a spectrum will be 
produced. The spectrum is viewed by the eye-piece E, 

It has the advantage that it is a very handy instrument 
and the spectrum can be studied readily. But it may be 
used for studying only the visible range of spectrum. 

Further with its help, wave-length of light cannot measured. 

(v) Hnyghen’a aye-piece: It is a negative eye-piece 
and consists of two plano-convex lenses E and F with their 
curved faces facing towards the objective. Let ft be tl^e 
focal length of the field lens F* and A be the focal length 
of the (^e-lens Ji? and let a be the separatingdistance betireen 
tbem. Then for minimum spherical aberration 
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. (k) 

And for minimum chromatic aberration 

a“"i(A+fa) . (jS), 

Solving cqns. («c) and W) we fet» fg-SAand a«-2A 
<neg1ecting the sign). 

So the focal length of the field lens is three times that 
of the eye-lens. If f be the focal length of the eye-1ens» 

Pig. 67 

then the separating distance between the two lenses will 
be 2/*. This is shown in the (figure 57). 

Light rays coming from the objective (not shown in the 
figure) form the image P Q which serves as a virtual 
object to the field-lens P. The field lens forms a real but 
inverted image at Pi Qi. This image should be formed at 
the principal focus of the eye-lens* so that the final image 
is formed at infinity* 

If P be the equivalent focal length of the eye-piece* then 

1 1.1 a 2 
rirurv 

whence P“|/. 

The position of the equivalent lens is shown by the 
Aotted line. It will be at a distance of 3f-2f*f behind the 
•eye-lens. As the image due to the objective as formed on 
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the negative side of the field-leasy so such an eye-piece is 
called a negative eye-piece. 

AdtatUagea: (0 The field of view of the instrument 
increases due to the presence of the field lens. 

(it) The eye-piece is designed to minimise the effects 
due to spherical abeiration and chromatic aberration. 

DiaadvantfiQea: In this eye-piece, the real image is 
formed at PiQi i.e. at a place within the eye-piece. So if a 
cross-wire or a micrometer scale is to be placed for measure¬ 
ment purposes) then it is to be placed at PiQu It is evident 
that the final image formed is free from spherical and chro¬ 
matic aberrations due to the entire system. But the final 
image of the scale is formed due to the eye-lens only and is so 
not free from distortions. So the measurement is not quite 
reliable. % 

(W) Ultra-microscope: These microscopes are used 
to study fine colloidal particles. The resolving power of a 

microscope is given by n——:: where the letters have 
dfi sin 0 

their usual significances. In order to study the fine particles^ 
their dimensions must lie within the resolving power of the 
misctoscope. So the particles are strongly illuminated in 
such a manner that only the scattered light and not the 
direct light can enter the field of view of the microscope. 
The type of illumination is known as dark grtmA illuminaiion 
in which the colloidal particles shine up brightly against a 
dark iMickground. Dark ground illuminations can be best 
obtained by a special type of condensers* known as ultra¬ 
condensers. An important type of ultra-condenser is Zei$& 
parabohid aondamr which is mostly used for the purpose. 

10. What are Lissajou’s figures ? Describe a simple 
device to dtaw these figms. 
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Ans.: Lissajoul* figures: These are nothmg but 
curves which represent the resultant of two simple harmonic 

motions acting at right angles to each other. The cohstitu- 
ent simple harmonic motions may have different periods^ 
different amplitudes and also an initial phase difference. 
They may also have the same time-period^ the same amplitude 
and same phase or they may also have some of the above 
factors the same and others different. These curves were 
for the first time obtained by Lissapus and are so known as 
Lissajous* figures. These figures can be experimentally 
determined by (o) Blackburn*s Pendulum, (b) TUUy*eho/rmono- 
graphp (c) Opffcal methods (d) Cathode ray oscillograph 
elc. We shall however describe Blackburn^s pendulum : 

A vertical rectangular framework of wood is fixed 
on to a massive base. There is a peg P at the top of the 
framework and a heavy ring R is suspended by means of 
threads as shown in the figure ( 58 ). The strings A and 
B pass through the framework and are connected to the peg 

P. The strings remain close to each 
other at the middle due to the adjustable 
tube CO\ A funnel F filled up with 

coloured sand fits into the conical hole 
of the ring B. A piece of paper is placed 
below the ring. The arrangement itself 
is a combination of two pendulums* 
When the arrangements is pulled 
slightly in the plane of the rectangulgr 
frame and then let go> it will execute 
S.H.M. with B as the bob. The 

«ffeotive length in this case will be CB^h (say). So 
the time period ft in this case will be But when 

the arrangement is slightly pulled perpendiculai' to the pla|^ 
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of the vertical framework and let go> it will again execute 
S.HM. but with effective legth (say). If Ta be the 
corresponding time period then iTaOcV'i^. The ratio of the 

two time periodsf can be adjusted by changing the position of 
the tube CC\ But* if the ring be pulled in any other inter¬ 
mediate direction and then released) the arrangement will be 
acted on simultaneously by two simple harmonic motions. 
As a result, the ring will follow the resultant curve of the 
two motions If the sand be now allowed to fall from the 
funnel, the resultant curve will be traced out by the sands. 
By adjusting the direction of the initial displacement* of the 
ring and the position of the clip CC\ the different Lissajous* 
figures can be obtained. 

11. ^hat is meant 
applications ^ fhiiB. 

F^a general expression for the apparent chanf^^ of pitxdi 
of a note of sound due to the movement of (t) tibc source* 
{it) the observer, and {Hi) the wind. 

Ana.; The pitch of a sonorous body has been found tp 
vary when the distance between the source and 
changes due to the relative f e ither or bot h. Th 

_, ... « « . 

For the second part, see Answer to Ques. No. 10 of 1963, 
•Nov, (J^w svltoias). 
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1. Establish the relation between the specific heats of 

a gas. 

Deduce the values of these specific heats and of their 

ratio y for (a) monatomic gases* and (h) diatomic gases* on 

the basis of the principle of equipartition of energy. 

Ans.: Suppose unit mass of an ideal gas is enclosed 

inside a cylinder fitted with an air-tight* weightless and 

frictionless piston P ‘ A G 
(Fig. 59). When an ideal 

gas expands* no inter¬ 

nal work is required to 

be done. Let the gas be 

heated at constant 

pressure p and let the 

piston move from AB to Fig. 69 

CD through a distance Ax. Let the corresponding change ia 

temperature be AT. If the area of ctoss-seaion of the piston 

be 0* then the corresponding change in volume is Ax—a.dx, 
The force acting on the piston 

M pressure x area »= p.o. 

So external work done for the expansion 

« force X displacement pm.Ax 

•p.dv ergs* cabries. 

If AQ be the total heat supplied during the whole process, 

thn. dQ-CjT-MT 

or. {0,-0,)dT~^ •« («) 
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For an ideal gast where B is the gas constant. 
partial di£Ferentiation« p.dv+v.dp=^B.dT. 

As the pressure is kept constants so dp ^0 

p.dv^R.dT . (6) 

By putting this value in eqn. (a) we get, 

{C,^Cv),dT> 
R.dT 
' J 

or» 

If JR is expressed in heat units and not in work unitSf. 

then 
Cp“*C» •B.. 

Specific heats of gases : The law of equipartition of 
energy can be used to determine the specific heats of a gas. 
According to the law* the energy corresponding to each degree 
of freedom per molecule—ikT. Let us now consider the 
different types of gases. 

(a) Monatomic gases': In a molecule of monatomic 
gases* the number of degrees of freedom =» 3 So* energy per 
molecule for three degrees of freedom = 3 x IkT, 

So* the total energy per gram-molecule of the gas at 

TfKis 
E^Nx l&r- tkNT^lRT. 

w here N - Avogadro’s number and B^kN^ universal gas 

constant. 

The molecular specific heat at constant volume ((7«) is the 
heat required to raise the temperature of one gram-molecule.* 
of the gas through one degree when the volum^ is constant* 

10 
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But Op-Ctt—jR whence 

Ratb of two specific heats is given by> 

y"*Op/Cp~^B/tB*|-=*l 67* 

Diatomic molecales : In a diatomic molecule* the two 
atoms may be assumed to be fixed together m a ‘dumbell* 
pattern. So, such a molecule may possess three translational 
and two rotational degreess of freedom. Thus the total 
number of degrees dE freedom is 5* 

Energy per molecule of the gas at 

ikT, 

Total energy per gram-molecule at T^K is 

B-A’xifcr-iBr 

# 
9 9 dT 2" 

and (/#*Cv+B«iB 

y-0,/0.-|ll /|b- |-1-4 

This is more or less true for diatomic gases such as 
hydrogen* nitrogen etc. 

^ 2. Distinguish between the three types of steam* dry* 
wet and superheated. 

Two pounds of wet steam at 150 Ih/sq. is pressure and 
90 per cent dry are expanded, according to the law 
pr^oonstant, to a pressure of 15 lb./sq. in. What is the final 
condition of steam T Calculate the change in internal energy. 

Ana.: For the first part^ see Answer to Ques. No. ^(a) 
of 1957* my. 

8imt From steam tables we get^ 
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Specific volume of steam at 150 Ibs/sq. in. is 
3*015 cu. ft. 

Specific volume of steam at 15 Ibs./sq. in. is 
Fm—26*27 cu. ft. 

Saturation temperature of steam at 15 Ib./sq. in. 
r.«100*57'’C -100'58+273« S73'57"K 

Let 09 be the dryness fraction after expansion. 
Since pF^constanty so 

PiQi ^*8 

„ _ ^PiQxVn -.150x0'9x3015_..^«« 
“ —iTx^iw— 
The resulting dryness fraction becomes greater than 1. 

This means that the steam becomes superheated. Let Fa 
he the specific volume of the stfperheated steam. 

« ^PiOiF«i_ 150x0*9x3*015 
or. -- 

-27135 c ft. 

If be the resulting temperaturet then according to 
Charles* law 

or, raF«_ 37373X27*135 
Ft. 26*28 

3do*rK 
Total heat of wet steam when the pressure is 150 

1>. 8. i. a. 

JETi —h*f where the letters have their usual significances 
-183*7+0*9 X 480*3 (from steam table) 
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Total heat of superheated steam when the pressure is 
15 p. s. i. a. is 

JI,»h+L+a (Ta-r.) 

-100*65 + 538'9+0*5(3901-37373) [Assumed Cv-0*5] 
-64775 C. H. U. 

Change m internal energy per U>. of steam 
-fla-JSTi-64775-616-29 75 C. H. U. 

Change in internal energy for 2 lbs. of steam 
-2x2975-59-5 C. H. U. 

3. What are the higher and lower calorific values of a 
fuel ? 

£xplain» in general outline* a method for finding the 
calorific value of a solid fuel. Producer gas used as a fuel has 
the following volumetric composition. Ha 28?^ 00 12%, C7H« 
2%t COi 16% Ha 42%. Find the volume of air necessary 
for complete combustion of 1 c. ft. of this gas. Air contains 
21 percent by volume of oxygen. 

Ana. The calorific value of a fuel is the amount of heat 
produced by the complete enmhujifinn of Unit quantity o^the 
f^l. The calorific vflW of solid or liquid fuels is given, 

BJDxJJ /lb. or C. H. U./lb. or cals./gm. For liquids* ^ msy 
ajsoJ)e CTpressjad Jd -so-ma^ heat units per Gallon. Fqrgaseops 
fuels, the value is given in B. Th..U. oi C. H. U. pct 
standard cubic foot. Calorific value of a. fueL-if usually 
considered in two ways^iz. (t) Higher or gross etdorific value 
(S and (it) lAwer or mt calorific value (L, C. F.) 

im^er calorific value of a fuel: It is the amount of heat 
given out by the complete combustion of unit weight of the 
fuel in oxygen when combustion products are cooled down to 
initial atomspheric temperature at which the oxygen was 
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supplied. This ensures that heat has been recovered from 
the flue gases and steam formed during combustion has 
condensed to water» thereby giving up. its latent heat. 

Lower calorific value of a fuel: It is the amount of 
heat obtained by the complete combustion of unit weight of 
the fuel in oxygen when the products are cooled down to 
lOO^’C and the steam that might be formed during combustion 
has not condensed to water at lOO'^C The lower cabrific 
value of a fuel is mostly needed by the engineers. 

OXYGEN 
YAU/e 

The higher calorific value of a solid fuel can be deter* 
mined with a Bomb calorimeter which consists essentially of 
a vessel made of ^id 
f^isHhgTJt^nless steel 
and . capable of_ ^ith.- _ 
standing high pressures. 
It has t^ valves Fj 
and Fa. The valve Ft 
is used to admit oxygen 
yhereas the release 
valve Fa is used for die 
exhaust gases. The fuel 
under test is placed on 
the crucible C which is 

II I —II . .. — ^11. . 

carried by die ignidon 
ttids. The ignition wire 
usually of platinum or 
michrom dips into the 
-. * Fig. 60 
crumble and is coxier 
t^ to a battery. The bomb calorimeter ia completely 
immersed i^a known quanti^ of water, The tempera* 
ture is noted by a very tensitivjs thermometer usu^y^.a 
lleckfili^Mi thermometer^ Be^e. ighidhg the ffmh dif ^ttal 

Towm^Y 
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temperature is noted by the thermometer. Electric current 
is then passed through the ignition wire when the fuel gets 
ignited. The temperature of the arrangement increases 
due to heat of combustion. The final temperature is noted 
carefully. 

Suppose m—mass of fuel burnt 

C. V. of the fuel 
W—mass of water 
w* water equivalent of the apparatus 
0x «initial temperature 
0i * final temperature. 

» 

Heat given out by the fuel«"f»£r 
Heat gained by the water+apparatus 

t 

Assuming other heat losses to he absent 
mL-iW+wKet-et) 

whence m 

better results^ radiation correction should be done. 

Sum : For complete combustioni only hydrogen, carbon 
. monoxide {CO) and methane {CHt) will require oxygen. The 
others will not bum. In 1 c. ft. of the gas» volume of Hi*’ 
*218 c. ft. I volume of (70*012 c. ft. and volume of (7H« 
■•0*02 c. ft. 

» 
Hydrogen combines with oxygen 

, 2Ha + Oa ’*2HaO 
2 vols. 1 vol. 2 vol. of steem 

Sof 2 vol. of Ha requiio 1 v<A. of oa^ygen 

will require 014 c. ft of oxyg^ 
S ft* * , 'If- 'i ' ' 
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Again aOO+Oa-aCOa 
2 12 

2 vol. of CO require 1 vol. of oxygen 
012 vol. CO will require 0 06 c. ft. oxygen 

CHi 20a “ CO2+2HiO 
12 12 vol. of steam 

1 vol. of CHi requires 2 vol. of oxygen 
'02 c. ft. of CHi will require *04 c.ft. of oxygen. 

SO) minimum quantity of oxygen required for complete 
combustion of 1 c ft. of the gas 

«014+0.06+004-0'24 c. ft. 
Air contains 21 per cent oxygen by volume. 
.*. Minimum volume of air required 

<0 

-ri43 c, ft. 

4. Describe the salient features of a Diesel engine and 
explain its cycle of operations. Find its air standard 
efficiency. 

In a Diesel engine the compression ratio is 13 : 1 and 
the fuel is cut off at 8% of stroke. Calculate its air standard 
efficiency, y for air is 1*4. 

Ana.: A Diesel engine consists essentially of a piston 
and a cylinder. Here the compression ratio is larger than 
that in an Otto engine. So the cylinder is to withstand a 
very large pressure (about 35 atmospheres) and is made much 
more robust than that used in the Otto engine. Further, the 
cylinder is provided with three valves. One of the valves is 
used for ^he inlet of the air (working substance) s the other 
h used for the injection of a heavy crude oil (fodO* at the 
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Tight momenty whereas the remaining valve is used for 
exhaust purposes. The motion of the piston controls the 
operations of the valves. There is no sparking plug in this 
case. Such an engine works on the Diesel cycle. 

Diesel cycle (constant pressure cycle) : The Diesel qycle 
is also known as a constant pressure cycle because in this case 
heat is taken in at a constant pressure. Such a cycle 
consists of four distinct strokes as follows :— 

(i) Suction or charging stroke : During this stroke* the 
exhaust and fuel valves remain closed but the air valve is 
opened. The piston moves outwards and pure air gets 
into the cylinder at nearly the atmospheric pressure (Fig. 61)> 

ctisamv 

Fig. 61 

This is represented by £A in the indicator diagram 

(Fig. 62) 

(fi): Compression stroke ; During this stroke, all the 
tluree valves remin closed and the air is compressed 
adiabatically along AB (Fig. 62)* to about l/7th of the original 
volume. It is tp be noted that in this case, onty air H 
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compressed. At the end of this stroke* the pressure rises to 
about 35 atmospheres and the temperature to about lOOO^C. 
Near the end of the stroke* 
the oil supply valve opens and 
oil under pressure is injected 
into the cylinder. Due to the 
high temperature already * 
attained due to compression* the 
fuel burns spontaneously. By 
regulating the supply of the 
oil, the pressure during this 
process remains constant and the 
working substance absorbs heat 
at constant pressure. This is represented by BC in the 
P—V diagram. At the end of the stroke* the temperature 
rises to a^ut 2000°C and the fuel is Cut ofiF at (7* which is 
so known as cut-off point. 

(iil) Working stroke; All the valves remain closed 
during this stroke* the gas mixture expands adiabatically and 
the piston moves outwards. This is represented by CD in 
the P—V diagram. In fact for better efficiency* the mixture 
should be allowed to expand upto the atmosperic pressure. 
But this would require a large volume of the cylinder 
which presents practical inconvenience. So near the 
end of the stroke* the exhaust valve is opened at the 
stage represented by the point D and the pressure falls at 
once to the atmospheric value. This is represented by DA 
in the indicator diagram. So, heat is rejected ai constant 
volume. 

(iv) Exhaust stroke : During this stroke* the inlet and 
fuel valves still remain closed* the piston move^ inwatds and 
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the spent gases excape through the exhaust valve. The state 
is represented by AE in the indicator diagram. This stroke 
is also known as scavenging stroke. 

At the end of this stroke, the engine is ready for the next 
cycle to begin. 

Efficiency of the Diesel engine : Let pn Ps* P3» Pi; Vty 
Fa* Fi, and Ta, Tb* T* be respectively the‘pressure, 

volume and temperatures corresponding to the points 
A$ Bt C and D. In a practical Diesel engine^ heat is taken at 
constant pressure and rejected at constant volume. If m be 
the mass of the working substance and Cn the specific heat 
at constant pressure, then heat (Qi) taken by the same is 

Heat rejected Q%»mOv (Ji-Ti) 
Heat converted into work = Qi— 

E6feiencyn- 
Vi Vi 

» ,_ 

fnC/'/'s-r.) ' y • « • • ■ • 

Again Fi/Fa=adiabatic compression ratio *r (say) 

Fg _ volume at cut-off _ ,_x 

Considering die adiabatic ABt TiFi'^' — I’aFa'*'.* 

whence ^“(Lr i 
Ti \Vj 

or* Tt-Txf^"^ 

Again oemsidering the constant pressure line B(a 

(Ogles' law) 
/ T% 

(o> 

m 
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whence 

Tz^pT'i^pTx *** ••* (c)-' 

[ From cqn. (5) ] 
Again considering the points C and D on adiabatic OA 

[ •.' F4-ri ] 

[Putting the value of 7.}' 
On. _i . 1 

1 ?T,-r, ^~v pTi.r^'-Tir'-' 

, 1 P^-1 , flf-» P>-1 
J- y,7-i(p_i) 1 V/ y(p_i) 

This is the ait standard efiBciency of a Diesel cycle. 

8wn: Compression ratio r=13 whence Fi—ISFg 

Stroke volume » Fi - Fj *» I3F2 — Fj«I2F2 
8% of stroke volume «■ ’96F, 

F8-F8 + *96F2*r96F2 • • 

1*96F, 
F* 

i-1-96 

S09 air standard eflScicncy ij—1 -7^p --1) 

1 r96^ ^-l 
•^"113^ 1*4(1*96-1) 

=1-0*4176-0*5824 
%i,s58*24. 

5. State and explain Stefsm's law of radiation and! 
'St9efan*8 constant. 
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Describe a radiation pyrometer and explain in detail how 
it is calibrated and used. 

Ans. : For the first part, see Answer to the second part 
of Ques. No. 2 of 1960 May. 

For this see Answer to Ques. No. 1 of 1961 Nov. 
7. State the laws of illuminatbn. Describe an instru¬ 

ment by which illumination can be measured. Two lamp- 
posts are 40 ft. apart and are fitted with a 1>000 c. p. lamp 
each at a height 15 ft^ above the ground. Calculate the 
ilhimination on the ground (a) under each lamp, and (5) 
midway between the lamps. 

Ans. : Laws of illumination : If the source be assumed to 
be a point source or otherwise sufficiently away from a surface* 
then the illumination (J^) of the surface depends on the 
following laws: 

(t) Illumination (W of the surface is directly proportional 
to the luminous intensity (I) of the source. or» J. 

(i«) The illumination of the surface varies inversely as 
the square of the distance of the surface from the source. 
This is known as Inverse Square Law. i.,e. 

For the second part* see Answer to Ques. No. 6 of 

1958* Nov. 

Sum : In the figure (63)* Lt and Lt are ^e two lamps* 
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separated by a distance ft. The point C is the middle 
point of AB. We are to find, out the illumination at B and 
at 0. From the figure* it is evident that, 

LiJB*=ALx^+AB^^ 15* + 40* -1825 

iiB='^1825-427ft. 

COS 01 = 
L,A 15 
L^B~'m 

(a) Illumination at B will be due to lamp Lg and also 
due to lamp Li 

(») Illumination due to La ='^-=4*444 lm*./ft.* 

fit) Illumination due to £1=7^2 xcos 0i 

“■(427}* ^ 427 

. *. Total illumination *» 4*444+0*193=4’637 Im /ft.* 

(b) LiC^LiC^ ^iiJ*+ilC*= -^15*+20*=23 ft. 

Illumination at Cfor both the lamps 

.. 1000.. . ^..1000..^., 
2x:r-:roXcos 6 

iiC* 

s=r921m./ft:.*. 

25* 

6. Explain how chromatic aberration is remedied in 
(a) object glasses* and (6) eye-pieces of optical instruments. 

P^ign an achromatic plano-oonvex objedive of power 
one dioptre for a telescope given the following data 
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Mean ft Dispersive power 
Crown glass 1*50 *011 
Flint glass 1*63 * *022 

Ans.: For remedy of chromatic aberration in object 
.glasses) see Answer to Ques. No. 6 of 1957* Nov. and. Ques. 
No. 6 of 1959, Nov, 

For remedy of chromatic aberration in Huyghen’s eye- 
.piecc) see Answer to Ques. No. 9(f?) of 1958) Nov. 

In Ramsderfs eyc-piecc) the cemdition a=—i(fi + fa) 
required for minimum chromatic aberration iS) however) 
mot statisfied. 

. Sum: Here dispersive power of crown glass is 0*011. 
Dispersive power of flint glass is 0*022. 

Power of the objective lens = " ^ x 100® 1 

whence P*® -100 cm 

iFor minimum chromatic aberratioo) 

2iLJ22 . 

Of) *"* *** W 
f 

1111 
.Acud “ioo ••• ••• (« 

Solving eqns. (a) and (b) we get, 

/r ® 100 cm. and/«»** 50 cm. 

Sh. the flint glass lens will be a cmicave laos of local 
flengfli lOfl c^. whereas the crown glass lens will bew coin^ 
neiMiMriQcat istfiCn ju can. 
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The objective will be a plano-convex. So it will be a 
combination of plano-concave and double convex (Fig. 64). 

* 

For plano-concave lens» 
/f —100 cm. •, M~r63 and fi 

Then 

or. 

whence —63 cm. 
For double-convex lens of 

crown glass* 
/e=* —50 cm.; m“1‘50 and 

ff = - 63 cm 

whence r,841*44 cm. 

Explain the formation of Newton's rings and how the 
radius of curvature of a lens can be measured by forming 
Newton’s rings using monochromatic light. 

The radius of curvature of a plano-convex lens is 1 meter. 
Calculate the diameter of the tenth bright ring formed with 
sodium light, (x*”5,893 A. U.) 

Ans.: If a mopochiomfltig light falls on a film of 

gradually increasing thicknessi then a relative jgha^e 
is the two gystSii of reflect^ 

li^C"-qMs from the upper surface and the* other from the 
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lower surface of the film. They are thus in a oondition i 
interfere. Th^ mndHtinns frir 'foTmation of rintfs ai 

, 2fit cos $^2n. ^ (dark rin^ ' 

2fit CDS <?~(2m±1) 2 (bright rings) (h) 

where p « refractive index of the film for wave-length,J 
thickness of^he fjjm at that point 

A^pwave-^length of light 
and wangle of.incidence of light. 

If a plano-convex lens LL' of larige radius of curvatui 

12 is placed on a plane surface ABt so that th^ convex sicic 

touches the plane su!r- 
D 

in 

Fiff. 65 

face at C* then a film 

of gradually increasing 
thickness from a central 

point is obtained. The 

curves-of eOU^l thickness 

will be conc^tricpircles 

with centre at..C. jf 
we consider any point 

S the thickness of the 

film at that point is 
PQ an^ volLhe-iams^ 

^nt along tb<» nrcnm- 

fer^cg ^^i^ius CP with centre at_^. This ri 

^i^ht or d^^^ 

2fd cos 0*»(2ii±l) 2 

II light he used* then /* will be dtffejg^atj&jr 

digcgent A? So the rings will bejalouredLfli] 

ue to OVtrlM»in« Msultir- ---»• 
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Now CS^FQ^t (say) 

From the citclc of which the lens is a part* we get» 
G8x8D-=8QxS'&^ 

or» where R is the radius of curvature ot the 
lens and p^8Q=‘CP. 

■“ TI r is very small in comparison with J2, then 

2Rt=-P^ 

P 2 

Let p„ be the radius of the ro*’* dark ring. Then<=^. 

Putting this value oi 

p.»- 
fi cos 0 

in. (a) wc get, 

(dar^jjpgs) 

o* f 1 «2_(2»+l)X22_f2»~l)\B ,, . . . V 
Similarly P. ® "o-(bright rings) - 2/4 cos 0 2/4 cos 0 __-P 

(neglecting+re sign) . (d) 

So, the radii of the bright rings are proportional to the 
square root of the odd natural numljers whereas those of 
dark rjngs are proportional to the square root of the natural 
numbers. 

In the reflected system* a dark spot will be obtained at 
the centre because due to reflection, a ^^jiifference of A/2 
js introduced^t that point* 

To carry on with the experiment* the lens L is placed on 
the glass plate P and the combination placed in a suitable 
wooden box with drakened walls! A .plane glass plate or a 

from a monochromatic source is r 
lielpj)f a lens and falls on Ae inclined plate. After 
reflection in the plate* the rays fall pn the lens L » that 
the angle of incidence is zero. The rings are observed by a 
travelling microscope adjusted Over the plate. 
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Let Dm be the diameter of the nth bright ring and 
the diameter of the in’¥rnlth bright ring. Then *' 

5!. 
In this case a*=1 (for air) and 0—0 

From cqn. (d) we get, 

Pn* = 

and p*«+«== 
ti+m ^ {2(n+m)-l]\Jg 

or,--* -^=wxB 

or, _ D^,^-DK 
4mA 

Thus measuring i)., and JPh+i and knowing a» the wave- 
length of the monochromatic radjatioii) the value of radius 
BTcutvaturc can'Be easily calculated.' 

7)* *—7)* 
[From the above we get, a*—^4^5— 7^ be 

known then the value of a can be obtained. The value o^iif 
can be measuFed with a spherometer or bettisrbY.jan optical 
method]. 

Sum : Here 72 — 1 metre«100 cm. 
n*10 

A=5893 a. U. ■'SSSS x 10"*cm. 
If P. be the radius of the lOtft ring, then 

. ._ (2w-1)aB_(2X 10-1)5893 x 10’»x 100 
“ 2 ’ " 2 

. _19x5893x10"« 

« • 
. /19X5893X10-’ 

'’■“V “2- 
—0'2366 cm. 

D.—2^,“0 4732 cm. 
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9. Describe the main features of double refraction of 
light in crystals. 

Explain how the wave theory of light accounts for this 
phenomenon. 

Ana.: In about 1669, Bartholinus discovered that, if 
a ray of unpolarised light is incident on a crystal of calcite» 
then instead of a single refracted ray, two refracted rays are 
obtained. One of these two refracted rays is found to obey 
the ordinary laws of refraction and is known as the ordinary 
ray (0-ray) while the other ray does not generally obey the 
laws of refraction and is known as the extra-ordinary ray 
(£-ray). Both the rays are found to be plane polarised having 
their vibrations perpendicular to each other. Double refrac- 
iion is the phenomenon due to which a single incident ray is 
refracted into two rays. Crystals which exhibit this property 
are known as aouble refracting tryeials and crystals of calcite* 
quartz, mica etc. are common examples. The 0-ray has the 
same velocity in all directions of the crystal and so has a cons¬ 
tant refractive index mo- But the velocity of ahe JT^ray depends 
on the direction of propagation through the crystal and 

so has different refractive index ^0 along different direction. 
Both 0-ray and ^>ray have the same velocity along the optic 

Fig. 66 

^is of the crystal. The phenomenon . of doubly xefra^ion 
taking place in a rhomb of calcite-is shown in . . the 

,#i«uTe( 66X ,. Hwe^ “Pplted.hw 
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the phenomenon of double refraction. He made the following 
assumptions:— 

(•) Two types of secondary wavefronts arc generated at 
any point in a uniaxial crystal when light falls on the same. 

(tt) The secondary wave surface for the ordinary ray is 
spherical. 

(in) The secondary wave surface for the extra-ordinary 
ray is a spheroid (ellipsoid of revolution) with the optic axis 
of the crystal as one of the axes. 

The sphere and the spheroid are assumed to touch each 
other in two points. The line joining these two points 
gives the optic axis of the crystal. 

, In negative crystals like calcite etc.» the sphere is assumed 
to be within the spheroid (Fig.67). So ‘the E-tey travels 

Fig. 67 

faster than ^e 0-ray. In the figure* jS is a source of light 
placed within the crystal. It is evident that the velocity of 
0*iray is the same in all directions of the crystal but that of 
SLxVf ^ diMfetent for different dirkeiofis and is mnUmm 
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along the optic axis. The velocity of the S-ray is maximum 
in a direction at right angles to the optic axis. As refractive 
index varies inversely as the velocity* so /!«is maximum along 
optic axis and minimum in a 
direction at right angles to the 
same. Maximum value of ixe is 
equal to iio- 

In positive crystals* like 
quartz* ice etc.* the spheroid 
lies completely within the 
sphere (Fig 68) and O-ray 
travels faster than the E-roy. 
In this case also velocity iof 
0-ray is the same in all direc¬ 
tions and is equal to that of 6® 
JS?-ray along optic axis. Here jua is minimum along optic 
axis and is equal to no- In other directions 

\ 

Thus the phenomenon of double refraction can be 
explained with the help of wave theory. 

10. Find an expression for the velocity of a longitudinal 
wave in an unlimited medium. From this calculate the 
velocity of sound^in air. 

If the velocity of sound in air is 331*3 metres per sec.; 
calculate its velocity at 30"C. 

Ans.: The medium is assumed to be isotropic and 
homogeneous. Let us consider unit cross section of the 
medium and two planes A and B at right angles to the 
direction of propagation of the wave. Let the distances of A 
and B from some fixed position be x and respectively. 

The .X-axis is assumed to be along the direction of 
propagation of sound. 
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At a particular instants Jet the displacement of ^ be y so 
that it occupies the position A*, If the plane J3 occupies the 

position 5' at that instant, then A' B'=8x + .Sx 
ax 

• k Change of length of the slice in the displaced 

position*® Sa; + Sa;= ^^.fix 
dx dx 

->-V 

A B a' B' 

I I. ■ I. ■ ■ ■ ■ I n 

% SB+a® x+y X‘)rdx+y+^ 
dx 

Fig. 69 

Longitudinal strain= 

If f be the stretching force per unit area on the section A 
and Ei the Young's modulus of the material of the medium^ 
then. 

stress_ f 
strain ^ 

da; 

whence f^E ^ 
dx 

The stretching force per unit area on the section B 
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Subtracting cqn. (a) from cqn. (b) wc get 

increase in stretching force per unit area 

^dx ^dx ^dx^ ® 

As unit area is considered! so this is also the moving force 

on the slice AB, 
Mass of the slice -4J5=pX lx 8a:«pSa: 

where density of the medium. 

From Newton’s second law of motion (P— mf) we get, 

or, 
d^y E.d^y (c) 
dP p dP 

If y be the velocity of the wave, then we know for a 

progressive wave 

o 
^=osin where the letters have their 

X 

usual significances. 

or. 
dy 2ffa v 
j.«*-r-7cos r dt 

Differentiating again — sin «)'**(d) 

Differentiating y with respect to a;, we get, 

dx A * ' 

Differentiating again sin*^(F(—a) •" W 

Comparing eqn. (d) and eqn. (e) we have, 

dt* ^ (ia* (P • •• • ••« 
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Comparing eqns. (c) and (/) we get> 

r*-- or, 
P Y p 

This is the expression for the velocity of longitudinal 
wave in the medium. 

2nd part: Laplace assumed that during propagation of 
sound in a gaseous medium, the changes of pressure and 
volume take place adiabaticdlly. According to him, the 
compressions and rarefactions take place so quickly that 
there is no time for heat to be transferred from one layer 
to the other. Then in this case, 

constant. 

Differentiating with respect to v we get, 

p.yxr^+v<^~Q 

or, 
dp 

yp + v^’-O 

whence yp’^ 
dp 

dv 
V 

adiabatic elasticity of the gas. 

Velocity 
^ P ^ p 

For air, ^=1*4 
Pressure p«76x 13'6X98l dynes/cm®, (at N. T. P.) 
Density p=*0*001293 gm./c c. 

« • T7=v/^P- /1‘4x76x13’6x981 
^ P “ V 0 001293: 

*331 metres/sec. (Approx.) 
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Sum Velocity of sound at O’C (assumed) 

— 331'3 metres/scc. 

But 0'’C=273°A«ro 

and 30'’C=-273+30«303"A«r 

« 348'9 metres/sec. 

=* Velocity at 

Sum : Both the strings are assumed to be of the same 

material and they are assumed to emit the fundamental 

frequencies. If p be the density of the material, then for 

the first string 

mass per unit length mi XlXp* 
^(O'D* 

Xp 

For 2nd wire* mass per unit length ma 

. mi (O’Wl 1 
*• m*“(012)**l44 

(« 012)2 
-7—Xp 

For 1st wire? »i = 1 
2/1 

For 2nd wire “2/' 

h /_-L_ 
m2 100^ j.44 

_?0 2 
“100^1-2"3 

7ia“i«i“ix256*1707 vib./sec. 
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Q 
^ 11. What are the factors that determine the vibration, 

frequency of a wire held under tension? Derive their 

relationship from first principles. 

A steel wire 80 cm, long and of 1 mm. diameter is in uni¬ 

son with a tuning fork of frequency 256 cycles per sec What 

will be the frequency of a second wire 100 cm, long and of 1*2 

mm. diameter held under the same tension as the first wire ? 

Ans. : The frequency of transverse vibration of a string 

depends on the vibrating length* tension of the string and also- 

on the mass per unit length of the string. If T be the 

tensions of the string of length* then the velocity F of 

transverse wave along the string is given by 

V 

T 
m - 716 

Let X and n be respectively the wave-length and 

frequency of transverse vibration of the string. 

V 1 /T 
Then F**wx» whence = - — 

A m 

For fundamental mode of vibration, i—x/2 whence x—2^ 

. . —■ 
21 m 

For other modes of vibrations, corresponding values of x 

are to be used in the expression. 

So* if T be the tension of a string* m its mass per unit 

length* I the vibrating length* then the frequency of vibration 

(fi) of the string is governed by the following laws :— 

(«) Law of Length: The frequency of transverse 

vibration of a string varies inversely as the vibrating length 

when tension and mass per unit length remain constant. 

«.6.> noep when T god m remain constant. 
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(it) Lm of Temion: The frequency of transverse 

vibration of a string varies directly as the square root of the 

tension^ when the vibrating length and mass per unit length 

of the string remain constant. 

t.e., n«= when I and t» arc constant. - 

(««) Law of Mass: The frequency of transverse 

vibration of a string varies inversely as the square root of 

mass per unit length* when the vibrating length and the 

tension of the string remain constant. 

».«.* when I and T are constant 
V m 

The law of mass can be resolved into two parts via. 

(a) the law of density and (b) the law of radius. If r be 

the radius and p the density of the material of the wire* 

then* wi**irr*p 

(a) Law of Density : The frequency of the transverse 

vibration of a string varies inversely as the square root of. 

the density of the material of the wire when other factors 

remain constant. 

(b) Law of Badius : The frequency of the transverse 

vibration of a string varies inversely as the radius when other 

fectors remain the same. 
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^ 1. Define the coefficient of viscosity of a liquid- Find 
an expression for the rate of flow of a liquid through a 
narrow capillary tubg:—Howfado coefficient of viscosity of 
liquids and gases vary with temperature ? Explain why ? 

Ans : Coefficient of viscosity : Suppose two layers 

AB and CD of a liquid are moving in a stream-line with 
p velocities v and v+dv 

^ ^ v^dv respectively ( Fig. 70 ). 
Let. dx be the distance 
between the two layers. 
So» velocity gr^idient— 

A tangential force 
ft 

Pig 70 

^ V 
9 

intending to retard the motion will develop due to relative 
motion. If A be the area of either layers then tangential 

t' 
stress In a stream-line motion, Newton assumed tangen- 

A 

tial stress < velocity gradient 

So> ' £ If — 

A dx 
or* 

F ^ 
dx 

where ^ is a constant known as the co-efficient of viscosity. 

If land then^j^Jl So» coeMderd of mscosiiv 
rta: ——— - 

may be defined as the tangential force per unit areaL Per 
>unit velocity gradient. 

Flow of a liquid through a narrow tube : Suppose a 
liquid flows in a stream-line through a narrow tube (Fig. 71) 
of lengtM radius r. Let P be the difference of pressure 
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between the ends of the tube; V be. the volume of the 
liquid flowing out per second and m the coefiicientof viscosity. 
The liquid layers in contact with the surface of the tube 

is assumed to be at rest and the velocity of the liquid is 
maximum alon^t^e axis. Also the pressure is assumed to 
have the same value over a transverse section. 

Imagine a concentric cylinder of radius x. The motion 

of the liquid cylinder will be retarded by'the viscous drag 

on the surface of the cylinder. 

Viscous drag*“i) x surface area x velocity gradient 

' ax ^ - ax 

I The ~~ve sign is due to the fact that the velocity 
— — I n., " ■ 

decreases as x increases ). 

Due to pressure difference* the force acting on the 

cylinder. 
Tr 

s«area x pressure “jya;*. P. ^ 

For a steady flow of the liquid, these two forces must 

be equal. 

•/ ~ or, 
QX 

I 

• Integrating both sides we get* 
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- ~ V** 2 where C is an integration const 

But St a;-f» v-O 

f* r* 
50) whence 2 

Putting this value of the integration constant we ha 

2rii r!iEl 
p ' 2'*2 2 

”■ ”“4/ 

This is the expression for the velocity of the liqi 
layer at any distance x from the axis of the tube. 

Let dv be the volume of the liquid flying i^rough_ t 
.annular space between the racial cylinders of radii x a 

If dx b^veiy smdl» then velocity v of the liqi 
may be assumed to be constant. The area of __the anaul 
sectjQn“'2tra;.da; 

B afAO V ^ 0 • V mt 

4nr 2»?r' -- 

Inte^ating this expr^sion within the limits x=^0 to 
xmf, we get the total volume V of the liquid coming .out_ 
-pa second, 

r r 

f’£ {»■* -**) 

r 
rPfrV rPfr* frlV* 

"*5Wl’~5i ""a **i 1**53" 
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Effect of temperature and pressure on the coefficient 
of viscosity : The viscosity of a liquid depends to a great 
•erCent on the temperature and is found to decrease with 
rise in temperature. Howeverf there is no satisfactory 
formula which connects the coefficient of viscosity with 
-different temperatures. An empirical formula due to 
Slpthe is 

_Vo 

whene vo and r,t arc the coefficient of viscosity at 0®C and 
i°C respectively and /? are two constants. A modified 
formula for pure liquids is given by AI{1+where 

B and C are constants. 

Andrade proposed a new formula which gives 

C 
X VT 

vv -‘Ae 

where v is the specific volume ; 7» the absolute tempera¬ 
ture and d) C are two constants. This formula agrees 
more or less closely for many liquids. However* this 
formula does not hold good for water and certain alcohols. 

The effect of pressure on the viscosity of fairly mobile 
liquids is rather small. The effect is more prominent in the 
case of highly viscous liquids and at high pressures. 

In the case of gases* the viscosity is found to increase 
with temperature. The following formula is due to 
Sutherland and gives the coefficient of viscosity at any 
absolute temperature T. 

vt T 
. 2* +c 1273' 
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where c is a constant* known as Sutherland's constant. 

The formula agrees well with experimental results. 

From kinetic theory of gases* Maxwell showed that the 

viscosity of a gas is independent of pressure. This has been 

found to be true over a wide range of pressure excepting 

when the pressure is cither too high or too low. When the 

pressure is too high, the eflFect of intermoIecuJar attraction 

cannot be neglected. When the pressure is too low* the 
mean free path of the gas molecules becomes comparable 

to the dimensions of the vessel. At very low pressures* the 

viscosity has been found to decrease with pressure. 

^ 2. Explain what is meant by the international scale of 

temperature ? 

Desaibe briefly the construction and working of a 

platinum resistance thermometer. What arc its limitations ? 

Abb. : International scale of temperature: The 
temperature measured by different thermometers depends,on 

the principle and also on the properties and conditions of 

the thermometric substances. Further* the properties (ff 

the containing vessel are also likely to affect the measure¬ 

ment. So if a particular temperature is measured with 

different thermometers, then.slight discrepancies may arise 

in the results so obtained. This difference may also appear 

when the temperature is measured with different 

thermometers even of the same type. For practical purposes* 

this difference is rather insignificant But where scientific 

work is concerned* this difference is of much importance. 

To maintain uniformits^ in the temperature scales, the 
International Committee of Weights and Measures in 18B7 
adopted the constant volume hydrogen thermometer as the 
standard reference. But it is also to be noted in this case 
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that hydrogen gas is not an absolutely perfect gas. We 
should devise a thermometer scale which does not depend on 
the properties of the working substance. Later on Lord 
Kelvini by making use of the Carnot’s cycle, devised a thermo¬ 
dynamic scale which does not depend on the properties of the 
working substance. Such a scale is known as Thermo¬ 
dynamic Temperature Scale and is found to agree very closely 
with the Centigrade Temperature Scale denoted by the 
constant volume hydrogen thermometer. 

In the seventh general conference of the International 
Committee in 1927» the three national laboratories of U.S. A., 
Great Britain and Germany formally agreed to recognise the 
thermo-dynamic as the International Scale of Temperature. 
So any temperature should be compared with the Thermo¬ 
dynamic Scale for ultimate reference. The scale agrees with 
the absolute centigrade scale having certain fixed points 
which are easily reproducible. The fixed points are all 
under Standard atmospheric pressure. They arc : (») oxygen- 
point (i.e., boiling point of liquid oxygcn)= — 182’97°C j 
(»i) we-|)oi«f «* O^’C ; (m) Steam-point =* lOO’OO'C j (»i>) Sul¬ 
phur-point (boiling point of sulphur) “444*6'’C; (v) antimony 
point (freezing point of antimony) * 630‘5"C j (vi) silver 
point (freezing point of silver) =»960*8°C and {v%%) gold-point 
(freezing-point of gold)«1063*C. 

The whole range of temperature is divided into four 
distinct ranges and any temperature within §i definite range 
should be measured by the following method:— 

(1) From 0°C to 630*5°C: In this range platinum resis¬ 
tance thermometer should be used. The resistance- 
temperature relation to be used is where 
values for R.t < and 13 ate to be determined from results at 

100”C and 444-6°C. 
•12 
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(2) From —ISOX to 0'’C. Here also the resistance 
thermometer is to be used. But the formula will be Jf?t = 

+ + y (f-100)<®l where jBo> P and y arc to be 
obtained from readings at 0'’G lOOX^ 444‘6®C and—182'97®C. 

C3) From 630 to 1053°C : In this range, tempera¬ 
ture is to be used by a standard platinum vs. platinum^ 
rhodium thermo-couple. The e.m.f.-temperature relation to 
be used is E^^a+lt + ct^. To find the value of a, 6 and c 
the cold junction is kept at O'^C and readings are to be taken 
at antimony, silver and gold-points respectively. 

(4) Above the goltl-point: Above this temperature, 
an optical pyrometer is to be used. The pyrometer is to be 
calibrated at the gold-point using Planck's radiation law. 

3. Describe a Carnot’s engine and also its working. 
Derive an expression for its efficiency. 

A reversible engine converts one-sixth of the heat input 
into work. When the temperature of the sink is reduced by 
^2'’C its effeciency is doubled. Find the temperature of the 
:source and the sink. 

Ans. : A cycle in which the working substance undergoes 
successively two expansions (one isothermal and the other 
adiabatic) and two successive compression! (one adiabatic and 
the other isothermal) to come back to its initial state is 
known as the Carnot cycle. In such a cycle, all the conditions 
are assumed to be idealised. An engine working on this 
cycle is called Carnot engine and has theoretically the 
maximum efficiency. 

A carnot engine consists essentially of a cylinder whose 
walls are perfectly non-conducting whereas the bottom B is a 
perfect conductor. A frictionless, non’^oohducting piston 
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moves inside the cylinder (Fig. 72). The working substance in 
this case is air which is assumed to behave as a perfect gas. 
The engine receives heat from a source of infinite capacity 
at a temperature Tt and rejects h<eat to a sink also of infinite 

BnH CYUUDBR 

SOURCe WSULATOR SfNK 

Fig. 72 

capacity but at a temperature T* {Tx>T2). Carnot cycle 
consists of the following operations :— 

(i) Isothermal expansion : First of all» let the cylinder 
be placed on the source of heat and let the initial state of 
working substance be represented by the point A in the 
diagram (Fig. 73)- The working substance absorbs heat at a 
constant temperature and expands isothermaHy abng AB 

from a pressure pt and volume to a pressure pa and volume 
fs. Let Qi be the total heat absorbed during the process 
and the work done by the working substance. If one 
gm..4no]ecule of the working substance be assumed to be 
within the qylinder, then 
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V2 Vi 

Qi = Wi-f pAv-f^-dv [•.• pv-BTbx 

isothermal expansion] 

fa 

BTi - ^Ti log ^=» area ABha. 

v± 

Fig. 73 

(ii> Adiabatic expanaion: The bottom B of the 
cylinder is now placed in contact with the perfect insulator 
1 and the working substance is allowed to suffer adiabatic 
expansion along BG till the temperature falls to Ti. Work 

done during adiabatic expansion is 

Vz 

Wi-JpAv, 
v» 

As the expansion is adiabatici so pv'*^»k^P2Vt^^PiVz* 
whence 
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Vs Va Vs 

• • jv''*,dv^h 
v% v% 

r. . -ram K -ra-n T 
—yZTj— t . paVa * & PsVa ^ i2r«J 

=area BGcb. 

(iii) IsotHermai compression: The bottom of the 
cylinder is now placed in contact with the sink and the 
working substance is allowed to suffer isothermal compression 
along CD at a constant temperature T2. The gas is com* 
pressed upto the point D so that the adiabatic curve from A 
passes through D. If Qa be the heat rejected to the sink and 
W3 the work done on the working substance, then 

Vs 

Jp,dv^RT2 log — [As in case (♦)] 

•Area CDde, 

(iv) Adiabatic compression: The bottom B of the 
cylinder is then placed on the perfect insulator I and the 
working substance is allowed to suffer adiabatic compression 
along DA till the working substance comes back to its 
original state represented by the point A. 

Work done on the gas is 
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1^4 = fpdv arin case (li) ] 
J 7 — 1 
Vi 

s= Area D-4 ad. 

It is evident from above that (numerically). 

Net work done during one complete cycle 
« TTi + ^2 - IFa» W, * - TFa - Qi - g* 

Efficiency of a heat engine is the ratio between the heat 
converted into work and heat taken from the source. 

So, eflSciency of Carnot’s cycle is given by, 

Qi*" Qi .. Qa 
” ■ <2i ‘ ^~Qi 

As the points B and C are on the same adiabatic, 

so * TaVa ^ 

whence ^ —• ••• (o) 

Again points D and A lie on the same adiabatic. 

whence **‘ (W 

Comparing (a) and (6) we getf 

— =~ orj ^»^=r(say)> where r is known as 

the isothermal expansion ratio. 

Sn Efi log (t;a/i?i) 22^1 log r 
^ Oa^Tra" Er, log (Wvj“i2ralogr 

Efficiency 
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The efficiency depends only on the temperatures of the 

source and the sink but not on the properties of the working 

substance. 

Sum : Let T\ and T% be the temperatures of the source 

and the sink respectively. 

1 
But efficiency ^7 = 1 — > 

ii b 

whence 6'A —0 ... ... (c) 

Again if the temp, of sink be reduced by 62°C) then 

T (7’3-62) 1 
rt -l- 

or, or, 37,-186=21’, 

whence 2Ti — STa “ “ 186 

Solving eqns. (c) and (d) we get 

T^« 372"K « 372-273* 99”C 

5x372 ■ 

(d> 

and 
5, 

-- *310’K=310-273 

«37'C. 

4. Derive an expression for the rate of flow of heat by 

conduction through a thick-walled tube. 

A metal pipe having an external diameter 15 cm. 

carries steam at 200''C. This is covered by'a layer 2*5 cm. 

thick of an insulating material (K = 0'0005). If the outer 

surface is at 100*C.» calculate the heat lost per metre length 

p^ minute. Neglect the temperature drop in the metal. 

Ana.: Let us consider a thick-walled tube of internal 

radius external radius ra and of length 1. Let the inside 

of the pipe be maintained at a constant temperature 

This takes place if the pipe carries steam or apy hot liquid 
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or if there is an electrically heated wire along the axis of 

the pipe. The heat flow is assumed to take place radially 

•02 

?dr 

•01 

v///////////////////////////////////////////w^^ 

dr. .ih. 

Fig. 74 

across the walls of the pipe. Let be the temperature of 
the outer surface of the pipe (Fig. 74). 

The thick pipe may be assumed to consist of a large 
number of thin concentric cylindrical shells. Let us consider 
a thin cylindrical shell of radius r and thickness dr. If 6 
be the temperature of the shell and Q be the heat flowing 
second through the shell, then 

•-^4;-®-" 5 
[ ’.' A*"area of surface of the shell ] 

or, q ^•=-K2^Ue 
r 

Integrating both sides within proper limits, we get 

ri 

The quantity q is taken outside the integration sign, 
because in the steady state, q is constant. 

Q log« 
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This is the expression for the rate of flow of heat by 

conduction through a thick-walled tube. 

Sum : Here ir=0 0005 
metre = 100 cm. 

^a-^^i-SOO-lOO^lOO'C 

15 
Internal radius ri== 2“^5cm. 

External radius ra = 7’5+2’5'“10 cm. 
Ti 10 4 

logi 0 ~~loSio y .g *“ logio 2 = log 4 *" log 3 

=06021-0*4771=01250 

Time < = 1 min. = 60 sec. 

Quantity of heat flowing per minute is 

^ 2rrm0i-Oi)t . 2rr X IQQ X 0005 X IQQ X 60 
^ 2*303 logiora/r, “ 2-303 x 0-1250 

= 6580 calories per minute 

5. Derive the equation P F=for a gram-molecule of 

a gas from Boyle’s law and Charles* law. 

Obtain an expression for the work done by a perfect 

gas in expanding isothermal ly. Making use of the fact 

that a gram-molecule of a gas occupies 22'42 litres at 

N. T. P.f calculate the value of the universal gas constant 

P. Density of mercury=13'6 gm./c c. and acceleration due 

to gravity=S80’6 cm./sec®. 

Ana. s- From Boyle’s law, temperature remaining 

constant, the volume (F; of a given mass of any gas varies 

inversely as its pressure (P). 

So, F < ^ when temp is constant 
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From Charles* law V when pressure is constant. 

T 
V “C-^whcn both temp, and pressure vary. 

PV 
or, rji — a constant. 

PV 
The value of the constant will be different for 

different masses of a gas considered. However if one mole. 

(molecular weight expressed in grams or in pounds ) of a 

gas be considered, then its value will be a constant for 

all the gases. This constant is known as the universal gas 
constant and is usually denoted by B. 

PV 
Then 

or, PV=RT. 

Work done in isothermal expansion : Suppose a given 

mass of a gas expands isothermally from a volume to 

Va and let the corresponding change in pressure be from 

Pi to Pa. If the increase in volume be dv at a pressure 

Pf then the work done by the gass=«p.dv. The total 

work done to change the volume from Vi to v2 is 

Vi 

w^-fp. dr. 

»>i 

For isothermal changes, pt -fc-constant. 

p^kjv. 

So, 

•k log« 
Vi 

PxVi loge r 
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where isothermal expansion or compression ratio. 

In the formula) logarithm considered is natural logarithm. 

To convert it into common logarithm* wc have, 

W^PiVx logflr=2’303xj)ii’i logef. 

In case of isothermal expansion* the work is done by the 

gas itself whereas in case of isothermal compression* the 

work is done on the gas. 

Sum : Normal pressure P=76 x 13‘6 x 980 6 dynes/cm®. 

Normal temp. 0*^0=273''Jv 

Gram-molecular volume r=22'4 litres*=*22400 c.c. 

. r. PV 76x13 6 x 980-6 x 22400 
‘ ^ ” T “ 273 

— 8‘31 X10" ergs/gm -.mol./°X 

6. Find the condition of achromatism of two thin lenses 

of the same material separate! by a distance. 

Derive an expression for the magnifying power of a 

compound microscope. 

Fig. 76 

* Ad8. : Let us consider two thin lenses of focal lengths 

(for mean rays) ft and ft separated by a 4istance a (Fig. 75) 
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Wc arc to find out the condition for achromatism. For the 

combination) let Fvf the focal length fui violet ray ; Frt that 

for the red ray and F be that for the mean colour. Then, 

1 

Again 

and 

1 
Fv 

I 
Fr 

v-1 I?x+a) 

,.^ir 1 1] 1 1 ® 1 
ii-V 

If the combination is to be achromatic for two given 

colours) say red and violet* then Fr and F^ must be equal. 

So* Jt , whence 
Z'v i'• 

/A*> — 1 / 1 

/x-U/, 

Ot) 

or* 

OT) 

L\ , a //iv — “I / 1 . . a 1 (ft, *“1\ 

( /*-!; > fif.' 

/*« “* fi, 1 a — — (m. “ -ii»i «— fl 
/^-l \j ^/.A‘ U-D* 

fl (/i« —+ — 2) n 
/^-IV fih (/^-D* 

'' ss U 

a/n>+//,-“21 - 

(m~1) J 

But 
HV + fir 

— fi or* (iv+fit * 2/a 

—2 - 2/1,—1) 

So the expression becomes 
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or> 
1 j-l 2o „ 

or, 
1^ 1 

fifi fi A fit 3 

or, 2a—(A+A) 

or. —m 
This is the required condition of achromatism of two 

thin lenses of the same material. 

2nd part: For this see Answer to Ques. No. 8 (2nd 

part) of 1958f May. 

7. Describe the biprism experiment to find the wave¬ 
length of monochromatic light. In one typical experiment 

the width of 20 bands was 4 mm. The distance of the 

eyepiece from the slit was 100 cm. When a lens was 

mounted on the axis at a distance of 20 cm. from the slit» a 

well-defined image was seen in the eyepiece and the distance 

between the images of the virtual sources was 118 cm. 

Calculate the wave-length of light used. 

Ans.: For this see Answer to Ques. No. 6 (under the 

heading Biprism) of 1961) May. Omit the portion 'Deduction 

of the working formula*. 

Sum: Here distance between the consecutive bands 

= 4 mm.-f 20='2 mm.«0’02 cm. 

D-distance between the slit and the 

eye-piece. 

«100 cm. 

When the lens is placed) the virtual images serve as 

the object* 
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Wc know» magnification*® 
size of the image v ^ 
size of the object m*20 

4 

Size of the object- 
size of the image 
.4 

118 
‘4 

~ 0*295 cm.=®d 

If X be the wave-length of light used) then 

A 
dg 0*295x0 02 

100 
=5900xl0-'» cm. 

«5900 A U. 

What do you understand by the term ^polarised 

light* ? How do you produce plane polarised light) circularly 

polarised light) and clliptically polarised light T How do 

you analyse plane polarised light and circularly polarised 

light ? Gilculate the thickness of. quartz plate required for 

making a half-wave plate for x“5890 A. U. The two 

indices of refraction of the quartz plate are 1‘544 and 

1*553. 

Ana. : Light is assumed to be wave-motion in ether 

which arc assumed to execute vibration at right angles to 

the direction of propagation of the light. If a plane at right 

angles to a ray be considered, then any line in the plane 

will be at right angles to the ray. Inordinary light) gther 
partjclgs vibrate in all arbitrary directions in a. plage at 

right angles to the ray. But if by some method) the vibra- 

tions are made to take up a particular direction at right 

angles to theray,Hie light is'" then s'aid to be pola^ed 
light, ' 

Polarised light may be plane polarised, circularly polarised 
.and eUi^icaily polarised. 
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Plane polarised light may be produced (t) by reflectionf 
(it) by refraction or (f«) byjlouble rUtliS^Qlk‘ 

If light is incident on a transparent medium^ the reflected 

light i^ found to be partialis^ polarised"having vibrations 

perpendicular to the plane of medium. The effect is 
i^rTmui^when the angle of incidence is equal to the 

polarising angle for the transparent medium. The best 

apparatus is Biots* polariscope to produce polarised light by 
reflcgtion^ 

When Ijght is refracted through a transparent medium 

such as glassi the transmitted medium is found to be partially 

polar^ The best method of producing plane polarised 

light is by' double refraction through a suitable crystal such 
as tourmaline, calcite etc. Most commonly used method for 

polarising jjght is by a Nicol prism which is suitably made 

from a^lcite crystal 

Eiliptieally polaritied light is produced by transmitting a 

beam of_ plane ix)larised light through a quarter-wave 

S’ig. 76 

^te so that its plane of vibration is at right an^|es to the 

l&ce of the plate but makes an angle 0(7^45®) with the optic 

^8 {Fig. 76). The incident-wave splits up into two 
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waves"^^*wave and Q"wave< having vibrations respectively 

parallel and perpendicular to the opti<;; airis. The maximum 

amplitude of the JS^-wave will A cos B whereas that of the 

0-wave will be sin ^ where A is the maximum amplitude 

of the plane-polarised light. These two waves move along 

the same path but with different velocities and a ptiaao 

different oivl2 is introduced between them when they 

emerge out,pf-the quarter-wave plate. So their equations 

of motion after they emerge out of the plate becomes 

A cos 0 sin <at^a sin <at —along JC^axis 

[where a^A cos 0] 

y™A sin 6 sin b 

= - 6 cos Oil 

From above sin mt^^xla 
f __ 

cos «< = '/!—sin® tat 

sin I <t> < —along F-axis 

[where sin 0] 

Putting this value in the equation for y we get» 

y ~~b cos tat 

or, y^ 

x^ I/® 
whence js+fa®!. 

This is the equation of a symmetrical ellipse having ^a* 
as the major axis and ‘26* as the minor axis. 

Thus light emerging out of the quarter-wave plate is 
elliptically polarised. 

Oire^afly polarised light: If in the above casei 0 is made 

equal to 4S'% then, 
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a^A cos d^A cos A5°=AI Jz 

and sin sin 45‘^=*.d/V'2 

Thus a=h 

Then x=a sin iat .for E-v/Bve 

y=a sin( oif — = —a cos wf.for 0-wave 

• cc / 
Again sin and cos uit==\/ 1—5 a ^ a 

—a cos o)f——ay 1—^ 

Squaring =*a* J = a* — x^ 

whence a;® + |/^ = a® 

mis is the equation of a circJc with radius equal to a. 

Thus we get circularly polarised light ( Fig. 77 ). 

For analysing the plane polarised light and circularly 

polarised lighti see Answer to Ques No. 8 (2nd part) of 

1958, Nov. 
• 13 
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Sim : If t be the thickness of the half-wave plate» 

then 

X 5890xl0-« 

^“2(/to-,i.)“2(r553“l-554) 

«3-273xl0-® cm. 

9. How would you measure the velocity of a longitudinal 

wave in a metal rod ? 

A metal rod 1 meter long when clamped at its mid-point 

vibrates with a frequency of 2»500 cycles per second. The 

density of the metal is 7 8 gm. per c c. Calculate its Young’s 

modulus. 

Ans.: Most suitable method is the Kundt’s tube method 

in which the metal rod is clamped exactly at the middle 

point E. A card board disc B is 6xed at its end and is kept 

inside a long glass-tube CD without touching the same. 

The other end of the glass-tube is closed by an adjustable 

piston C ( Fig. 78 )• 

To begin with the experiment! the glass-tube is first of 

all thoroughly dried by blowing hot air through the same 

and some dry lycopodium powder is strewn along the tube. 

The rod is then drawn longitudinally at .4 by a rcsined 

leather when the rod will vibrate longitudinally. Thus 

longitudinal vibration will set up vibration in the air within 

the tube. These vibrations will be reflected at the surface 
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C and stationary waves will be formed within the glass 

tube. The position of the piston C is adjusted until resonance 

occurs. When this is the case, the lycopodium powders will 

be agitated violently and will be collected in the forms of 

small heaps at the positions of nodes, which are the places 

of minimum displacement. The distance between different 

heaps is measured. If I be the mean distance between two 

consecutive helps of lycopodium powder, then wave-length 

of sound in air is given by x-2i. If n be the frequency of 

longitudinal vibration of the rod? then this is also the 

frequency of the sound-wave in the air. Then velocity 

of sound in air is y«wx=wX2^. 

When the rod vibrates in the fundamental mode, the 

point E is node whereas A and B are antinodes. If x' be the 

wave-length of longitudinal vibration in the rod, then 

x'—2V where V is the length of the rod. 

Velocity of sound in the rod is 

• • V nx2l^l 

I' 
or, 

Thus knowing F» the velocity of sound in air, the velocity 

of longitudinal wave in a metal rod can very easily be 

calculated. 

IJf be the Young’s modulus of the metal rod of density 

p, then V' — ^J y- Knowing the value of velocity in air 

{F) can be determined. To determine the velocity in a gas, 

the glass tube is to be filled up with the gas and the experi¬ 

ment repeated.] 
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Sum : x' * 2r =»2 X1 metre=200 cm. 

r=wx'“2500x200-500000 cm/sec. 
=5x10^ cm/sec. 

If E be the Young’s modulus of the metal rod) then 

whence x 10'^ x 78 

= 19'5 X10^^ dynes/cm^. 

10. How are stationary waves produced and what are 

their characteristics and uses ? What are the frequency 

relations between the fundamental and the overtones of 

a closed organ pipe ? 

Ans.: If two exactly similar wave trains travel in 

opposite directions within a medium) then stationary waves 

are formed. They are also known as standing waves and 

they remain confined within the space and do not progress 

with time. The characteristics of such waves are that 

th2re are certain poing in space which are always at 

^3t whereas ttoe ar^ other points which jd^ways have the 

maximum displacements. The points v,"hich arc alwmys at 

rest aTe^^called nodes but those which always have the 

maxirrum displacements are termed antinodes. .Stptinnarv 

waves may^e. either tra^ or longitudinal. Under 

suitable c^drtions) transverse stationary waves arie. produced 

in a stretched string fiqd at botk. ends. Stationary waves 

of longitudinal ty^£.are produced in organ pipes. 

W hen a progressive wave moves in the positive direction 

of Xi the equation of displacement is given by 

X 

V 

significances. 

j where the letters have their usual f/i» a sin 00 U u (t 
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When the same wave train moves in the negative direction 

of Xi the equation of displacement becomes^ 

sin w 
(»i: 

When both the waves superimpose in the mediumi the 

resul tant displacement at any time t is given by 

y^Vi — sin f)(f —+0 sin 01 ^ i ^ 

f.ilT StT.T 
*2a cos =7 sin oi=»2fl cos —— sin oi^ 

y \ 
^ 2irX 2jr 

—cos . sm 
y / 

w’hcre = wave-length and 7’= time-period of the motion. 

From the above equation it is evident that the amplitude 

•ol the resultant wave is 2a cos 
2rrX 

For = Y’ •••, (i.e.i for odd multiples of 

“^9 the amplitude becomes zero for all values of time t. 

These positions are nodes and the distance between two 

consecutive nodes is 

But if rc-O, A» (2»)\ f . r 
(t.e., for zero or even 

multiples of \ then the resultant amplitude is maximum 

either ways. Then y=‘±2a sin 

These positions are known as antinodes and they also occur 

at^intcrvals of 2' 
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The velocity of a vibrating particle in the stationary 

wave is given by 

iiy^ d 
(il 

d I 2jr 2 - , 
P cos-a.- s,n jJ; 

„ 2r 2r 2r^ 
cos »r, /jy • cos yi I 

Acceleration = —20 cos 
27r 

A 

Again slope is given by 

dx 
2.T 2:r 

* — 2fl« sin —X 
X X 

cos 

cos 

-i yrl 

0,. 

sm y^ 

27r. 2:n- . _ J. d^u 

dt^ 
I ss-i-. 

yr • " j'2 

A 

This is the characteristic equation of a stationary wave. 

The important characteristics of a stationary wave are 

that they do not progress through the medium with time. 

Each particle of the medium executes S.H.M. having 

the same period as that of the component waves. The 

displacement at the nodes is zero whereas antiiiodes have 

the maximum displacements. Consecutive nodes or antinodes 

are separated by x/2. 

The stationary wave shrinks to a straight line twice in 

each period. 

For the second part> see Answer to Ques. No. 10 (a) of 

1957. May. 



^ May—1960 
» 

. Explain th*c terms; enthalpy and dryness fraction. 

How would you obtain the total heat of superheated steam ? 

Estimate the amount of heat required to convert 10 lb. 

of water at 100®F into steam at a pressure of 220 p. s. i with 

260^F. of superheat. Find the average value of specific 

heat of the steam over this range of superheat* and calculate 

the volume in cubic feet of 1 lb. of this superheated steam. 

Ans. . Enthalpy denotes the total heat of unit mass of 

steam, whether wet, dry saturated or superheated. This 

comprises both the sensible and latent heats. For wet steamy 

having q as its dryness fraction, 

Enthalpy H—k+qL 

where li is sensible heat of water at the saturation tem¬ 

perature, and latent heat of vaporisation of water. 

For dry saturated steam ^ -1 

. . H*h + L 

For t^iiperheated steamy the water is first of all heated 

to the saturation temperature, then it is evaporated taking 

the latent heat of evaporation and then superheated. 

Let ta -■ saturation temperature 

t,.,«temp, of superheated steam 

and Cv-mean specific heat of the superheated steam. 

. . Z2=sensible heat-f-latent heat+heat reqd. to super¬ 

heat—/*+L + C7i,(i»u — 

Dryness fraction of steam is defined as the ratio between 

the actual dry steam and the wet steam containing it. 

Let weight of actual dry steam 

and weight of water in suspension 
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Then dryness fraction q is given by 

Wb_ 
^ ' w,+ w 

Snm : From the superheat section of a steam tables the 

total heat ( enthalpy ) of steam at a pressure of 220 p.s.i. 

with 260'’F of superheat is found to be if =*1346 B. Th, U. 

This would be the heat required by 1 lb. of water when 

heated from 32^F. 

But temperature of feed water = lOO^F. 

Sensible heat of water at 100 F** (100-32) =-68 B. Th. U. 

. Actual heat supplied per lb. of steam 

= 1346-68-1278 B. Th. U. 

. . Actual heat supplied for 10 lb. steam 

= 1278x10 = 12780 B. Th. U. 

Let Cv be the average value of specific heat of steam. 

Then li=^h + L + Cv {ta„—ta) 

1346- 364 + 839-5 +ax 260 

[ Values of h and L obt.iined from steam table ] 

ax 260=1346 - 364 - 839 5 = 1425 

Suppose the specific volume of superheated steam 

F.® specific volume of saturated steam at a 

pressure of 220 p. s. i.=2 09 cu. ft. 

fi=Temp. of saturated steam 

= 389-8'F« 389*8+460 

=849*8'* Rankine. 

» 849*8 + 260=1109*8“ Rankine. 
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The pressure is assumed to remain constant and saturated 

id superheated steams are assumed to obey gas laws. 

• ' tZ T» 

rr 2 09xl_109'8 
T, '■ 849'8~ 

=2-73 cu. ft/lb. 

- 2. Explain briefly the various processes by which heat 

may be transmitted from one source to another. Give illus¬ 

trative examples. State Stefan*s law of radiation. 

Heat is conducted through a compound plate composed 
of two parallel plates of different materials A and B of 

conductivities 0'32 and 0‘14 and of thickness 3‘6 cm. and 

4 2 cm. respectively. If the temperature of the outer face 

of slab A and that of slab B are found to be steady at 96"C 

and 8’C respectively, find the temperature of the interface 
AjB and also the temperature gradients in A and in B. 

Ans. ; When heat is transmitted from one place to 

another, it is known as transmission of heat. There are 
three modes of transmission of heat viz., conduction, 

convection and radiation. 

Conduction : If one end of a metal rod be held inside 

a flame, it will be observed that after some time, the other 

end has also become heated. Here the heat is transmitted 

through the material particles of the rod without any actual 

transference of the particles. The rod may be supposed 

to be composed of different layers. The layer which is in 

immediate contact with the flame becomes heated and 

transmits some of its heat to the adjacent layer. The 

adjacent layer becomes heated and in its turn transmits some 

of its heat to the next adjacent layer. )Heat is thus trans- ■ 
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mitted from one layer to the other without any actuat 

transference of the material particle. This mode of 

transmission of heat is known as conduction. Thus we sec 

that for conduction, material particles are necessary but the 

particles are not transferred from one place to the other. 

So» conduction may be defined as that mode of transmission 

of heat in which heat is transmitted from one part of a 

body to another or from one body to another in c:ntact with 

it without any actual transference of the material particles. 

Thus is possible only in the case of solids. 

Convection : Liquids and gases are heated by convec¬ 

tion. When a liquid or a gas is heatedi the portion of 

the liquid or the gas immediately above the flame becomes 

heated and the density decreases. As a result, the heated 

liquid or the heated gas moves up and that place is occupied 

by colder particles coming from above. Thus a current, 

known as convection currenU 

is set up. Here the transmission 

of heat takes place by the 

actual transfer of material parti¬ 

cles- This can be demonstrated 

by the following experiment: 

A flask nearly half-filled 

with water is taken and a few 

crystals of potassium perman¬ 

ganate arc dropped into it. 

When the flask is heated* it 

will be seen that a coloured 

stream of water rise<« itom 

the bottom up the middle and 

comes down by sides of the flask (Fig 7y). The water 

immediately above the flame gets heated* becomes lighter 

F g. 79 
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and then rises up. At the same time colder water from* 

above comes down by the sides of the flask. The heated 

water during its upward motion loses heat to the 

sourrounding particles* becomes denser and comes down. 

Thus a convection current is set up and the beat is 

transmitted by actual transference of material particles. 

So, convection is defined as that mode of transmission 

of heat in which heat is transmitted frani hotter region to 

the Colder region by actual tiansfer of material particles. 

This is possible only in case of liquids and gases. 

Radiation ; There is another mode of transmission of 

heat in which presence of material medium is absolutely 

unnecessary. The way in which we receive heat from the 

sun is a good example of radiation. Earth’s atmosphere 

extends to about 200 miles beyond which upto the sun 

lies millions of miles of empty space. Still we receive 

heat from the sun. This is due to radiation, which. 

moves in all directions with the velocity of light and follows 

straight paths. Similarly* if we stand by a fire, we receive 

heat. But this heat cannot come by conduction because air 

is a bad conductor of heat. It cannot also come through, 

canvection* because the heated air particles being lighter flow 

up. So the only way by which heat can come is by radiation. 

So* radiation is that mode of transmission of heat* in 

which heat passes from one place to the other without the 

help of any material particle. So radiation can take place 

also in vacuum. 

Stefan’s law : It states that the total rate of heat 

radiations from a black body depends on the fowth power 

of its absolute temperature. Let E be the rate of emission, 

and Tf its absolute temperature. 
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Then E < T* or E—vT^ 

where nr is a constant, known as Stefan’s constant. The 

value of <T is given by 

u--5*672x10’^ ergs. scc.“^ cm."® deg"* 

=l’73xl0 * B. Th U ft“*. hr"', deg. Rankine”* 

Sum : Let (fC be the temperature at the interface. In 

the steady state* the rate of heat flow through the plate A 

is equal to that through the plate B. 

Rate of heat flow through the plate A is 

KiAOh -0) , ^ 1 ^ 
q\ *=-5:7-where —area of the plate 

J 6 

— 2*^ cai.pec. 

Similarly, rate of heat flow through the plate B is 

KoA'O-fl,) ^ OJ14 ^ - 8) 
x-j 4‘2 

cal./sec. 

In the steady state Qx—Qi 

. 0 32if (96 0144^-8) 
'36 "■ 42 

- «-8-f^(96-.)-l(96-« 

whence 11^-8x96 + 3x8=792 

or* 0=72'^C=temp. at the interface 

fall of temperature in the plate .4=96 - 72= 24''C 

24 
.'. Rate of fall of temp, in ^ - 6'67''C/cm. 

Similarly rate of fall of temp, in B 

’2-8.64..is-ayc/cm. 
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^ 3. Explain how the boiling point of water varies with 

pressure. Derive the equation connecting this variation 

with the latent heat and the specific volumes of water and 

steam. 

Calculate the rise in the boiling point of water when 

the pressure increases from 15 Ib./sq. in. to 16 Ib./sq. in. •, 

given L=*539 C.H.U./lb. ; Specific volume of steam=26’27 

c. ft, specific volume of water - 0*016 c. ft Boiling point 
of water at 15 Ib./sq. in.=100'6”C. 

Ans. : The boiling point of a liquid changes with the 

change in the superincumbent pressure. The relation is 

given by Clausius and Clapeyron’s equation, 

L 
. dT^T,V2-v^) 

where latent heat of vaporisation and V2 are 

the specific volumes of liquid and vapour at absolute 

temperature 2^. In case of water and other liquids, when a 

substance changes from the liquid to the vapour state* there 

is always an increase in volume. As a result, Vs>Vi and 

This denotes that with increase in pressure^ 

there will always be an increase in the boiling point. 

To deduce Clausius and Clapeyron equation, let us 

consider two isothermals ABGD and EFQH at temperatures 

T*K dsid [T'^dTfK respectively where df is very smalL 

The portion BC and FQ denote that change of state is 

taking place. If the portion AB represents vapour state, 

then BCt represents vapour and liquid wher'*. as the portion 

CD denotes the liquid state. is the case in EFQH, 

If AB denots liquid state, then BC denotes liquid with solid 

whereas CD denotes only solid state: So, at the points By 
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•€% F and 0 the substance exists in a single phase. Two 

adiabatics FI and OJ are drawn to meet the isothermal 

ABCD at I and J respectively. Let unit mass of the subs- 

-tance be taken through rhe reversible cycle QFIJ which is 

D H 

[/OLUMB 

F!g. 80 

nothing but a Carnot cycle. So the substance is allowed to 

•expand isotbermally along GF, adiabatically along FI and 

then the substance is compressed isuthermally along IJ 

and adiabatically along JO. The substance then comes back 

to its original state. 

Let Qx be the amount of heat absorbed at temperature 

7+dT by the unit mass of the substance during isothermal 

expansion along G'.F'and Qi be that rejected at temperature 

T during isothermal compression along IJ. If L be the 

latent heat of the substance at T and L+dLbe that at 

T'^AT, then Qx^L-^dL and Q%^L. 

But the efficiency of a Carnot cycle is given by 

Q.-Q. Tx-Tt 
' “ Ti •n 

1 
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Putting the values of Qa» Ti and Ti we get, 

L+dL-L T’VdT-T dL dT 
L+dL■“ T^dT * L^dL~ 'T+dT 

whence L+dL L r- ■ S?i 
dT r+dr“r L* 

ot) dL* ^ dT • • • ••• (g) 

Again) during each cycle) amount of heat converted into 

work« Qi-Qz~L+dL-L^dL 

and this is represented by the area QFIJ. 

Area OFIO — FOx-perp. distance between BC a.nd 10 
(when dT is very small) 

*= (t?a - Vi) X dp where Vz and Vi are the specific 

volumes of the substance corresponding to the points F and 

O respectively. 

dL^dpivi’^vi) •*• ••• {b) 

Putting this value in eqn. (a) we get) 

dp (va-vi)=^ dT 

dp L ^ —> ••• ••• ••• 
’ dT-nvz-Vi) 

This is the required Clausius-Clapeyron equation 

Sum: We know ip 
dT^lXvz-vi) 

where dp=change in pressure=1 lb./in.***144 lb./ft.* 

£ SB latent heat of vaporisation 

-539C. H. U.«539x 1400 £t.-lb. 
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T-100'6°C-273 4-100'6« 373'6"K: 

V2“ specific volume of steam=26*27 cu. ft. 

Vi=specific volume of water =0'016 cu. ft. 

• T^v^^) 144X^3'6(26'27^0016J 
‘ ■ L “ " ■ 539 X 1400 

- 1-872‘’C 

Boiling point of water at 16 Ibs./in®. 

= 1006+1*872=102 472"C. 

4- Derive Boyle’s law from the kinetic theory of gasesj 

stating clearly the assumptions made. Discuss the validity 

of these assumptions and obtain the equation of Van der 

Waals. 

Ans.: For the assumptions of kinetic theory of gases, 

see Answer to Ques. No. 3 of 1956) May. 

Boyle’s law : Pressure exerted by a perfect gas is given 

by p=3 mnC^^lpC^ 

where m=mass of each molecule of the gas 

no. of molcules in unit volume of the gas 

C=R.M.S. velocity of the gas molecules 

and density of the gas. 

If M be the mass of a F volume of the gaS) 

then, 

So, i> = 5y 

whence pV^H | X K.E. of the gas molecules. 
But if the temperature of the gas remains coastant» 
then its kinetic energy will also remain constant. 
So, constant when temp, remains constant) 
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or, Foci when temp, is constant, 
P 

i.e.i Temperature remaining constant, the volume of a 

given mass of a gas varies inversely as its pressure. This 
is nothing but the Boyle’s law. 

Equation of state pV—RT for a perfect gas can be 

obtained by combining Boyle's law and Charles* law. In 

deducing the equation of state it is assumed that the gas 

molecules occupy no space and there is no force of attraction 
between them. But in a real gas* the molecules have finite 

size and occupy some space. Further, the molecules also 

exert intermolecular force (different from gravitational force) 

on one another. So, in a real gas, deviations are expected 

from the equation of state for a perfect gas. The deviations 

are more prominent wh?n the temperature of a gas is very 

low and its pressure is very high. Van der Waals, a Dutch 

physicist, took these factors into consideration and deduced 

for a real gas, an equation of state* known as the Van der 
Waals' equation. 

(a) Correction for inter-molecular attraction : The 

inter-molecular attraction between the gas molecules is due 

to some sort of electric and magnetic influence and is more 

or less the same in nature which gives rise to surface tension 

in liquids. The attraction between two molecules varies 

inversely as some power of the distance between them and 

falls off very rapidly with the distance. This force between 

two molecules is appreciable when the distance is very small 

and is practically absent when the distance between the 

molecules exceeds a certain value 0, Known as the range of 

molecular influence. If a sphere with radius C be drawn 

with a particular molecule as the centre, then the sphere is 

caljed the sphere of inflimice, 

14 
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G)nsidcr a molecule J well within the gas and draw the 

sphere o£ influence (Fig. 81). Then the molecule A is acted 

equally in all directions by the molecules within the sphere 

and experiences no resultant inter-molecular attraction. But 

when a molecule is at B 

which is near the wall 

of the vessel* then it 

will experience a resul¬ 

tant force towards the 

inside of the volume of 

'the gas. As a result, 

the molecule will imp¬ 

inge on the wall with 

a velocity less than that 

with which the mole¬ 

cule would have struck, 

had there been no 
inter-molecular attraction. As a result, the change in 

momentum due to collision is less and the actual pressure 

IS less than that for a perfect gas. Tf the observed pressure 

be P» then the actual pressure will be P+p' where p' is the 

correction factor. The value of the factor p' depends on 

the number of molecules pulling the striking molecule back¬ 

wards and also on the number of molecules striking per 

second on unit area of the wall. Both these factors depend 

on fit where n is the number of molecules per unit volume. 

.*. where V is the volume of a given mass of 

the gas. 

or> where a is a constant. 

Sof the corrected pressure for a real gas will be 

P+p'=(P+a/7*). 

Fig. 81 
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(b) Correction for the size of the molecules : Due to 

the finite size of the gas molecules the actual space 

available for the gas molecules to move about is less than 

the volume V of the container. So, instead of using V, we 

should use (V—b) as the effective volume where 6 is a 

correction factor* known as the co-volume. The value of b 

depends on the actual volume occupied by the gas molecules. 

From theoretical calculations* the value of b has been found 

to be four times the actual volume occupied by the gas 

molecules. So the correct volume in case of real gas should 

bc(F-6). 

With these corrections the equation of state for a real gas 

becomes* 

(p+^) (r-b)=sr. 

This is the well'known Van der Waals’ equation. This 

<equation has also its limitations. 

‘ 5. Define surface tension and angle of contact. 

Derive an expression for the height of ascent of a liquid 

in a uniform capillary tube when the liquid wets the tube. 

The surface tension of water is thrice that of alcohol and 

the specific gravity of alcohol is 0*8. Compare the capillary 

ascents of water and alcohol in tubes of the same bore. 

Ana. For this see Answer to Ques. No. 9 of 1961* May. 

Sum: Water and alcohol wet a glass surface. So for 

them, angle of contact 0 is nearly equal to zero. So# cos 

For water Ti^^f^hxPxg 

and for alcohol fihiPiQ 
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° ' "f.AaXO-8 and/J*/p,-0'8] 

r’=3’'0'8=2’4. 
Aa 

So the capillaiy ascent of water will be 2'4 times that 
of alcohol. 

6. Explain the term 'dispersive power* of a transparent 
material. 

Derive the conditions necessary for the combination of 
two thin prisms to produce (a) dispersion without deviation* 
and (b) deviation without dispersion. 

Find the angle of a flint glass prisms which in combina- 
tion with a crown glass prism of 5° will form an achromatic 
combination. Use the following data ;— 

Mr liV 

Crown glass. 1*48 1*51 
Flint glass . 161 1*66 

Ant.: For the first part* see Answer to Ques. No. 5 (a) 
of l^bl May. 

Dispersion without deviation: Let us consider two 

Fij;. 83 
A 

prisms of different materials having small refracting angles A 
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and They are combined with their refracting angles in 

the opposite direction (Fig. 82). We shall consider no devia¬ 

tion for the mean ray (in this case yellow ray). A ray of white 

light falls on the frist prism and as the two prisms are 

combined with A9 A' in the opposite direction* so dispersion 

and deviation by the two prisms will occur oppositely. For 

the above condition to satisfy 

Deviation by first prism*deviation by second prism. 

i.e., (pi-1) 
This is the required condition. 

(b) Deviation without dispersion : Let the two prisms 

be combined as shown in the figure ( 83 ). In this ca c there 

R 
V 

Fig. 83 

may be deviation but no dispersion. The deviation and 

dispersions will occur in the opposits sense because the two 

prisms are combined with their angles in the opposite 

directions. Let m« and /<«' be refractive indices for 

violet ray and jiAr and be the refrective indices for the 
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red ray of the two prisms respectively. Then for the above 
condition to be satisfied dispersion by the first prism == 

dispersion by the second prism 

or, (,«»—/*,) ifiv-fh') A' ••• (o) 

M—l ju. —1 

or ta {(i 1) A^u in'"" X) A ...(6) 

where —?^»dispersive power of the first prism 

and (!>' is that for the second prism. 
The required codition for deviation without dispersion is 

given by eqn. (a) or by eqn. (b) 

Sum : 
Crown Glass 

/Ulr “1*48 

A^5° 

Flint Glass 
^p'«r66 

Mr'**T61 

A'^'i 

For deviation without dispersion 

(nv’^fir) A* 

• ■ 
fiv ~ fir 

/ ‘ 

MV “Mr 
A^ 

1’51 “ 1-48 
r66-l'61 

x5 

__0’03 
“OOS 

x5-3°. 

^ 7. Distinguish between luminous intensity and intensity 
of illumination. Define the unit in which each is measured. 

Describe a photometer which could be used for the 
comparison of brightness of two sources of different 
coloors. 

Two lamp-posts are 100 ft. apart and 16 ft. high. Each 
carries a lOCHvatt lamp having an efikiency of 2 candles per 
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watt. Calculate the illumination at a point on the ground 

midway between the lamps. 

Ans. : For ‘luminous intensity* see Answer to Ques. No. 

7 of 1961, May. 
‘Intensity of illumination’ of a surface is the amount of 

light falling per second per unit area of the surface. If Q be 

amount of light falling on an area 3, then intensity of 

illumination is given by 7 « "• 

This term is no longer used and has been replaced by 

illumination. Its unit is lumens/metre^ or lumens/ft ^ 

The luminous intensittes of two sources of different 

colours can be compared with the help of a Flicker 

photometer (Fig. 84). Here $i and 3^ are the two sources 

of light. Light from 

is reflected from a screen 

which is a diffus¬ 

ing screen having its 

surface perpendicular to 

the plane of the paper. 

Furthr B is also a diffus¬ 

ing screen but of special 

design having equal sec¬ 

tors shown separately. 

The screen ^ is also placed perpendicular to the 

plane of the paper but inclined at an angle of 45* to 

the line of vision QE where E is the position of the eye. 

This screen can be made to rotate about a horizontal axis 

FQ so that the screen always remains perpendicular to 

the plane of the paper but inclined at 45° to QE» As the 

screen B is made to rotate, light from and 3% will 

alternately be received by the eye after reflections from two 

1 

■DO- 
(ii) 

E 

Fig. 84 
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screens respectively. T he positions of Si and Sa arc adjusted 

for equal brightness when no flickering will occur even 

when the lights emitted by two sources are of diflFercnt 

colours. Let Jx, Is be the luminous intensities of Si» 8» and let 

ri be the distance of 5, from upper screen and ra be that 

from B. Then 

whence 

Thus the luminous intensities of two sources of different 

colours can be compared. 

Sum : Illuminating power of the lamp 

=2x 100-200 candle-power. 

The figure (85) shows the arrangement of the lamps. 

LiC^UC^ 50*+16"=52*51 ft. 

• p cos 0* 
UB _16 
La 52*51 

Illumination at C due to both the lamps 

=2>: ^ ^ xcos (9= 

» 0*04374 Im./ft*. 

^x20p 
(sa-SD’^h.iSi 

8. Describe, with necessary theory, how you would 

produce and detect (a) elliptically polarised light* and {b) 

circularly polarised light. Calculate the minimum thickness 
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of a quarter-wave plate of calcitc for sodium light (x*»5893 

A.U.}» given /^o“ 1’486 and /*«= 1*658. 

Ans. : For the first part, see Answer to Ques. No. 8 of 

1959, Nov. 

Sum : Let t be the minimum thickness of the quarter- 

wave plate. 
Th f- ^ - _^??xl0J 

4(uo-/J'4(1658-r4^^^ 
=8 57x10 

9. Give a brief description of the rotating mirror method 

of measuring the velocity of light. 

In the original experiment the number of revolutions of 

the mirror was 482/sec. The lens was at a distance of 1 

meter from the slit and the rotating mirror was 1 meter 

from the lens* while the radius of the curvature of the 

concave mirror was 20 meters. If the shift observed was 

0’77mm., calculate the velocity of light. 

Ans. ; We shall describe FoucauJt’.s rotating mirror 

method of determining the velocity of light. The arrangement 

Fig 86 

of the experiment is shown in the figure (86). Here 6^ is a 
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Strongly illuminated slit, 6^ is a transparent glass plate 

inclined at an angle of 45” to the horizon, L is an achromatic 
lens, M is a plane mirror which can revolve about a vertical 
axis about 0 and is a concave mirror having its centre 
of curvature at 0. Light from S passes through G and falls 

on the lens L. After emergence, the light rays get reflected 

at M and fall on the concave mirror Mi. As the centre of 

curvature of Mi is at 0, the light rays after reflection 

will retrace the original path when the mirror M is 

stationary. Had there been no Jf, then the rays after 

refraction from L would have converged to P. So the points 

P and Ml are the conjugate points of the plane mirror M. 
So OP-OJfi = D ( say ). 

When the mirror M is stationary, the light rays retrace 

the original path and a part gets reflected at 0 and form an 
image at 1. The image is observed by a suitable eye-piece 

placed behind! 

The plane mirror M is then rotated with a high uniform 

speed. So the light rays after reflection from the concave 

mirror -W, will not find the plane mirror M in the original 

position as by that time the plane mirror has rotated 

through a certain angle, say If M' be the position of the 

plane mirror at this instant, then the reflected rays will 

follow the paths shown by the dotted lines and the final 

image after reflection at G will not be formed at I but at F, 

The rays passing through O will converge to at the point 

/S' instead of S. In this position, the points P' and Mi will 

be the conjugate points of the plane mirror M\ Let x be the 

displacement of the image L So -x. This is 

measured with the eye-piece. 

Let V be the velocity of light and A the distance of the 

concave mirror Mi from the plane mirror M. If t be the tjme 
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taken by the light to travel from if to Ifi and back* 

velocity of light is given by 

whence V 

then. 

Let LMOM' be equal to 0 radians and let w be the 

revolutions per second of the mirror M. Then angular 

velocity u»=2irw. So time f required to rotate through^ 

is *~2^' 

From the above two equations we get» 

2D 0 A-imD 
^ or, F=* ••• • • • ... (a> 

If a plane mirror rotates through an angle 0^ then the 

reflected ray rotates through 2^ 

PP' 
So, Z.P0P'«2j?='Qp ( as the angle is small) 

Again with regard to the lens, if 8 be the object, then. 

P is the image. So they are conjugate points. So, 

PP' PL PO+OL D-^d 
SS'"" SL^ SL "" b 

where OL*»dand SL — b. 
But 

pp'=^iix 
o 

^pp J}+d 
0P° bD I'.' OP=OJ£i=Z>l 

or, 0 
(D 

2bD 

Putting this value of 6 in eqn. (a) we get, 

r K3 ^ BvnbD^ 
" {D+d)x d)x' 
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Foucault used an air turbine for rotating the plane mirror 

and the speed n was measured by a stroboscopic arrangement. 

Sum : Here d «1 metre=100 cm. 

^«100 cm. 

D — 20 metres—2000 cm. 

a: **077 mm. =» 0 077 cm. 

w«482 R. P. S, 

. rr Sn X 482 x IQQ x (2000)^ 
• • (JD+d)x ~ [2000 +100) X 0*077 

—2*996x10^® cm./sec. 

10. Derive Newton’s expression for the velocity of sound 

in a gas. How has this been modified and why ? Discuss 

the influence of wind on the velocity. Calculate the velocity 

of sound in dry hydrogen at 90”C.9 assuming the density of 

hydrogen at N.T.P. *0*089 gm./litre and y -1*41. 

Ans,; When a progressive wave travels through a homo¬ 

geneous medium with a vjdoci^ F) the differential..eauatii>n 

as given by 

d^y 
dt^ (a) 

where the terms have their usual significances. Let us 

assume the longitudinal waves crossing a unit area of Ae 

medium at right angles to the direction of propagation of the 

waves at a distance x and let them move forward through 
IF"****'"*"*'    ._T,r“^ tr- 11 III I 11 t- ..v * w ♦.Ww* 

in a small interval of time. If p be the density 

of the medium and y the displacement at that sectii^ at time 

4i then ~~ 

stress«force per unit area “mass x acceleration 

Ixsarxpx 
dt^ 
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Strain— 

Elasticity E‘ 
stress dt^ ^ dt'^ 
strain 

dx^ 
Sx 

d>^y 

dx^ 

or, tv 
° ’ ** P dar* (« 

Gimparing equations (a) and (b) we get, 

whence F— 
p ^ p 

^ Newton assumed that in case of gases, the changes of 

' pressure and volume take place isothermalhj. So from 
»Boyle's law 

pi?=constant 

Diflferentiating the above with respect to i? we get 

or ®s= - Change in pressure 
’ dv~“ ^dv~^ Volume strain 

V 

[ -i?e sign denotes that if the pressure 

increases, volume will decrease ] 

— E (isothermal elasticity of the gas) 

So, ^—p—pressure of the gas. 

According to Newton 

2nd part: Let us now apply Newton’s formula to 

calculate the velocity of sound in air at N T.P. under these 

amditions 
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p~76x 13'6x 981 dynes per sq. cm. 
and P"0 001293 gm. per c.c. 

V — a/? /76X 13*6X 981 -aPftO mctres/scc 
0 001293 (appL) 

But the experimentally observed yaluc_ is, ,about_„332 

metres/sec, which is much higher than that obtained from 

the theory, ' 

To explain the difference between the experimentally 

observed value and that obtained from Newton’s formula. 

I^place assumed that during propagation of sounds the 

changes of pressure and volume took place adiaJlMHcdUv. 
A^rding to him, the comperssions and rarefactions take 

place so quickly that there is no time for heat to be trans- 

;ferred from one layer to the.other. Then in this case 

« constant. 

Differentiating with respect to v we get, 

or, ^ 

whence rp** 
dp 
dv 
V 

E 

=adiabatic elasticity of the gas. 

^ p P 

'For air, ratio of two specific hcats=l'4 

For'air at N. T.P. 

, /f4 x 76x136 x 961 
V 001293 

•331 meties/sec. (approx.) 
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Thus the theory agrees fairly well with the experiment. 

Third part: Let S be the source of sound ; 0» the observer 

and let the wind blow with a velocity v along 8M making 

an angle 0 with SO (Fig. 87). The component of this wind 

velocity along SO^v cos 6. If Fbe the velocity of the sound 

and had there been m wind* then the resultant velocity due 

SO(/A/P 

Fig. 87 

to wind becomes V+v cos 6, If the angle 0 be acute, then the 

resultant velocity increases. The resultant velocity will 

decrease if 0 be obtuse. The wind will have no effect if 

90°. If then resultant velocity** F+v. If 

then resultant velocity = F— v. 

Sum : Normal pressure p=76 x 13‘6 981 dynes/cm®. 

Density P«'089 gm./litre * 000089 gm./c.c. 

Velocity at 0°C is 

1-41x76x136 x 981 
0 000089 

■.160400 011/820. 
r-Temp. 90’C-273+90-363’JC 
2’.-0”C-273*J:. 
li F,o be the velocity at 90'C, then 

r, \To \zn 
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F.0- =160400x 7^1 

■=185000 cm./sec. 

•*1850 metres/scc. 

11. Give the theory of the superposition of two sound 

waves of different frequencies. Discuss the formation of 

beats* and explain the term resonance. 

Explain the method of determining the frequency of a 

tuning fork by comparing it with another one of known 

frequency* the frequencies of the two tuning forks being 

very near to each other. 

Ans.: Beats : Let us consider two coll incar simple 

harmonic motions given by Xi cos wi 

and cos (s..+p)< where p is very small. 

The resultant motion x is given by 

a;>*Xi4-Xa*ai cos wi+aa cos U+p)^ 

=ai cos tot + Qi cos J cos p^—fla sin lat sin pt 

+aa cos pt) cos wi—Ga sin pt sin wt 

Put 2? cos - Oi+fla cos pt 

and B sin (^=03 sin pt 

Then i2»=(ai*+2aiaa cos pf + aj*)^ ••• ••• (a) 

j ^ , oa sm pt 
and tan —r 

ai + fla cos pt 

So* the resultant motion is given by 

x=jB cos cos wt—B sin </i sin wt 

=B cos (u)t+0) 

(b) 

« » • 

The resultant motion is not simple harmonic, because the 

values of R and tk are not constant but depend on time. Let 

us consider the amplitude R at different instants. We know. 
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K®=ai^ + 2flia3 cos pi+011® 

So» at pi*=0» ZirATTf etc.; cos p<*=l 

ii*=*(ai+a3)^ whence i2=fli+02 

2ir 4ir 
Thus at time intervals 0> — etc. 5 the ampli' 

p p 

tude becomes Oi +03. 

But at pf“?r, 3b- Sir etc.; cos pi= — 1. 
Then» 

So» at time intervals nip* Sir/p, 5ir/p etc.» the resultant 

amplitude becomes minimum. At other instants, the ampli- 

tudes of the resultant motion have an intermediate value 

between ^t^gaj and (ai rh 03). '' 

In the (figure 88)» the curves a and h represent 

the component motions whereas curve c represents the 

Fig. 88 

resultant motion. When this case applies to sound* there 

will be alternate waxing and wanning of sound due to vari^ 

tion of tiie ampiitudeT" Such a phenomenon is known_as 
formation of beatsT^ 

' Resoiwiice : When a periodic force is applied to a body 
capalde of vibration, the body will ultimately vibrate» having 

a time period equal to that of the applied force. The 

vibration thus set up is called the forced vibration. The case 

• B 
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isy however* di£ferent if the time period of the applied force 

becomes equal to that of the vibrating body. When this is 

the case* the body will vibrate with a much greater 

amplitude. This phenomenon is called Besona7tce. Thus 

resonance is a special case of forced vibration in which the 

time period of the applied force is equal to the natural 

period of the body. 

Last part: Suppose we have two tuning forks having 

frequencies very near to each other and we are to determine 

the frequency of one fork when that of the other is known- 

Both the tuning forks are mounted on sounding boxes ; 
sounded together and the numbr of beats produced is counted 

in a given time by means of a stop watch. From this, number 

of beats produced per second is obtained. Let it be p. If 

the frequency of the known fork be n, then the frequency of 

the other frok may be in+p) or (u-p). Now the experiment 

is repeated by loading the given fork (experimental fork) with 

little wax. Due to loading, the frequency of a fork decreases. 

Let it decrease by x per sec. If the frequency of the given 

fork were (w+p), the frequency will uuw become ( »+p—.t). 

So, no. of bcats«»( w+p—a:)—a;. Thus the number 

of beats produced will decrease. It the frequency 

were (w—p), then the frequency due to loading will become 

<n—p-a:) and number of beats will be »~(n~p-«)'«(p+a;). 

,Thus the number of beats produced will increase. So, if 

due to loading, number of beats increases, then frequency of 

the given fork^n—p. ‘ It will be w+p if the numb^ of 

beats decreases due to slight loading. 
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1. State the second Law of Thermodynamics, What 

is the thermal efficiency of an engine ? How is Carnot's 

theorem used to define the Kelvin scale of temperature ? 

A cylinder contains 3 litres of air at 2 atm. pressure at 

300'’K. The air is carried through the following operations : 

(a) heated at constant pressure to 500°K; (b) cooled at 

constant volume to 250‘’K ; (c) cooled at constant pressure 

to 150°K; (d) heated at constant volume to 300”K. Show 

each process in a pressure-volume diagram giving tlie 

numerical \^lue of p and v at the end of each process. 

Calculate the net work done. 

Ans.: Second law of thermodynamics specifies the 

method by which heat can be converted into work and also 

the direction in which heat transfer will take place. The 

law has been enunciated by many scientists in different 

forms. We shall, however* describe the statements by 

Clausius and Kelvin. 

Clausius' statement: ^It is impossible for a self-acting 

machine, unaided by any external agency, to convey heat 

from a body at a low to one at a high temperature*. Or* 

^heat cannot of itself flow from a cold to a hot body.’ 

Kelvin’s statement: ^It is impossible by means of any 

inanimate material agency to derive any mechanical work 

( continuously ) from any portion of matter by cooling it 

below the temperature of the coldest of the surrounding 

bodies.’ 

For the efficiency of heat engines, see Answer to Ques. 

jMo. g ($first 9as*t) of Ma^. 
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Any property which depends on the temperature of a 

body can be utilised in constructing a thermometer. The 

efficiency of a Carnot’s cycle is given by* 

T 
T? —1 —rp where Tx is the temperature of the source 

and Ts» the temperature of the sink. It is evident that the 

property (viz., efficiency) of a Carnot’s cycle depends only on 

the temperatures of the source and the sink but noton 

the properties of the working substance. So this is utilised 

to construct a thermometric scale» known as the'Kelvin 

scale. If Ta«0»then i?**! fe., efficiency is maximum. So 

the absolute zeco of the Kelvin scale is defined to be that 

temperature at which a Carnot’s cycle will have the 

maximum efficiency. ’ 

Sum : The different processes are indicated by ABCD 

N 

wLiHurms 
Fig. 89 

in the P-7 diagram. The initial state is represented by tlie 
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point A and the line AB denotes the constant pressure 

heating (Fig. 89). As the pressure is constant* so 

Tu n 

or* Vb~~ jt Tb^ 300 litres. 

(b) Line BC denotes the cooling at constant volume. 

Tc' Tb 

« P.xr. 2x250 - , , , 
ori Pc -• —Y~ “ ~'5o^“ ^ atmosphere. 

(c) The cooling at constant pressure is denoted by CD, 

So,‘ 7,/r,-7./fc=-7,./Pc [*.' 7-l'J 

whence 7,- 7. X T. 5x150 
■ 250 

=3 litres. 

(d) The heating at constant volume to 300TC is denoted 

by DA and the air comes back to the original state 

represented by the point A. 

The net work done by the air during the cycle is given 

by the area of ABCD-AB'X>AD. 
But AB--BM-AM--5-3^2 litres=2x 10®c c. 

and AD ••AN- DN-2-1^1 atmos. 

=1*013 X10® dynes/cm®. 

. . Work done = B x - 2 x 10' x 1*013 x 10® ergs. 

«2 026x10® ergs-2 026x30® Joules 

*202’6 Joules. 

2. Define the thermal coefficient of linear expansion. 

Describe how it is experimentally determined. Mention a 

few cases where you meet with this phenomenon in engineer¬ 

ing practice. 
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(a) The melting point of silver is 960’5''C. What is it 

in the Fahrenheit Scale ? (b) At what temperature does 

the Centigrade and Fahrenheit scale coincide ? (c) What is 

the coefficient of volume expansion of copper if its linear 

expansion coefficient is 14 x 10*”*^ ? 

Aos. : Coeffident of linear expansion ; When a rod is 

heated> it will increase in length. It has been observed from 

experiment that the increase in length depends on (%) the 
original length of the rod at 0 'Ct (n) the rise in temperature 
and also (m*) the material of the rod 

Suppose, length of the rod at 0" 

It«length of the rod at f 

and rise in temperature. 

So, increase in length for f rise in temperature. 

Accordingly, 

If-lo^h when t remains constant 

^t when h remains constant. 

or, If-lo^^dod where < is a constant known as the 

coefficient of linear expansion. 

It —Ip _increase in length_ 
lo.t original length x rise in temperaJtwe 

So, the coefficient of linear expansion of a solid may he 
defined as the increase in length per unit length per unit degree 

rise in temperature. 

There are different methods of determining the 

coefficient of linear expansion. We shall discuss only the 

Pullinger*s method. 

PttlUliger*a method : A rod 12 of the material of which 

the coefficient of linear expansion is to be determined, is 
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placed inside a steam jacket J (Fi$. 90). The lod is nearly 1 

meter long and stands firmly on a slab of marble or of glass* so 

that the expansion of the rod in that 

direction is prevented. The upper end 

of the experimental rod projects just 

outside the steam jacket and remains 

inside the hole of a glass plate G, 
placed over the jacket A spheromcter 

S is so placed on the glass plate that 

the central leg of the same can be 

screwed down to touch the upper end 

of the rod. The steam jacket is provided 

with two tubes for the inlet and outlet 

of steam. Further, there^are two side 

tubes for the insertion of two thermo¬ 

meters Ti and 7*. 

Initially the rod is taken out and 

its length is measured with the help of 

a meter scale. The room temperature 

is also noted. The rod is then placed 

in position iivside the steam jacket. 

The spherometer is placed on the glass plate and the 

central leg is screwed down just to touch the upper 

end of the rod. The reading of the spherometer is noted. 

The central leg is screwed up a little to allow for the 

expansion of the rod. Steam is now passed into the steam 

jacket for some time till the readings of the two thermo-^ 

meters become steady. The central leg of the spherometer 

is again screwed down just to touch the upper end of the 

rod. This reading is also noted. The difference between 

the two readings gives the increase in length. Let it 

be X cm. V 
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Suppose* It cm. ** length of the rod at room temp 

final temperature of the rod. 

is cm.«final length of the rod. 

1% 1% cm. * increase in length. 

This can be calculated very easily. 

A few cases where linear expansion is met in engineering 

practice are described below ;— 

To join the steel plates by rivetting* a hole is drilled to 

pass a rivet through the hole. The rivet is then fixed when 

hot. As the rivet cools* it contracts and grips the plates 

tightly. 

The walls of a building bulging outwards may be made 

erect by utilising the effect of expansion and contraction. 

Bars of iron arc put through the opposite walls and kept 

tight against the walls with the help of iron plates and nuts 

attached to the extremities. The bars are heated when they 

expand and the nuts are then further screwed up against the 

walls. As the bars cool, they contract and pull the walls 

with a large force. 

The rails on a railway are exposed to the atmosphere. 

So they expand when hot and contract when cold. Heat is 

also developed due to friction between the rails and the 

wheels of a train. To allow for expansion* some gap is left 

between the two consecutive rails. The joint between 

them is made with help of £sh plates bolted to the rails. 

Tlie bolt holes are bit more elongated in the direction of the 

rails* so that during expansion or contraction the bolts 

can play freely. 
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Steam pipes carrying steam may expand or contract. To 

.allow for this» a loop or a circle is made at intervals along the 

steam pipe During change in temperature, there will only 

be a slight change in the curvatures of the loop. In cases of 

long gas pipes or oil pipes» the same type of provision 

should also be made. 

The ends of a big steel bridge is never rigidly fixed to the 

brick work carrying the structure. Instead of that, one end 

is rigidly fixed, whereas the other end rests on a roller. The 

roller allows the bridge to expand or contract without 

damaging the brickwork. 

The ends of the iron bars in a furnace are not rigidly 

fixed. Otherwise with rise in temperature, the tubes might 

bend or exert a large force on the fixing surface. 

Sum : (a) From the relation ~ we get 

9g_9x960’5 
5 5 

1728-y 

1728-9 + 32-1760-9'’F. 

(h) Let x" denote the temperature at which both the 

readings are the same. 

C=^F^x 

Ri,f or, 
5 9 5 9 

or, 9a;*5a;--160 

or, 4a; =—160 whence af=—40° 

(c) Co. of cubical expansion 

=3 X CO. of linear expansion 

= 3xl4x 10’* 

=42 X10"® (for copper). 
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" 3. What is the calorific value of a fuel. Explain with a 

neat sketch how the heat of combustion of a fuel is deter- 

mined. Calculate the theoretical weight of oxygen necessary 

to burn 1 Kgm. of (a) methane* CHtt (b) 1 Kgm of acetylene* 

CiHa. Write the equations of the reactions, giving the 

final products of combustion. 

Ana.; For the first parti see answer to Ques. No. 3 of 

1959 May. 

Sum : (a) When methane burns, the following reaction 

takes place 

CH4+202=C0a+2H20 
16 64 44 36 

16 Kgm. of require 64 Kgm. of oxygen. 

1 Kgm. of Cfft requires 4 Kgm. of oxygen. 

The products of combustion are carbon-dioxide (OOj) 

and water (HaO). 

(b) When acetylene burns, the following reactions take 

place 

2C^H3 + 503=4(703+2^20 
2x26 5x32 

2 X 26 Kgm. of C, require 5 x 32 kgm. of oxygen 

1 Kgm. of C2E2 requires Kgm. 

=307 Kgm. of oxygen. 

Products of combustion are carbon-dioxide and water. 

4. Write a short note on the molecular theory of 

matter. 

On the basis of the simple kinetic theory of an ideal gas 

derive the expression for the average kinetic energy of a 

molecule at any temperature. If the Avogadro number is 

6*02x10** and the Boltzmann constant k is I’SSxlCf** 
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erg/degree9 what is the average velocity of a molecule of 

oxygen at 2TC ? Convert this into miles per hour. 

Ans. : According to Kinetic theory, all substances} 

whether in the solid, liquid or gaseous statet are composed of 

tiny particles called molecules. Molecules are the smallest 

particles which can exist in the free state and can still retain 

the properties of the original substance. Further these 

molecules are in perpetual motion which may be translatory* 

rotatory or both. In solids* intermolecular attraction is much 

prominent^ in liquids this is less whereas in gases this is 

almost absent. 

Second part: For this see Answer to Ques. No. 5 (5) of 

1957 May and then add the following :— 

So we get, 

where E is the K. £. of the gas molecules per unit 

volume. If n be the number of molecules per unit volume, 

then 

E 3o 
average K. E. per molecule = 

n 2n 

Sum : Molecular weight of oxygen is Jf = 32 

Avogadro’s number 1^=602x10®* 

Mass of each molecule is 

M 32 — = 5’315 X 10”** N 602x10^* DOiDxiu 

Let Cati be the average velocity of the molecules. 

Then ><(273+27) 

V 3x1-38 x 300x10^ 
5*315 X V *44540 cm./sec. 
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44540x60x60 
"2*54 ■ 

inches/hour 

44540 X 60 X 60 
2’54xl2x 3X1760 

miles/hour 

=997 miles/hour. 

5. Explain the term viscosity of a fluid. Define the 

efficient of viscosity. 

Distinguish between laminar and turbulent flow. 

How is the viscosity of a liquid determined ? Calculate 

the mass of water flowing in 10 min. through a tube 01 cm. 

in diameter? 40 cm. long, if there is a constant pressure head 

of 20 cm. of water. The coefficient of viscosity of water is 

0*0089 C. G. S. units. 

Ans.: For the first part? see Answer to Ques. No. 1 of 

1959. Nov. 

In a laminar or stream line motion, the path of a,moving 

particle in a flowing fluid is the same as the line of motion 

of the fluid. This type of flow is only possible when the 

liquid is highly thick, its velocity is small and the size of 

the tube in which the liquid flows is also small. 

If the path of a moving particle is irregular and the 

particles do not follow a definite path, the motion is then 

said to be turbulent or disorderly. If the velocity of the 

liquid be greater than the critical velocity? then the motion 

will be turbulent one. 

The coefficient of viscosity of a liquid can be determined 

by different methods. We shall? however, describe 

PdimiiUe^s method. 

This method is suitable for determining the co-efficient 

of viscosity of any liquid which is highly viscous. A is a 
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wide-mouthed bottle» whose bottom has been removed and 

is placed in an inverted position ( Fig 91 ). A suitable 

Pig. 91 

rubber stopper closes the mouth and two tubes B and E come 

out suitably through the same. The level of tl e liquid in 

,the vessel A is maintained constant with the help of the 

inlet tube D and outlet tube B, A narrow tube C of length 

^ and radius r is connected to E and is kept in a horizontal 

position. Let h be the height of the free surface of the 

liquid from C. The height h can be measured either by a 

scale or more accurately bv a cathetometer. If p be the 

density of the liquidf then pressure difference p^hpg. 
After the steady state has been attained^ the liquid coming 

out of C is collected for a certain time t. If Mhe tbf rnass 

of liquid collected) then its volume=Jf/A So the volume V 
of tibc liquid coming out per sec, is ’ 

Thus Ki^ known. 
p P.t 
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From Poiseuille’s equation. 

rPr vPr*' T:hPgf*‘ 
QT,’? Qrr/ SVl ' BVl 

rPr^ 
Sum : where the letters have their usual 

or, r- 

significances. 

vPr* _ 

8/ ' W 

:r X 20 X1X 981X (005)* , 
~ 8 X 0 0089 X 40 

- 0*1352 C.C. per sec. 

=01352 gm. per sec. [Assuming density of 

water to be 1] 

Mass of water flowing in 10 minutes 

= 01352xl0x60gms. 

=8112 gm. 

6. Describe with experimental details how the refractive 

index of the material of a prism is determined. 

Derive the necessary formula. 

The indices of refraction of an equiangular prism for 

and A„ are «d=l’620, and Wo = 1*613. (a) At what angle 

of incidence will a ray of wave-length Xa pass through the 

prism at minimum deviation? (h) What is the angle of 

the deviation ? (c) If the wave-length A« is incident at an 

angle calculated in (a) what angle does the refracted ray 

(inside the prism) make with the prism base f 

Draw a diagram. 

Ant.: Derivation of the formula : Let ABO tepiesieat 
4iie principal section of a glass prism ( Fig. 92 }. A ray PQ 

is incident on the face AB at 'Q at an angfe of incidence tj.. 
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This ray is refracted along QH within the prism and finally 

emerges out in the direction of RS. The emergent ray is 

found to bend towards the 

'case of the prism. The 

ray will also be found to 

be deviated. Had there 

been no prism» the ray of 

light PQ would have 

followed the path QTM. 
But due to the presence of 

the prism* the ray of light 

finally follows the path 

along BS. The angle which BS makes with the original 

direction of the ray is called the angle of deviation (3). 

Let the two normals NiQ and N^B at Q and B respectively 

meet at the point 0. Then 

Z.P^Ni==Z.ii=the angle of incidence of the ray 

PQ. The angle n is the corresponding angle of refraction. 

The angle fa is the angle of incidence of the ray QB on the 

fac^ AC and the angle is the corresponding angle of 

refraction in air. 

The angle of the prism ~ Z.BAG- L A (say) 

From the AOm LTQB+LTRQ 

=(»i-f^)+(ia-fa) 

==(*i+Ss)*~(fi+f3) 

But in the quadrilateral AQOB» we have* 

4^+ Z.O+ LAQO^ LARO^^ right amgles. 

ZO+l tt. angle+1 ft. angle~4 right angles 
[*.* iV Q and N^R ate noiHials to &e refracting 

surfaces ^^flsaf’ectively] 
Z.ii+Z.O«2 rt. angtes 

A 
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Again from AOQJ2» we have, 

fi + ra + Z. 0=2 rt. angles 

From these two relations, we get, 

fi + fa=ZA ”* (fli/ 
So, the angle of deviation, 

S=«i + »a*" Z.-4 ••• (6) 

When deviation S is minimum, do=0 

Differentiating eqn. {b) we get 

0 ~ d*\ + d*2 ~ 0 [‘. * ^ is constant] 

=dii + dia *'* '** (c) 
Differentiating eqn. (o) we get 

dfi+d?"2“0 ••• (d) 

From cqns. (c) and W 

Again sin fi=/x sin fi 

and sin *3 sin fa 

Differentiating if) and (g) 

cos t'l.dfi =/* cos fi.df 1. and cos I'a-dia cos fa.dra 

whence f-.- 
COS to CDS f» L din 

cos lx cos 

Squaring 

cos ta cos f 2 

cos® *1 _ cos® ft 

cos® «a ""cos® fa 

l~sin® <1 1—sinVi 
1—sin^ t'a i “ sinVa 

1 —sin*fi_l-sin*ri r . • • • i 
or  -2“T":——r-T^ [. sm**/*smrjj 

sin-^fa l-sm*fa 
or, 1—iit* sm®f 1 - sin®f a+m* sin*f i sin*fa 

“ 1 - sin®f 1 - /** sin* fa+/*®sin*ri sinVa 
or, sm®fa(M*-l)»sinV»(j:**-l) 

whence fi=®r« 
and consequently «i »4a . 
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So if Sm denotes the minimum deviation* then 

8m==»i 4*i3 —^ 

=2*1['.■ H=i,] 
. . A. 

whence *i = 

and = ^ [*/ 

sin *1 

sin ri 

sm 

sin 

fi+f2=-d& ri«fa] 

Determining and A ; fi can be calculated. 

The refractive in lex of the material of a prism can be 

best determined with the help of a spectrometer (Fig. 93). It 

Fig. 98 

has a graduated circle mounted on a vertical support and 

round the circle* a movable arm can carry a telescope T. 
The position of ‘the telescope can be read off the circular 

scale with the help of two verniers 7* F attached to the 

same. There is another tube (7, known as the collimator 

tube. It has an adjustable slit 8 at one end and a convex 

lens at the other end of the tube. Further* there is another 

small circular table A, known as the prism table which 
^ 16 
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can be raised or lowered and can be clamped at any 

position. It can also rotate about a vertical axis and there 

are three levelling screws on the same. 

To begin with experiment, the telescope is turned 

towards the sky or a bright object and the position of the 

eye-piece is adjusted until the cross-wires are distinctly '?cen. 

It is then focussed on a distant object and adjustments are 

made so that there is no parallax between the cross-wires 

and the image of the distant object. Thus the telescope is 

adjusted for parallel rays. 

The slit is illuminated by a source of monochromatic 

light ( say soduim light ). By moving the slit in and out of 

the collimator tubc> the collimator is adjusted to give a 

parallel beam of light. This is done by directing the 

telescope towards the collimator. When adjustments have 

properly been done* there will he no parallax between the 

edge of the image and the cross-wires. 
The prism table is 

made horisontal by 

adjusting the levelling 

screws. This is tested 

by a spirit level. 

To measure the 

angle A of the prism* 

it is placed on the 

prism table with its 

edge A at the centre of 

> the table and directed 

towards the collimator. 

Fig. 94 Parallel rays from the 

colHmatpr fall on both the faces of the prism and are 
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reflected accordingly. The telescope is then moved 

alternately to receive the image from the two faces of the 

prism due to reflection. Let the corresponding positions 

be denoted by Ti and (Fig. 94). The difference between the 

readings at the two positions of the telescope will give 2A 
where A is the angle of the prism. Thus angle of the 

prism is known. 

The prism is then placed on the table with the centre 

of the prism approximately coinciding with that of the table 

( Fig. 95). Parallel rays from the colli¬ 

mator fall on the face AC and get 

refracted. The telescope is then turned 

to view the refracted image. On slowly 

rotating the prism table* the deviation 

is found to become less and less and 

the telescope is made to follow the 

refracted image. The table is to be 

rotated until the deviation reaches a 

minimum value. It is evident from the 

fact that if the prism be rotated in 

either direction* the deviation will 

increase. The telescope is fixed in the 

position ( say y) of minimum deviation and its position 

is noted from the graduated scale. The prism is then removed 

and the position of the telescope is adjusted to receive 

the image of the slit directly. Let it be dcnote4 by T 
whose position is also noted from the graduated scale. 

The difference between the readings of these two positions 

of the telescope will give the angle of minimum deviation. 
Let it be S««. 

Knowing A, angle of the prism and the angle of 
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minimum deviation the refractive index ju of the prism can 
be calculated from 

sin 
2 

. A 
"‘"a 

Sam : When the deviation is minimum* A—ti + fa=*2r. 
The prism is equiangular. So, 2U“60°. 

/ \ Tt ^ sin* (a) But rid— . 
sm r 

sin i=“«uXsinf‘=l*62xsin 30—0'81 
-sin 54^6' 

whence i=54 6^ 

{b) Again 8«=2*-ii-2x 54"6'-60 
= 48•12^ 

. (c) In the position of minimum deviatbn, the refracted 
ray inside the prism is parallel to the base of the prism. So, 

the angle made by the refracted ray inside the prism with 
the prism base is zero. 

^ 7. Derive the expression relating focal length with the 
radius of curvature of a thin double convex lens. 

What would this expression be for a thin lens of 
refractive index 9*i in a medium of index na ? A thin glass 
lens of focal length 25 cm. in air (refractive index of glass 
1*53) is immersed in water (» water—1*33). 

What is the focal length in water ? 

Ans.: First part: Derivation of the lens formula : 
Let OM be the incident ray on the upper half of the lens 

and let NI be the emergent ray. This portion of the lens 
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is equivalent to a prism (shown dotted) having refracting 
angle at the top. Here Mil and NF are respectively 

Fig.% 

tangents at M and 2^* If h be the height of the incident 

point* then deviation 8 is given by S = ^ where f is the focal 

length of the lens. 

Again S=(|tA“l).4 when the refracting angle of the prism 
is small. 

= DC^c+Zi) . (a) 

From (figure 97) it is evident that < is equal to the angle 
which the radius CiM makes with the tangent*at M. 

Similarly the angle made by the radius C^N with the 
tangent at .N" is equal to Further MLAs the 
angles are small* so 

ML h 
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Similarly ^=tan jS=sin 
OaiV jKa 

From eqn. (a) wa get. 

or, 

In the figure Bi lies to the right of the optical centre 
and is so positive. But lies to the left and is so negative. 
Using these sign conventions, we get, 

. (6; 

2nd part t In eqn. (b)f /x is the refractive index of the 
lens material with respect to that of the surrounding 
medium. If ni be the absolute refractive index of the lens 
material and that of the surrounding medium, then 

n — «i 

no 

The formula for f then reduces to 

Sum : When air is the surrounding medium, 

When water is the surrounding medium. 

(eV 

(d> 
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Dividing eqn. (c) by (d) we get =3*525 

f33"^ 
•. f„-3525 x 25 = 881Scm. 

8. Describe the experimental arrangement for observing 
Newton's rings. Explain how they arc formed. Derive the 
relevant expressions. 

Newton's rings arc observed with a pJano-convfei lens in 
contact with a glass plate. The radius of the first bright 
ring is 1 mm. If the radius of the convex surface is 4m.f 

what is the wave-length of the light used ? 

Ans. : For the first part, see Answer to Ques. No. 8 of 

1959, May. 

Sum : We know, ~ 

Here pn=-“ radius of the first bright rmg=l mm.=01cm. 

n=l 

X=? 

72=400 cm. 
2Pu^ 2x(0iy 

•• ^“(2»-l)I2“‘(2xl" 1)400 
=5000x10"® cm. 
= 5000 A. U. 

%/ 9. Draw a neat diagram of a refracting telescope. 
Explain its principle and derive the expression for its angular 
magnification. 

A crude telescope is constructed with two thin lenses of 
focal length 100 cm. and 20 cm. Find (a) its angular 
magnification) and ib) the height of the image formed by 

the objective of a building 60m. height at a distance of 
llpn. 
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Ans.: Refracting telescope : Telescopes are used to 

view distant objects whether celestial or terrestrial and 

may be either of reflecting type or of refracting type. 

Astronomical telescopes and Galilean telescopes fall under 

the category of refracting telescope. We shalb however^ 

describe an astronomical telescope. 

Astronomical telescope : This is used for viewing 

heavenly bodies and consists essentially of a converging lens 

RAVS FROM 

Fig. 98 

system 0, called the objective and another converging lens 

system Et called the eye-piece (Fig. 98). These two lens 

systems are fitted oo-axially in a brass tube and the 

distance between them can be adjusted. The objective 

has a wide aperture and is of large focal length whereas 

the eye-piece has a small aperature and is of short focal 

length. 
Optical action : The rays coming from a distant point 

may be considered to form a parallel pencil. So these rays> 

after refraction through the objective form a real» inverted 

and diminished image piQi in the focal plane of the objective. 

The image piQx serves as an object to the eye-piece and due 

to refraction through E, an inverted) virtual and magnifi^ 
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image is formed. For normal risimti the eye-piece is so 

adjusted that the image p^qi is formed in the focal plane of 

the eye-piece. So, after refraction through JS?, the image 

will be formed at infinity ( Fig. 98). 

For ordinary vision^ the final image should be formed at 

the least distances of distinct vision. To do this, the 

Fig. 99 

eye-piece is pushed in so that pigi lies within a distance less 

than its focal length ( Fig. 99 ). 

Magnifeation: For ordinary vision, magnification m 
is given by, 

_ angle subtended by the image at the eye 
^ angle subtended by the object at the eye 

^ angles are very small] 
tan < 

„Pt«j /Ml. 
O'qJ fo 

where O' is the optical centre of the eye-piece and fa is 

the focal length of the objective. 

_f. 
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' Again with respect to the eye-piecei piqt is the object 

and pq is the image. From the formula for the lensy we 

know* 

V u f 

where f$ is the focal length 
^ Q ^ Q\ /• 

of the eye-piece. 

JL , 1 
0%x~fj0‘q 

In case of ordinary vision^ O'q-D-the least distance 

of distinct vision. So in this case» magnification becomes* 

In case of normal vision* the final image is formed at 

infinity f.c.»0'g = Then magnification becomes* 

fo 
h 

For large magnification* the focal length of the objective 

must be very large in comparison to that of the eye-piece. 

In this casey the final image is inverted. 

Sum: (fl) Magnification 5 
fe 

(6) For the objective /o= —100 cm. (—ve because the 

lens is convex) 

M - i Km.«100)000 cm. 

T,r 1 111-1 1 1 We know, or. - -jgg 
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100000 ...- 
or, - cm. = “ 1001 cm 

,. . .r . 1001 
Linear magmncation *”>'^^‘"l0006o 

Size of the object ==60wi=60 ^100 cm. 

Sire of the image=mi x size of the object 

1001 

= 6'006 cm. 

10- Discuss the vibration of a string fixed at both 

cuds. Derive the expression relating the frequency of 

vibration with the tension and t^ie mass per unit length 

of the wire. 

A stretched wire is observed to vibrate with a frequency 

30 cycles per sec. in the fundamental mode when the 

supports are 60 cm. apart. The string has a mass of ir gm. 

per cm. id) What is the velocity of propagation of a 

transverse wave in the string ; (b) Compute the tension of 

the string. 

Ans. : If a string stretched under a tension and fixed at 

both the ends is plucked or struck* then transverse waves are 

generated. Tbiese waves travel with a definite velocity* 

along the string and suffer reflections at the fixed ends with 

change of t\’pc» that is* a crest is reflected as a trough and 

vice-versa. The reflected waves^ and the waves moving 

towards the ends react’ with each other and produce 

stationary waves in the string. 

Modes of vibration: Depending on the boundary 

conditionsf a string may vibrate in different modes. But as 

the two ends are fixed* there will always be two nodes at 

the two ends. The simplest mode of vibration is diat in 
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which there are two nodes at the two ends and one antinode 

at the middle [Fig. 100 ]. The string then vibrates as a 

single loop and the 

corresponding mode is 

called the fundamental 
mode of vibration. If I 
be the length of the 

string and \ the wave¬ 

length of the funda- 

mental wave then l“X/2 

because the distance 

between two conse¬ 

cutive nodes is half the 

wave-length.. If n be the frequency then 

w V 

A 2/ 
The next mode of vibration is that in which there will 

be three nodes and two antinodes [ Fig. 100 Gi)]. This type 

of vibration can be produced by plucking the string 

at one-fourth of its length and lightly touching the string at 

its middle. If lx and Ux be respectively the wave-length and 

frequency of the vibration? then Further? lif V be the 

velocity of the wave along the string* then V=^nili 

Thus the frequency of this mode of vibration is double 

that of the fundamental tone. 

The next possible mode of vibration will be that in which 

there are four nodes and three antinodes [ Fig. 100 (iii) ]. In 

this case? ^**1X3. 

Fig. 100 

V 3F 
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So the frequency of this mode of vibration is three times 

that of the fundamental tone. This mode of vibration can 

be excited by bowing the string at its middle and lightly 

touching the same at one-third of its length. 

Thus in a strings under suitable conditions, all the 

harmonics can be generated. However* if the string be 

excited at random* the higher tones may not be all harmonics. 

The tones whose frequencies are not exact multiples of that 

of the fundamental* are called overimes. 

Frequency of transverse vibration of a string: If T 

be the tension of the string of length I and m be its mass per 

unit length, then the velocity V of transverse wave along the 

string is given by 

Let X and n be respectively the wave-length and frequency 

of transverse vibration of the string. 

Then F==mX, whence 

n 
X w 

For fundamental mode of vibration, 

l=»X/2 whence \ ^2l 

• • n L /?- 
2l\ m 

Sum: (i) Here frequency of vibration is w»30. As 

the string undergoes fundamental mode of vibration* so 

wave-length X is given by 

A*®2?“2x60=120 cm. 

Velocity 7-nX-30x120 - 3600cm./sec. 
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If r be the tension and w, mass per unit length, then 

-Iv; 
'dL 
m 

or, 
1 T 

41^ m 

or, y* « 4(60 j* x 30'^ x 05 
- 6,480,000 dynes, 

11. Write the equation for a wave explaining the 

physical significance of each symbol you use. Draw a 

diagram. 

What is the difference between a progressive and a 

standing wave ? 

How is the velocity of sound in a gas determined ? 

What is the ratio of the velocities of a longitudinal wave 

in air at—S^’C. and 57 C. ? 

Ans.: The equation of a progressive wave is given by 

sin (wf—a) 

where y is the displacement at any instant t and at a 

distance x, 
fl—amplitude of the wave 

0) = angular velocity of the wave 

-271^1 where n is the frequency of the 

vibrating paiticle. 

and a = epoch or initial phase difference. 

2'^x 
« —, where a is the wave-length. 

A 

The equation for displacement can also be written in 

different forms as below :— 

y =*= a sin {(4 — a) — a sin^^f — 

•a sin sin~(F<-a:) 

[ ■■ -II 

[ ■. ■ F - nA ■■ velocity of the wave] 
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The diflFerential equation of such a motion is given by 

(lt‘ 

The figure (101) shows the time-displacement curve of a 

y 

wave having its initial phase difference equal to zero. 

Difference between progressire and standing (stationary) 
waves: 

In a progressive wave, the wave is found to travel with 

time. As for example, if we throw a stone in the middle of 

a water pond# water waves are generated. These waves# 

with passage of time# arc found to travel towards the shore. 

So they denote progressive waves. 

Similarly when some sound is produced in air, the 

same travels through the medium with a definite velocity. 

So this is also an example of a progressive wave. In a 

progressive wave, with passage of time# a continuous transfer 

of a definite state from one region of a medium to another 

takes place by the same series of movements of the successive 

particles of the medium. Further the wave-front travels 

onward with a definite velocity which depends on the 

properties of the medium. In a progressive wave# any 

particle of the medium will go through the same cycle of 
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changes regarding displacement, velocity, acceleration, etc. 

Between two neighbouring particles, there will always 

be a diflFerence in the state of motion. When the wave 

proceeds, there is no instant when all the vibrating particles 

will be stationary. 

Standing waves or stationary waves : If two similar 
wave trains travel in opposite directions within a mediumf 
then stationary waves are formed. The characteristics of 
such waves are that there are certain points in space which 
are always at rest whereas there are otier points which have 
always the maximum displacements. The points which are 
always at rest are called nodes but those which always have 
the maximum displacements are termed antinodes. Under 
suitable conditions, stationary waves are produced in a 
stretched string fixed at both the ends. They can also be 
produced in organ pipes. In a stationary wave, the wave 
docs not progress in either direction but merely appear and 
disappear at definite regions. All the particles between 
two successive nodes or antinodes will have the same phase 
at any instant. But the particles of any two consecutive 
segments at any instant will be in phase opposition. Nodes 
are regions having maximum variation of pressure and density 
while these values for antinodes will be minimum. At the 
same moment all the particles will be at rest twice during a 
complete vibration. 

For determination of velocity in a gas, see Answer to 

Ques. No. 9 of 1959, Nov- 

Snm: - 3°C= - 3 b 273-270"2<=TM 
57+273=m^A « 

Let be the velocity of the longitudinal wave in air at 

— 3^0 and 7# be that at 57®C. 

We know, ^ T 

• /^o_,/r. 
















